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transmission concept: the segmented magnet homopolar torque converter. The purpose of
this device is to convert unidirectional torque of constant speed (such as from a steam
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‘J In Phase I the technical problems were reviewed , the machine concepts were studied ,
and a detailed technical plan was evolved for the enti re program . In Phase II , a re-
liable constant speed current collection system was developed and demonstrated in an

4 actual segmented magnet homopolar generator (SEGMAG). The objective of Phase III was
to extend the technol ogy developed in Phase II for constant speed machines to the case
of the torque converter which must operate at variable and reversing speeds.

The program places particular emphasis on the technology of advanced current collec—
tion systems for the reason this is essential for the success of the homopolar machine
concept.

Phases I, II , and the initial Phase III effort were based on the use of liquid metal
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the use of a promis i~~ current col l ection concept ut ilizing a solid brush-gas-vapor
additive system.
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THIS FINAL TECHNICAL RE PORT CONSISTS OF TWO VO LUMES :

VOLU~1E I: COMPLETION OF PHASE 111-A SOLID BRUSH CURRENT

COLLECTOR DEVELOPMENT FOR HIGH CURRENT DENSITY
- . APPLICATIONS , encompassinq the period from December

1 , 1975 through June 30, 1976.

VOLUME II: SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR ENTIRE
CONTRACT , from its inception - May 10, 1972 to

its complet ion - June 30, 1976.
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VOLUME I
COMPLETION OF PHASE Ill-A SOLID BRUSH CURRENT COLLECTOR

DEVELOPMENT FOR HIGH CURRENT DENSITY APPLICATIONS
SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

LO BAC KGROUND

Part I descri bes the completion of the work performed under Phase Ill-A
of this contract, for the period of December 1 , 1975 through June 30,
1976. Phase 111-A involves the initiation of research and development
of advanced current col l ection technology using a solid brush-gas—vapor-
additive system. This development will have great potential value for
reversing and other machine current collector systems. .5

The new current collection concept has demonstrated extremely good
performance using individual brushes -in a humidifed inert atmosphere ,
and represents an ideal reversing col l ector system for the torque con-
verter and other machines . The technology may be extended to high speed
generators and allow the development of a high voltage SEGMAG, thus
reducing current transmission problems substantially and enhancing the
utilization of SEGMA G by DOD .

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The principal objective of the Phase 111-A program is to initiate the
development of high-power current collection systems for electrical
machines, in order to increase the performance , life , and reliability
of such machines. The individual steps are to: (1) investigate the
materials and atmospheres of current collection systems; (2) to select
preferred technical approaches in terms of the materials system and
requirements ; (3) to devel op slip ring and commutator current collection .5
systems appropriate to reasonably large machines; and finally (4) to .5
conduct extensive testing to determine the performance and life of such
systems. The specifi c objectives of Phase Ill-A are summarized below :

1) Using suitabl e parameters for typical machines , evaluate promising
materials and atmospheres, in terms of velocity , current density,
pressure , life , losses , and voltage drop . Select suitable corn-
binations for continued evaluation .

-
, 2) From the materials selected , construct large brushes and test in

the preferred atmosphere .

3) Construct a slip ring system using a suitable array of solid brush

4 materials and test for bulk properties at variabl e speed. Evaluate
load current sharing probl ems. .5

I 1-1 
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4) Determine the brush loading and cool i ng system requirements for
selected materials. Evolve a system concept and fabricate a model .5
for initial tests.

5) Design and construct a model system using two slip rings to evaluate
the solid brush SEGMAG concept , and to determine the potential future .5
technical problems with such a system. Testing over a wide range
of speeds and l oadings will be accomplished in a related program
(ONR/ARPA Contract N000l4-76-C-0683).

6) Conduct a continuous application study to correlate brush research
with machine requirements and potential utilization . Assist in
materials selection.

1 .2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Westin ghouse has for many years been investigating the problems of
power transfer across sliding el ectrical contacts (solid brushes). One
of the results of this research was the demonstrati on that brush life
can be increased 10 to 15 times by operating brushes in a humidified
inert gas atmosphere rather than in air. These brushes are now in
practical machine applications at current densities of 60 apsi .

Recent experimental work at Westinghouse has shown that very high
current densities (3 MA/m2, 2 kAh n.2) can be achieved when solid brushes .5

.5 are operating in controlled inert gas atmospheres with water and/or
other additives. Furthermore , substantially reduced fricti on coefficients
and voltage drops across the interface have been achieved simultaneously,
resulting in a predicted brush life in the range of 20,000 to 200,000
hours .

The improved operating performance of these and other new brush systems
will improve the performance of existing commercial machines , and will
improve the appl i cability ard maintainability of advanced concept
machines , such as SEGMAG . However , before these new solid brush systems
can be fully utilized it is important to characterize and understand
their performance, and this is the central feature of the investigations
planned here .

1.3 SUMMARY OF CURRENT PROGRESS

1.3.1 Current Collector Test Rigs

In support of those program objecti~~s requiring experimental evaluation
of brush and slip ring materials and current col l ector environment , five
test rigs are required . These include four laboratory test rigs for the
initial screening of materials and environments , as wel l as a Machine
Environment Brush Tester (MEB) which can be utilized for more controlled
and extensive exami nation of selected brush and slip ring materials.

~~ 1 1-2
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1.3.1.1 Laboratory Brush Testers

In addition to the Bl and HS1 brush testers reported previously
(E.M. 4790), two further Westinghouse brush testers, 82 and ffS2, were
modified and made ready for operation.

.5 1.3.1.2 Machine Environment Brush Tester (MEB)

Construction and assembly of the MEB tester was completed . In addition,
.5 a test plan was drafted for utilization of MEB in the analysis of pro-

.5 mising brush riaterials. The MEB test rig was subjected to hydrostatic
test and mounted on its test stand . The first set of MEB test brushes
was received and prepa red for testing .

1.3.2 Current Collector Contact Material/Performance

Useful developmental info rmation was obtained from recent screening
tests of brush, ring, and vapor additive materials.

Based on screening test data , commercially availabl e graphite brushes
containing 65-75 who copper are reasonable candidates for more extensive
testing and evaluation on the larger , more soph2 cticated test machines .

Based on a fixed set of operating conditions , contact resistance is
l owest when copper-graphite brushes are run on copper rings. Friction
coefficients are l ower when the same brushes are run against either
nickel or steel collector rings.

l .3.~ Current Collector Mechanical Load Systems
- -  

A multi-contact electrical—shunt for use in solid brush holders was
• analyzed in this reporting period . Several shunts were fabricated and

statically tested, with encouraging results. The metal fiber construc-
tion of these shunts is also being considered for use in multi -contact .5
brushes.

To achieve minimum power loss under low-load operating conditions , it
is necessary to maintain high current density per brush. This can be
accomplished by lifting some of the brushes during low load. A full-
scale model of such a brush actuation system was constructed in order
to facilitate evaluation of this concept.

I 1-3
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1.3.4 Current Collector Interface Cooling Systems

The thermal data from the HS1 tester was evaluated . The results indicate
that the present HS1 brushholder meets the program thermal ojbectives .
This basic brushholder thermal information will be utilized as a guide-
lin e for the eva l uation of future brushholder concepts.

1.3.5 Current Collector Gaseous Environment/Control

A gas reci rculating system called “the current collector gaseous
environment control” was constructed for the purpose of controlling
the internal ambient atmosphere of the Machine Environment Brush Tester
(MEB). Capabilities of the gas system include operation with a variety
of non-oxidizing gases over a wi de range of flow rates and preset moisture
concen tra ti ons , removal of particulate debris and vapor contami nants from
test facility outgassin g, and maintenance of a predetermined positive
pressure level .

.5 1.3.6 Application Studies for Solid Brush SEGMA G Machines

All work was completed in the previous reporting period (E.M. 4790).

I 1-4
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VOLUME I

SECTION 2

CURRENT COLLECTOR TEST RiGS

2.0 GENERAL

The development of solid brush SEGMA G machines requires extensive
experimental facilities to evaluate two principal areas :

• Brush Material Selection

• Current Collection System Evaluation

The program scope required the use of five brush test rigs , four of
which were employed in the initial stages of the brush screening work ,
while the fifth was constructed in preparation for more extensive
parametric experimental tests in a related program (ONR/ARPA Contract
#N000l4-76-C-0683):

Bl = Brush Tester #1

.5 
- B2 = Brush Tester #2

.5 HS1 = High Speed Tester #1
HS2 = High Speed Tester #2
MEB = Machi ne Environment Brush Tes ter

The four laboratory testers (Bl , B2, HS1 , HS2) evaluate indivi dua l
brushes to determine coefficient of friction , double voltage drop ,
brush pressure , and wear rate in specified environments. These four
rigs provide an initial screening of brush and slip ring material
performance.

Bl and 82 are duplicate testers forinitial screening of prototypic
materials in small (sub-size) brush configurations. HS1 and HS2 are
duplicate testers for advanced screening of prototypic full-size

• brushes under higher speed and higher current conditions than Bi and
B2. During this report period , B1 , B2, HS1 and HS2 were operational .

The fifth test rig, the Machine Environment Brush Tester (MEB) was
constructed to stu~y current sharing in multiple parallel connected
brushes in flux leakage fields anticipated in machine applications .
Concepts of brush restraint, brush shunting and brush cooling will
also be examined with this rig. MEB will expose the brush and slip
ring materials to an actual machine environment, including high currents ,
multi-brush systems and ambi ent magnetic fields .

1 2-1
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2.’! LABORATORY BRUSH TESTERS

2.1.1 Objectives

The objective of the laboratory test rigs is to aid in the selection
and development of contact system materials for use in advanced electro-
mechanica ’ mach i nes . This task is accomplished initially by sequentially
screening potential brush , slip ring, gas , and additive materials over
acceptable ranges of current density and speed . The test response
parameters of particular importance are contact voltage , friction coef-
ficient , and brush wear rate. Finally, (in a related ONR/ARPA Contract
N00014-76-C-0683) the best combined contact system material s will he
evaluated in more sophisticated test rigs and machines , capable of
higher speeds , higher currents , larger numbers of brushes and with forced
cooling of both brushes and rings.

2.1.2 Prior and Related Work

Two exi sting small laboratory brush testers, available from other
Westinghouse- funded programs , were modified and placed in operation.
These test rigs , Bl and HS1 , were modified primarily to accommodate
larger electrical load currents . Descriptions of these “bell jar” type
testers an d their capabilities are given in the previous semi-annual
report (F.M. 4790).

2.1.3 Current Prog ress

Two additional Westinghouse laboratory brush testers, B2 and HS2,
were modified and made ready for operation during the reporting period .
These are essentially identical to test rigs Bl and HS1 previously
mentioned and descri bed. See Figs . 2.1.1 , 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4.

2.2 MACHINE ENVIRONMENT BRUSH TESTER (MEB)

2.2.1 Objectives

The objective of thi s task is to devel op a tester to evaluate solid
brush current collection systems in an actual machine environment.
This tester will consist of a single module segmented magnet homopolar
machine concept with capabilities of 6 vol ts and 20,000 amps .

The Machine Environment Brush Tester (MEB) will subject the current
.5 collectors to current densities , leakage flux and other conditions

- - associated with operation in a machine environment. In addition , the
unit will provide for long-term testing of Current collectors , their
attendant support syster is , and the machine itself to develop operational
data for solid br i-sh machines.

1 2-2
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2 .2 .2  Prior and Related Wor k

The previous ARPA supported effort under this contract lead to the
successful development of the water-cooled , liquid metal Segmented
Magnet Homopolar Generator (SEGMAG) and proved the basic SEGMAG concept.
The use of solid brush systems will result in a reliable reversing col-
lector for motor applications, will remove the complications associated
wi th liquid metal current collectors , and will simplify the overall
system.

The result of various studies indicates that the minimum current density
for a solid brush homopolar with equal volume to a liquid metal col-
lector homopolar is 1000 A/in2 (apsi). Since the initial solid brush—
gas-vapor testing indicates solid brush current densities up to 2000
apsi , the solid brush SEGMAG machine will have a volume that is equal
to or less than the equivalent liquid metal SEGMAG .

2.2.3 Current Progress

The Mac hi ne Env i ronment Brush Tes ter (MEB) consi sts of a s ingle module
SEGMAG configuration incorporating solid brushes in the current collection
areas as shown in Figs. 2.1.5 and 2. 1.6.

The mechanical design of the MEB considered the same factors as those
for the design of conventional rotating electri ca l machinery . In
addition to the current collection system, the design of the MEB incor-
porates simplicity and maximum flexibility of its components to minimi ze
the down time between test sequences .

The following factors were considered :

1) Mechanical conducto r support ,
2) Rotor to stator alignment,
3) Remova l of losses ,
4) Machine environment,
5) Eros ion of cooli ng system components ,
6) Electrical insulation ,
7) Instrumentation.

-
‘ The rotor conductor drum is restrained to withstand both centrifugal

forces due to rotation and torsional forces due to the machine torque
reaction. The torsional forces (8 ,000 in/ lb) are restrained by shrink-
ing the copper conductor drum onto the iron rotor. Since the rotor

- 
‘
, conductor drum and rotor iron have the same el ectrical potential , no

insulation is required . Figure 2.1.7 shows the rotor with the copper
drum in position .
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The support of the stator conductor is somewhat simpler since there are
no rotational forces. The conductor drum will be restrained by an
interference fit between it and the ferromagnetic stator iron. This
concept provides adequate support to meet the 3/unit torque design
criterion . Each stator conductor is insulated from the iron as wel l as
from each other.

The alignment of the rotor in the stator is accomplished by four (4)
positioning blocks , two (2) at each end of the test stand . These blocks
provide vertical and horizontal adjustment capability . To measure the
alignment, four (4) viewing ports are provided at each end of the machine
at 3, 6, 9 and 12 o ’clock positions . Measurements can be made of the
rotor to stator gap at these l ocations and the proper adjustment can
be made with the blocks. This arrangement provides maximum position-
ing flexibility for the systems including the possibility of testing
brush operation wi th the rotor deliberately misaligned .

This test capability is very important since the run-out of the slip
ring surface can adversely effect brush performance . Such run-outs
result in radial acceleration of the brush known as “brush bounce ” .
This condition must be accommodated in the brush actuation gear to
ensure proper contact pressure on the slip ring for optimum life with
minimum losses .

Rotor alignment is a function of the stator alignment provided by the
rotor support structure , and dynamic defl ection during operation. The
MEB incorporates rolling element bearings which are adequate for the
design loads and speed. Since the total flux of the machine must be
carried by the ferromagnetic iron in the rotor, there is a substantial
structural member in the active l ength and flux return path , thus
resulting in a high critical speed for the machine . Because of high rotor
stiffness, the dynamic deflection of the rotor is small.

Water cooling was adopted to remove machine losses from the MEB in the
brush bearing area, machine leads , the field coils and the rotor con-
ductor drum. Figure 2.1.8 shows the configuration of the water-cooled
field coils.

The major losses requiring removal from the MEB include:

• Armature j oule heating
5- 

• Brush friction
• Brush jo ule heating
• Friction and wi ndage losses

The cooling system is designed to remove 80% of the machine losses
• through the rotor and 20% through the stator. The losses generated in

the brush account for the majority of the total machine losses , and they
must be removed through a sliding surface.

1 2-9
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In the rotor the coolant is passed immediately below the rotor conductor
drum in small channels (.38 W x .03 0) and provides parallel cooling
paths for the two collector areas. In this way the slip ring temperatu re
can be regulated to give optima l brush performance . Figure 2.1 .9 shows
the coolant cross-over tube which provides an inlet /outlet path to the
rotor .

To control the environment within the MEB , shaft seals are used . The
shaft seals are mounted in-board to the bearings to prevent contamination
from the bearing lubricants. Since the environment will be adjusted for
low brush friction , the conventi onal rubbing face seals wi ll perform
adequately.

The design provides for measurement of the important parameters .
Temperature measurements of the rotor conductor , ferromagnetic iron ,
and slip ring surface are accomplished by thermocouples placed inside
the rotor and brought out through slip rings. Brush temperature and
potential drops from brush to brush are measured by instruments imbedded
in specified brushes . The machine torque is measured by a torque meter
installed between the MEB and the prime mover . Associated instrumentation
of the stator , gas system , and the cooling water system is also provided.

A view of the completed MEB installed on its test stand is shown in Fig.
2. 1.10.

A

- .5

Fig. 2.1.9: Coolant cross-over tube , which is inserted into the rotor
~ bore to provide controlled coolant flow to the rotor.
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VOLUME I

SECTION 3

CURRENT COLLECTOR CONTACT MATERIAL/PERFORMANCE

3.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this task is to develop slidin g contact system
materials for use in advanced electromechanical machines . The princi-
pal el ements of an electrical contact system include the brushes ,
collector rings , environmental gas , and vapor additives . Important
requirements are capabilit y of high current density , low power loss ,
and long life .

3.2 PR IOR AND RELATED WORK

Test procedures were established and existing test rigs were modified
for evaluating contact system materials. Screening tests were
initiated to evaluate candiate brush , ring, additive , and gas materials.

F A few brush materials were evaluated for high (to 500 A/in 2) and ultra
high (to 2500 A/in 2) current density application . Small size electro-
graphitic brushes performed wi th l ong life and reasonably low energy
losses in the high current density range. Metal-graphite brushes
showed best overall feasibility for the ultra high current density
application . In general , brush performance appeared to be affected by
the base graphite material , percentage metal content , and applied mech-
anical load.

Additional testing is required to evaluate the effect of greater numbers
of brushes , larger load currents , higher ring speeds , and the presence
of ambient magnetic fields such as will be imposed by actual electro-
mechanical machines. Test rigs are being readied for such investigations.
In addition to the test features mentioned , provision for forced cooling
of the contact system is also included .

3.3 CURRENT PROGR ESS

3.3.0 General

A number of brush and ring materials were evaluated during this report
period . Detailed descriptions of the screening test rigs employed ,
testing procedure, parametric operating conditions , and the performance-
evaluation responses of interest may be found in the previous semi-annual
technical report (F.M. 4790). Useful developmental information obtained
from recent screening tests of brush , ri ng , and vapor additive materials
is presented here .

I 3-1
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3.3.1 Brush Materials

Copper and silver- graphite brush materials, representing a wide range
in metal content (0-97 w/o), were subjected to screening-type evalua tion
tests. The contact resistance of graphite brushes is relatively high ,
l eading to high electrical power loss when transferring large load
currents . Additions of metal to such graphite structures reduce contact
resistance and electrical loss , but excessive amoun ts lead to increased
mechanical fric tion loss and wear and will more than offset the former
advantage. The optimum metal content is dependent upon the relative
importance of achieving l owest total power loss on one hand , and highest
brush life on the other.

The brush materials evaluated were selected from ava ilable state-of-art
grades , and they were fabricated with typical powder metallur gy compaction/
sinterin g techniques. Based upon direction obtained from recent test
results , new experimental brush mater ials were specified for evaluation
and further development. Such materials are presently being fabricate d
for evalua tion as improved brushes .

Power loss and wear expressions were modif ied to expedite comparisons
of the candidate brush materials . Here, an attempt was made to account ,
in part, for the effect of differences in collector ring velocity among
testers on brush power loss and brush wear performance. Based on such
performance val ues, contact material comparisons are more meaningful .

The power loss expression (kL) combines the friction coefficient , con-
tact voltage drop, and ring velocity , yielding units of energy loss
density per unit distance traveled. The wear expression (k~) combineslinear wear rate, brush area , and ring velocity , giving final units of
volume brush wear per unit distance traveled .

jV
k
~~

= l . 3 5 6
~~

p + —
~~

- (3.1)

where: kL 
= brush energy loss density per unit distance travel ed ,

J/in 2~ ft.
= coefficient of friction.

p = load pressure , lb f/1n 2.
j = current density , A/in2.

Vc 
= contact voltage drop , V.

v = ring velocity , ft/s.

= 3600 ~ 
(3.2)
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where: k
~ 

volume of brush wear per unit distance traveled , in 3/ft,

w = linear wear rate, in/ h ,
a = brush area , in 2,
v = ring veloc i ty, ft/s.

Based on test results , power loss (mechanical and electrical components)
and wear characteristic values were calculated for 26 metal-graphite
brush materials. These values are plotted for each material as a function
of its metal content in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2. Average curves are drawn
through the points to show trends in performance as a function of brush
metal content. Based on these data , the fol l owing conclusions are made:

• The performance characteristics of copper and silver-graphite
brushes of comparable metal content are similar. Thus ,
economies in brushes can be realized by employing copper rather
than silver.

• Total contact energy loss (mechanical plus electrical ) is
minima l when the metal content of graphite brushes is near
75 w/o.

• Total contact energy loss is dominated by the electrical com-
ponent when the metal content of brushes in less than about
70 w/o, but by the mechanical component at larger percentages.

• Brush wear is very low for small additions of metal , increasing
at a modest rate up to about 75 w/o. At higher metal percentages
brush wear increases sharply.

• Based on the screening test data , it appears that commercially
available graphite brushes containing 65 to 75 w/o copper are
reasonable candidates for more extensive testing and evaluation
on larger , more sophisticated test machines .

The next generation of experimental brush materials is currently being
fabricated . The objective , of course, is to develop brushes with improved
performance capability for high current density application .

3.3.2 Ring Material

Copper , nickel , and steel metals were slected for initial evaluation as
candida te collector ring materials for advanced current collection
systems. The signi ficant screening evaluation test results obtained

-
. for these ring materials are reported and compared in this report.

Other metals , including super copper alloys , brasses , and special
steel s, were selected , machined , and are available for testing.

Physical properties of ring material s such as strength, hardness , and
~ conductivity appear to be important factors which affect contact
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Fig. 3.1: Metal graphite brush-copper ring contact loss characteristics .
500 A/in 2, 10-12 lb f/in

2, 42-83 ft/s, inert gas ambient.
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Fig. 3.2: Metal graphite brush wear characteristics. Copper ring ,
500 A/in2, 10-12 lb f/ifl2, 42-83 ft/s, inert gas ambient.
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performance. They probably control the extent and adhesion of the
complex surface films formed through brush slidin g action and , con-
sequently, the actual or true contact area . The integrated area , com-
bined with the ring metal ’s conductivity and specific shear strength ,
then determines the contact electrical resistance and friction
coefficient, respectively.

Contact energy loss characteristics for three ring materials screened
during this reporting period are shown in the following table. The
three materials were subjected to relatively modest test conditions ,
and the mating brush contact material was copper-graphite .

TABLE 3.1

Loss Characteristics of Sliding Contact Material Combinations :

Copper-Graphite Brush , 500 A/in 2,

12 lb f/in
2, 51 ft/s, Inert Gas Ambient

Ring Energy Loss, J/in 2.ft

Material Electrical Mechanical Total

Steel 7.3 2.3 9.6

Nickel 3.7 1.6 5.3

Copper 0.8 3.3 4.1

The lowest total energy loss was obtained with copper rings. This is
attributed to very low electrical energy loss , even though the mechan-
ical loss is highest of the three ring materials tested . Thus , low
contact resistance and relatively high friction coefficient are char-
acteristic of the copper ring/copper-graphite brush contact combination.

Total energy loss increased when the copper ring was replaced with
nickel , then steel . This was attributed to high electrical energy
l osses assoc i ated w i t h the la tter mater ia l s , especially with steel .
The mechanical component losses for nickel and steel rings are signifi-
cantly lower than that of copper. Thus , relatively high contact
resistances and low friction coefficients are characteristic of the
nickel and steel ring/copper-graphite brush contact combinations.

Long brush life was obtained for each of the three ring materials
evaluated . The l ongest and shortest brush life was found for copper

-
- 

and steel rings, respectively.
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VOLUME I
SECTION 4

CURRENT COLLECTOR MECHANICAL LOAD SYSTEMS

4.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of the mechanical load system program is to devel op a
system capabl e of controlling the brush loads to acceptabl e values , as
specified in Section 3. The contact material performance program will
determine what is required of the brush system for efficient current
transfer and the mechanical load system will determine how to achieve
these requirements .

4.2 PR IOR AND RELATED WORK

The basic function of a current collection system is to transfer
electrical power between stationary and rotating contact members
efficiently, reliably, and with long life . Much experience in the
applicati on of solid brush current col lectors for this purpose has
been accumulated over the years at Westinghouse and elsewhere , for
brush systems operating at conventional current densities (93 KA/m 2 ,
60 A/in 2) in ambient air environments . This work has been used as a
foundation with the present effort utilized to extend the technology
to the high current densities (3.1 x 106 A/rn2, 2000 A/in 2).

High current density brush holders were designed and built as a brush
test vehicle for use in the High Speed Test rigs (HS1 and HS2). The
design configuration consisted of a water-cooled holder surrounding a
rectangularly shaped solid brush. The brush loading was provided by
constant force spri ngs, and conventional (pig tail) electrical shunts
carried current between the brush and holder.

Brush holders were designed and built for the Machine Environment Brush
Tester (MEB). The design philosoph y was similar to that used for the
High Speed Testers. The cooling configurations differed, however , in
that the rotor of the MEB also has a water-cooled rotor, in addition to
water-cooled brush holders .

4.3 CURRENT PROGRESS
-
, In the area of mechanical load systems the two principal concerns are

the el ectrical shunts and the so li d brus h ac tua ti on sys tem.

I’

.
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4.3.1 Electrical Shunts

The purpose of the electrical shunt is to transfer current from the
solid brush to the stator conductor with low loss, and with free radial
motion,

Conventional pigtail shunts were analyzed and were found to impose
excessive mechanical load on the brush when designed for low electrical
loss. The size of these conventional shunts becomes excess ive for high
current density brushes.

Another disadvantage of the pigtail shunt is the substantial electrical
resistance (12R) loss in the solid brush. These losses are inherent in
this configuration since pigtail shunts cannot be fastened near the brush-

• slip ring interface. Ideally, current should be transferred from immed-
iately behind the rotor-brush interface directly into the stator conductor.
However , since the pigtail is permanently attached to the solid brush and
since there is a specific brush length allowance for wear , the current
must pass through the wear length prior to entering the pigtail shunt.

Investigation of alternate concepts resulted in the attractive multi -
contact shunt concept, which has the following features:

1) Low electrical resistance at a low total contact force.

2) The capability for solid brush sliding on the multi-contact
provides close contact wi th the brush -slip ring interface.

The resistance of a single point contact is given by Holm’ as:

R = 
a (4.1)

5 ~~~

where: = Single contact resistance,
a = Constant,

F5 = Total force appl ied to the single contact,

m = Constant.

The resistance of a number of identical contacts arranged in parallel
is:

R = 
a (4.2)M n ( f)m

where : RM = Multi-contact resistance ,
a = Constant ,

~ f = Force per multi-contact point,
.5 m = Constant.
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FM = n f (4.3)

where: FM = Total force appl ied to the multi -contact,

n = Number of con tacts.

R a
M (l-m),E ~m

Setting : R5 = R
M

Yields : Fs/FM 
= n(~

..muIm) (4.4)

Equation (4.4) reveals that for a given electrical resistance , the total
force required for a multi-contact is less than the total force required
for a single contact when m < 1. For m = 0.33 which corresponds to non-
oxidized , lightly loaded , copper-on-copper contacts:

FM = 

(n) 2’°3 
(4.5)

For n = 10 contacts the total multi-contact force required is approx-
imately 100 times less than a single contact force (at equal electrical
resistance).

The presence of alien films on the contacts reduces the advantage of
multi-contacts . These films are usually oxides and tend to cause not
only higher resistance but also a higher constant m. For oxidized ,
lightly loaded , copper-on-copper contacts, m = .651 , and

FM = (4.6) -

For n = 10 contacts the total multi-contact force required is approx-
imately four times less than a single contact force (at equal electrical
resistance). The advantage of mult i -contacts although still present,
has been reduced 25 times due to the oxidized surfaces.

Several metal fiber shunts were made in order to i nvestigate manufacturing
-
. techniques anu to obtain test data for multi -contacts . The metal fiber

shunts were made of brass tufts drawn into a brass base with a brass
tie wire. The electrical connection between the fiber tuft and the base

~ was found to be inadequate . The use of soft solder provided an acceptabl e
electrical junction . Figure 4.1 is a photograph of a typical metal
fiber shunt, with the tufts angled into the base. This partic ular shunt
was also silver plated .

1 4-3
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Figure 4.2 is a photograph of the experimental setup for static testing
of the metal fiber shunt. The fiber shunt is attached to a large metal
heat sink. The mating part of the shunt is a long metal bar suspended
from the ceiling . The long length of the suspension cable results in
practically perpendicular motion of the bar to the fiber shunt base.
The suspended bar completes the electrical circuit with the fiber shunt .
The load to the multi-contact was applied through a cantilevered beam and
strain guage assembly. Mechanical loading is provided by adjusting a
screw threaded through the end of the cantile ver.

The static tests were initiated in order to establish the empirical
constants in the resistance-force relationship.

Fol l owing the static tests the design of the metal fiber shunts will be
reviewed and updated . The redesigned fiber shunt wi LJ be utilized in
a related program (ONR/ARPA Contract N00014-76-C-0683) in one of the
solid brush test ri gs. The test data from the dynamic rigs should yiel d
information valuabl e in the design of full-size SEGMAG machines .

4,3.2 Actuation System

The actuation system is that part of the brush holder system which
mechanically loads or lifts the brushes. The brush is loaded ; that is ,
pressed against the rotor slip ring, through the use of constant force
spri ngs. The mechanism which lifts the solid brush is a cabl e attached
to the solid brush and spring assembly. The cable is pneumatically
actuated by a cyl i nder located outside the brush area. A full—size
model of this solid brush holder actuation system was constructed for
use in evaluating potential brush holder problems .

4.4 REFERENCES
1Holrn , Ragnar; Electric Contacts Theory and Application ; Springer-Verlag;

1967; Germany.
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VOLUME I

SECTION 5

CURRENT COLLECTOR INTERFACE COOLING SYSTEMS

5.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of the interface cool i ng system program is to determi ne
the heat transfer characteristics of the high current density brush-
holders . These heat transfer characteristics will be correlated with
the solid brush objectives in order to determine high current density
brushho lder heat transfer design requirements and procedures .

5.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Westing house has accumulated much experience over the years in the
application of solid brush current collectors . This experience has
been with conventional current densities (93 KA/m2, 60 A/in 2) where
transferring the heat from the brushholder was not considered a problem
area - The high current densities (3.1 x 1fl ~ A/rn2, 2000 A/in 2) increase
the power density in the brushholder area to a point where heat transfer
has become an area of concern . The intent of the on-going work is to 5-
utilize the Westinghouse experi ence to support the evaluation of the
heat transfer in the brushholder area for high current density brushes.

5.3 CURRENT PROGRESS

The brushholder heat transfer characteristics of the HS1 Brush Tester
and the Machine Environment Brush Tester (MEB) were analyzed . The
hol ders and brushes were instrumented in an effort to determine the
thermal resistance . The experimental data was then correlated with
theory in an effort to understand the heat transfer mechanism between
the brush and holder.

The thermal data from the HS1 test was evaluated , wi th the result that
the present HS1 brushholder meets the program thermal objectives . The
brushholder is capable of extracti ng 30% of the heat generated as a
resul t  of brush losses. The remaining heat will be extracted through
the rotor cooling system.
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VOLUME I

SECTION 6

CURRENT COLLECTION GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT/CONTROL 
.5

6.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this task is to provide a controllabl e atmosphere of
non-oxidizing gas to the machine environment brush tester. The gaseous
environment control system must have the ability to fl ow preconditioned
non-oxid izing gas through the test system including separate flows through
the brush chambers (two) and flow in the rotor stator gap. The gas sys-
tem is required to remove both solid wear debris and vapor contaminates
and to maintain preset pressure conditions.

6.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Results of tests performed at the Westinghouse Research aboratories
reveal that the performance of graphite brushes sliding un copper
rings is greatly improved if the usual air ambient is replaced with a
humidifi ed carbon dioxide gas atmosphere . This allows operation of .5

the brushes at much higher curren t density wi th relatively low power
loss and long life . Adsorbed gas and water vapor on the contact sur-
faces provides ~ubricity but does not significantl y interfere wi th .5
conduction of electrical current.

6.3 CURRENT PROGRESS

A reci rculating gas control system (see Figs. 6.1 and 6.2) was built
and shakedown-tested for use with the MEB. Design , construction , and
operation of this system is reported in Volume III , Section 12 of this
report.

After completing construction of the gas control system, a series of
.5 

shakedown tests was run to characterize its performance. Besides leak
testing , tests were made to determine pump capacity , flow control , mois-
ture saturation level , and moisture probe response. The unit performed
well and will be used with the MEB test facility in a related program
(ONR/ARPA Contract N000l4-76-C-O683).

Improvements made to the unit following shakedown testing included :

• 1) The addition of a sel f-draining aerosol trap after the water
bubbler to prevent aerosols from entering the main gas stream.

2) The addition of a l5u fi l ter after the aerosol trap to remove any
~ dust tha t mi ght be carried from the charcoal adsorbing column .
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VOL UME I

SECTION 7

APPLICATION STUDIES FOR SOLID BRUSH SEGMAG MACHINES

7.1 OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this study is to correlate brush research with machine
requirements and potential utilization. This will ensure that the
electrical machine requirements , operating parameters , and machine
environment effects are effectively translated into the solid brush
research program.

7.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

The range of slip ring and comutator peripheral speeds for both
motors and generators were initially defined , with a maximum velocity
of 250 ft/second for generators.

The range of operating current levels and overload levels were
carefully considered with relation to the brush research program .

T~ problems of loading very h4gh current density - pushes to the machine
contact surface are complex and required conside icible attention to
innovative approaches to shunting and cooling .

The effects of magnetic fields , vibration and other transient effects
were carefully considered with reference to the brush loading system.

All of the above information was utilized in the current col l ection and
brush developments of this contract and in related ONR/ARPA Contract
N000l 4-76-C-0683 .

7.3 CURRENT PROGRESS 
-

Work on this task was completed in the previous reporting period.
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VOLUM E II

SECTION 1

INTRODUCT ION AND SUMMARY

1.0 GENERAL

This  is the fi nal technical report under ARPA Contract #DAHC 15-72-C-0229.
The work was performed over ~ period of four years from program i nception ,
10 May 1 972 to its ternii natior . During this period the work was completed ,
in accordance with the agreed plan as specified in the contract and its
amendments.

1.1 BACKGROUND

This program was for the research and development of a Westinghouse -
proposed mechanical power transmission concept: the segmented magnet homo-
polar torque converter (SMHTC). The purpose of this device is to convert
unidirectional torque of constant speed (such as from a steam turbine prime
mover) into variable speed output torque in either the forward or reverse
directions. The concept offers an efficient , light-weight, low vo l ume
design with potential application over a wide range of speeds and power
ratings in the range from hundreds to tens of thousands of horsepower.
Initial analysis indicates that this machine concept can be appl ied to
commercial and military advanced concept vehicles for both terrain and
marine environments over a wide range of applications wi th considerable
benefit to the U.S. Government, provided the complex current collection ,
and materials problems can be completely solved.

The present contract is part of a proposed three phase program
to develop the segmented magnet homopolar torque converter (SMHTC). The
aims of this program are : a) solve the operational problems relati ng
to current col l ection systems for segmented magnet machines ; b) demonstrate
the solution of these probl ems in a small segmented magnet homopolar machine
(SEGMAG); c) utilize the developed technology to design , cons truc t an d
test a segmented magnet homooolar torque converter (SMHTC).

The program placed particular emphasis on the material s technology of
current col l ection systems for the reason that this is essential to the
success of the homopolar machine concept for high power density applications .
Both liquid metal and solid brush current collection systems were studied .

1.2 OBJECTIVES

-j In Phase I , completed on January 9, 1973, all of the technical problems
~ were reviewed , the machinery concepts studied , and a detailed technical

plan was evolved for Phase II.
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Phase II had the primary purpose of providing the necessary theoretical
and engineering design work, as wel l as the supporting experimental tasks ,
to develop a reliable and efficient current collection system for the
successful operation of a segmented magnet (SEGMAG) homopolar generator.
Key task areas include : (a) the design , construction , and operation of a
SEGMAG generator having sodium-potassium (NaK) current col l ectors and all

.5 necessary support systems for liquid metal handling and purification , cove r
gas purity maintenance , and shaft seals; and (b) the procurement 3nd
testing of a GEC Ltd . honiopolar generator with its Gallium -Indium (GaIn)
current col l ector system.

The objectives of Phase III were to extend the technology developed in Phase
II for constant speed machines (such as generators) to the case of a
torque converter which operates at low speed , zero speed , or reversi ng con-
ditions and then to construct and test a demonstration machine .

Phases I , II , and the initial Phase III effort were based on the use of
liquid metal current col l ectors . In Phase Ill-A (begun on July 1 , 1975)

5- work was redirected toward the use of a promising current collection con-
cept utilizing a solid brush-gas-vapor-additive system .

1.3 SUMMARY OF CONTRACTUAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The work performed under this contract falls into two categories :
(1) work involving liquid metal current collection , encompassing Phases
I , II, and III (Section l.3.l )~. and , (2) work involving solid brush current
collecti on of Phase 111-A (Section 1.3.2).

1 .3.1 Summary of Contractual Accomplishments in Phases I , II, III

This work related to the use of liquid metal current collection:

1) Segmented Magnet H2T2201 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~
Mfl1’

~~ system gtuaTes were maae o~ varTous possT5Te mac~~ne ~onNgurations . A
conceptual design was prepared of a 6000 HP machine to del i ver con-
stant torque from zero speed to 200 RPM in forward and reverse directions ,
from a 1200 rpm input shaft.

.5 2) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~cQ11~c~~~
. A Survey was made of the most promising applications for

segmented magnet torque converters , motors , and generators . Several
of the applications resulting from the Phase II apolication studies
were reviewed and the most useful applications for seomented magnet
homopolar machines or torque converters were selected .

3) cbio Q~~~1QQw~ot~- A SEGMAG generator utilizing NaK r.urrent
collectors and a GEC (England ) machine which employed GaIn as the
current collection fluid.

II 1-2
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The SEGMAG (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2) was rated 3000 HP , 3600 rpm and
served to prove both the SEGMAG machine concept and the practicability
of the NaK current collection system developed under related subtasks
of this contract. This machine was used i n evalua ting the com ponen ts
and materials required for the SMHTC.

The prime purpose of the GEC machine (Figs. 1.3 and 1.4) was to
obtain operational experience with Gain as a current col l ector
liquid. This machine ’s mechanical and electrical design and perfor-
mance were studied as a basis for evaluating presently used mathematical
models -~or predicting machine performance.

4) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A study was con duc ted of
- . liquid metal current collection system technology . The preferred system

and liquid metal were identified for the segmented magnet homopolar
machine arrangement.

The principal areas of study concerned the handling, conta inment and
measure of power losses associated with liquid meta l use in current
collectors. The preferred system configuration was empl oyed in the
prototype SEGMAG machine. Figure 1.5 shows the test stand used to
evaluate prototypic current collectors developed under this program .

Under Phase III the unidirectiona l SEGMAG current collectors of Phase
II were further refined and extended to higher speed appl i cations.
In addition , collectors suitable for reversible and variable speed
applications were developed .

5) gyid ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ The purpose of this task area was to
devel op , design , fabricate , and instrument a liquid metal recircula-
tion loop (Fig. 1.6) and a cover gas reci rculation system (Fig. 1.7)
to provide maximum protection to the liquid metal in the current
collector region . Both the liquid metal and the cover gas are re-
circulated for contaminant removal and purity maintenance. Consideration
was also given to use of these systems for removal of waste heat from
the machine .

This task included a compatibility study of all machine materials
(insulation, lubricants,and structural materials) with the liquid

- 
.5 

metal current collection fluid.
‘

ii A fundamental studies program was part of this task area and was
concerned with those aspects of liquid metal technology necessary to
optimize the current collection electrodes to provide l ong term
reliability for stabl e current conduction . Topics included surface
wetting by liquid metals, aerosol formation , corrosion or alloying
reac ti ons , effect of high current transfer, and chemistry control in
l iquid metals using soluble getters.

4 In Phase ru the SEGMA G liquid metal system was further developed and
simplified . Support systems were developed for use in torque converter
and motor applications where reversible and variable speeds are encountered .

II 1-3
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1.3.2 Summary of Contractual Accomplishments in Phase Ill-A

In Phase Ill-A the contractual workscope was redirected to investigate
promising new, highly efficient solid brushes for homopolar machines as
an alternative to liquid metal current collection systems .

1) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Brush test rigs of reduced and full
size were constructed for the purpose of eva l uating various brush
materials and brush systems . The small testers were used to deter-
mine coefficient of friction , double voltage drop, brush pressure
and wear rate of various brush materials in specified environments .
The larger rigs (Fig. 1.8) enabled the testing of these brushes
under higher speed and higher current conditions . Finally the
Machine Environment Brush Tester (Fig. 1.9), which is a SEGMA G
machine , will expose the brushes and slip rings to an actua l machine
environment.

2) Curreot_CQ11ec~Qr_cQ o~ c teri~1LE~rf Qro~nc~. Experiments were
performed to evaluate potential brush and slip ring materials
characterized by medium to high current density rati ngs , l ow wear
rate,and low power loss. Silver and copper graphite composites
comprised the bulk of brushes tested . An expression was also
developed to predict brush life , based on brush wear and geometrical
considerations. This work is continuing under a related contract
(ONR/ARPA Contract #N00014-76-C-0683).

3) Current Collector Mechanical Load Systems. In order to optimize the
per~or~anc~ of tFie newTy-deveTo~ea ~s and slip rings , special
brushholders were developed in order to facilitate the transfer of
load current from brushes to machine output terminals .

4) Current Collector Interface Cooling Systems. This task established
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ brush , its holder ,and the slip ring interface. High current density applications make
brush cooling requirements a more critical performance parameter here
than in conventional machines . Heat flow data from the brushes led
to the design of a water cooling system for the MEB.

5) Current Collector Gaseous Environment Control . A gas recirculating

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ the internal ambient
atmosphere of the Machine Environment Brush Tester. Capabilities of
the gas system include : operation with a variety of non—oxidiz ing
gases over a wide range of flow rates and preset moisture concentra-
tions ; removal of particulate debris due to brush wear; removal of
vapor product contaminants from test facility outgassing; and main-
tenance of a predetermined positive gas pressure level . A controlled

• gaseous environment is necessary to the operation of the brush system
being developed under this contract and the related ARPA/ONR Contract .5

#N0001 4-76-C-0683.
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6) Ap~licati on Studie~~for Solid Brush SEGMAG Machines. In this study
the~~ s~i1f 6f 6~O~Fi ~~searEfi ~~ e correTafed wTfF~ the machine designand utilizati on requirements . This provided the necessary interface
between the solid brush research program and the operational require-
ments of the machines .

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF FINAL REPORT

The balance of this final report has been organized into two parts , A and
B, as fol l ows:

Part A: Liquid Metal SEGMA G Developments. This incl udes all of the work
under Phases I, II and III arranged by subtask. Part A consists
of Sections 2 through 7.

Part B: Solid Brush SEGMAG Developments. This includes the work of
Phase Ill-A. Part B is comprised of Sections 8 through 13.

II 1-10
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VOLUME II
PART A

SECTION 2
CURRENT COLLECTOR TE ST RIGS

~~~~~ ENERAL

Three mach ines emp l oy ing liquid metal current collection were examined
under this contract:

1) Conceptual desi gns for Segmented Magnet Homopolar Iorque Converter
(SHMTC) were evalua ted. The SMHTC converts constant speed inputs
to variable speed output in either the forward or reverse direction .

2) A Segmented Magnet Homopolar Generator (SEGMAG) was des i gned , con-
structed , and tested extensivel y. The SENGAG machine successfully
demonstrated both the segmented magnet machine concept and the
reliability of NaK liquid metal current collectors .

3) A General Electric Company (England) homopolar generator was purchased
and tested to provide operating experience with GaIn current collection
fluid .

* * * * * * *  * * *  * *  * *  * *  * * * * * * *  * *  * * *  * * * * * * * * * *

2.1 SEGMENIED MAGNET HOMOPOLAR TORQUE CO NVERTER (SMHTC)

2.1.1 Objectives

The objective of this progra m was to investigate the segmented magnet
homopolar torque converter (SMHTC), within the framework of some of the
more promising applications. This concept will then be demonstrated
(in a later program) in a torque converte r which will operate at constant
input speed (as from a prime mover), and will provide variable output
speeds , in both forward and reverse direct ions , at variable torque up to
full power rating.

Our objective in Phase I was to study the various configurations proposed
for the SMHTC , and the techn ical problems involved in developing the
prototype machine .

In Phase III a conceptual design was evolved for the prototype torque
converter.

ii 2—1
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2.1.2 Prior and Related Work

The SMHTC concept was derived from a unique modular DC homopolar machine
being irvestigated at Westing house. This machine , known as a segmented
magnet homopo lar machine (SEGMAG) uses series connected DC modules to
obtain the desi gn output. The characteristics of SEGMAGs were investi-
gated under another contract (N000 14—72—C— 0393).

2.1.3 Summary of Accomplishments

2.1.3.0 Genera l

The SMHTC consists basically of two homopolar machines connected as a
generator-motor set. Two basic confi gurations are being considered:
(1) a radial design which uses a generator mounted within a motor; and
(2) an axial design which consists of inline generator and motor. The
inline confi guration is preferred.

Two basic homopolar machine types are being considered: (1) the drum-
type (SEGMAG), and (2) the disk-type (DISKMAG).

During Phase I of this contract , electrical analyses of large (30,000 HP)
and sma ll (6000 HP) machines were completed. 1 These were of the drum-
type (SEGMAG) homopo lar machine configuration . Two conceptual designs
(radial and axial) were also prepared for the 6000 HP machine , as part
of the Phase I effort.

More recent studies (in Phase III) have shown that a rating of 8000 HP,
3600/SOQ RPM is typical of potential applications to small naval ship
drives ,’ and this rating was therefore chosen for the prototype torque
converter.

In Phase III , a number of 8000 HP desi gns for the disk-type “flooded gap ”
machine (DISKMAG) were investi gated .2 The power losses and internal
machine fluid pressure s associated with a particular “fl ooded gap ” design
were defined .

A conceptual design was prepared for an 8000 HP torque converter of the
SEGMAG type .3 This machine is able to accept input power from a gas turbine
prime mover at 3600 rpm and deliver power to a propeller l oad at variable
speeds to 500 rpm in either forward or reverse directions .

In addition , conceptual studies of small (8000 HP) and large (40,000 HP)
DISK !tIAG propulsion motors were performed. Electrical design and loss
studies were performed to develop optimum confi gurations for maximum
efficiency and power density .

II 2-2
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2 .1 .3 .1  8000 HP Torque Converter

A parametric study was done to optimize the desi gn of the 8000 HP, 3600/
500 rpm torque converter, in terms of low weig ht and size and high
efficiency . Test results from the current collector test stand and the
3000 HP SEGMAG generator were incorporated in the analysis to provide a
more realistic assessment of losses than had previously been conside red.
In particular , provision was made in each desi gn to minimize tooth ripple
l osses on the rotor and stator surfaces , and to minimize total loss in the
collectors , including contact resistance loss.

In a machine of this type , there are a large number of independent variables ,
and a true optimization was not possible in the time available. To
further complicate the situation , the objectives of low wei ght and high
efficiency are not compatible; i.e., that wh i ch tends to decrease weight
also decreases effi ciency , and vice versa. Therefore, a range of each
variable to be considered was defi ned for both the generator and the motor
part of the torque converter . Machines were designed which covered the
ranges of variables defi ned , and appropriate pairings of motors and gener— —

ators were made to produce torque converters .

The independent variables and their specified ranges were the following:

Motor Generator

Rated Current 150,000-400,000 Amps 150 ,000-500,000 Amps

Current Density 5,000-10,000 Anips /inch2 5000-10,000 Amps/inch2 
.5

Number of Modules 1-4 1-3

Number of Turns/Module 1-2 1-2

Rotor Diameter No general specification .

Because the generator and motor are not constrained to be the same in any
of these variables except rated current, the total number of independent
variables for a torque converter design is nine .

Current densities in the torque converter conductors of 10,000 amperes
per square inch were first cons i dered. However, no des i gns at this
current density were found to have an efficiency greater than about 88%.
Therefore, the design current density was reduced to 5000 amperes per
square inch .

~ The weig ht and losses for typical designs from this study are shown in
Table 2.1.1. The weights shown are for the electrical components of the
machines, and are not intended to represent the total weight of complete

Vt
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machines ; the addition of housings , bearings , shafting, etc., may add
20—50% to the weights shown . In each case , the rotor diameter has already
been “optimi zed” , and thus has been removed as an independent variable.

The table shows the difficulty in choosing among the various mach ines.
In some cases the choice is obvious ; for example , 2-G is clearly superior
to l-G. However , it is not at all obvious which is superior between
4-M and 5-M.
Various combinations of these SEGMAG motors and generators were combined
as torque converters . Table 2.1.2 illustrates a range of typical torque
converters resulting from this process. Once again , the choice of an
optimum is not obvious . For a particular applicatio n , a means could be
determined to relate the benefi ts of a decrease in size and/or weight to
the penalties of a decrease in efficiency . Wi thout having such a rela-
tionship in general , objectives were established of an efficiency of about
94%, a weight of about 20,000 pounds , and a size compatible with a space
approximatel y 6 feet long and 4 feet in diameter. Torque converter no. 6
comes closest to meeting these objectives , and thus was chosen for the
conceptual design .

2.1.3.2 Typical 8,000 HP Disk-Type Motor Design (DISKMAG )

A number of designs for an 8000 HP disk-type “flooded gap ” motor (DISKMAG)
were considered during the study . The geometrical dimens ions and operating
conditions for a typical des ign are listed in Table 2.3 and illustrated
in Figure 2.1.1.

A qualitati ve description of the fluid flow behavior in a “flooded gap ”
motor is given in Reference 2. The problem of fluid containment in the
annular current collector gaps appears to be resolved by this machine
concept. However , other problems associated with pressure and thrust
loads placed on the machine seals and bearings , as well as power losses
in the liquid metal , must be considered.

Unbalanced centri fugal pressures are induced in the liquid metal because
of high velocity circumferential flow on one side of each disk and zero
velocity on the other. Because of the requi red tandem arrangement , the
unbalanced pressure created at each disk accumulates throughout the machine.

.5 If no axial circulation of fluid is allowed (as with a batch-loaded liquid
metal system), the shaft seals and rotor bearings must withstand rather
large pressures and thrust forces. On the other hand , if axial flow of
liquid metal is permitted , such as under the action of the unbalanced
centrifugal pressure , the fluid and mechanical loads on the seals and bearings

• will be reduced. This reduction is attributed to an electromagnetic pressure
drop associate d with movement of the conducting liquid metal in the machine ’s
magnetic field. The following governing expressions wh i ch permi t calcula-
tion of the machine seal and bearing pressures and forces were developed by

-
~~~~ Rhodenizer and acknowledged in Section 4.3.1.3.
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Table 2.1.1

Weights and Losses of Typical Machines
for an 8000 HP , 3600/500 RPM Torque Converter

Generators
Rated Number Turns Per Wei ght , Loss ,

Machine No. Current-kA Modules Module Pounds Ki lowatts

1-G 150 1 2 3,900 240

2-G 150 2 1 3,800 158

3-G 200 1 1 3,500 147

4-G 200 2 1 3,100 183

5-G 250 1 1 3,000 159

6-G 250 2 1 2,900 207

Motors

l-M 150 1 2 26,700 157

2-M 150 2 2 22,300 209

3-11 150 3 2 21 ,000 259

4-11 200 2 2 18,000 255

5-11 200 3 1 23 ,400 172

6-11 250 1 2 17,600 219

7—M 250 2 1 20 ,600 156

8-M 250 2 2 15 ,700 312
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Liquid meta l is not allowed to flow through the motor from end to end:

~
~s ~i 2 ‘ o~’i’ 

2.1.1

where : PS = tota l pressure on sea l, N/m2

= l i quid metal inlet pressure , N/rn2

N’~w 2n ,,, 2 2~
2

R 4 t r
~0

_ R
~

)

Dwy. 62 ~2A 32

__ _ _  

HE R

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  
// ~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_  _  

.5

Fig. 2.1.1: Disk-Type homopolar machine (DISKMAG)
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where : FR = rotor bearing thrust force , N

If liquid metal is allowed to flow through the motor from end to end :

2 B2aQ R
= p1 + ~~~~~~~~~~ (R~-R~) - (2N-l) ~~~~~

-
~~

-— 2~n (i-), 2.1.3

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Centri fuga l Electromagneti c
press. press.
rise drop

where Q liquid metal volume flow, m3/s.

- 
Np~

2
~(R~~R~)

2 (2N- l)B~oQ ~~~~ 2 R0~ 1 4FR 
— 

4 
- 2G L 

~~ - R
1 

zn (~
- -) j~ 

2.

If liquid metal is allowe d to flow through the motor from end to end
under the action of unbalanced centri fugal pressure and neglecti ng fluid
friction:

2 2 2pc~ Gii (R -R.)
- 

~~~N-T) B~ (~~)
‘ 2.1.5

= 2 .1.6

F
R 

= 

NPU2~(R~-R)~ 
~(R~-R~) 

[
~ - + 2R~ . 2.1.7

.5-C

.5 Ii

For the 8000 hp DISKMAG motor under consideration , Table 2.4 shows the
calculated value s of pressure and thrust force which the shaft seals and
rotor bearings must withstan d under two of the above assumed conditions

.5

. 
of li quid metal flow.
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2 . 1 .3 . 3  40 , 000 hp Disk-Type SC Motor Design (DISKMAG)

An investigation was made to determi ne if a “flooded gap ” motor having
a superconducting (SC) excitation magnet may offer any advantages over
machines with normal temperature (NT ) winding magnets .

The disks of the SC motor were assumed to be of solid copper in order
to reduce the complexity of construction as well as reduce electrical
resistance . Consequently, wi thout i ron in the disks , a greater magnetic
induction will appear in the current collector radial gaps. The
expected increase in collector radial gap loss due to the larger
i nduction will be compensated to some extent by the reduced ohmic loss
in the disks.

The internal fluid pressures and machine power losses were calculated
for a disk-type “flooded gap ” superconducting 40 ,000 hp, 180 rpm motor .
These characteristics are compared with those of a disk-type “flooded
gap ” NT design 8,000 hp, 500 rpm motor studied above .

A number of 40,000 hp disk-type SC “flooded gap ” motor designs were
considered during the study . The geometrical dimensions and operatin g
conditi ons for a typical design are listed -in Table 2.1.3 and illustrated
in Fig. 2.1.1 .

Fluid flow behavior in a “flooded gap ” DISKMAG machine and governing
expressions which permit calculation of the machine seal pressure ,
rotor bearing thrust forces, and machine power losses , are identical
to those used for the 8,000 hp machine.

For the typical 40,000 hp DISKNAG SC motor under consideration ,
Table 2.1.4 shows the calculated values of pressure and thrust force
which the shaft seals and rotor bearings must withstand under two
conditions of liquid meta l fl ow . These pressures and forces are .5

significantly greater than the corresponding ones previo usly calculated
for the 8,000 hp NT motor. This difference is attributed mainly to the
greater number of disks used in the SC machine , required for the larger
power rating.

Table 2.1.5 provides a comparison of calculated power losses for the
40,000 hp SC and 8,000 hp NT DISKMAGS . Larger radial gap losses for
the SC machine were offset by l ower machine losses , but afforded no

.5 advantage in reducing the overall loss rating as compared to the NT
machine. The corresponding axial gap and collector ohmic losses
remained fairly equal (in percent) for both designs considered . The
net percentage of all power losses was identical (4.8%) for both
desi gns.

Operating efficiency is generall y a function of machine weight , (i.e.,
higher efficiency can generally be attained by making the machine
heavier). The calculated specific power for the 40,000 hp SC design
is 0.63 hp/kg compared to 0.69 hp/kg for the 8,000 hp NT design. Since

-4 it is heavier per unit power output than the 8,000 hp NT motor , but does
not operate wi th higher efficiency , there does not appear to be an
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TABLE 2.1.3

Dimensions and Operating Conditions for Typical Design 8,000 hp
Normal Temperature and 40,000 hp SC Disk-Type “Flooded Gap ”
(DISKMAG ) Homopolar Motors

A. Operating Conditions

P = machine rated power , 8,000 hp 40,000 hp
I = machine full-load current , 100,000 A 100,000 A

~~ = axial magnetic induction at i nner 0.25 T 1.44 T
collector ,

Bxo = axial magnetic inducti on at outer 0.35 T 1.44 T
collector ,

B = radial magnetic induction at inner Essen. 0 Essen. o
~
‘ collector ,

B = radial magnetic induction at outer Essen. 0 Essen. 0y collector ,
= rotor angular velocity , 8.33rad/s(500RPM) l8.8rad/s(18ORPM )

8x = axial magnetic induction in disks , 1.26 T 1.44 T

B. Geometrical Design (rectangular cross-section)

R5 = shaft radius , - .206m(8.l lin)

R1 = radius of inner collector , O.l0lm (6.34in) .220m(8.68in)

R
0 

= radius of outer collector , 0.394m(15.507in) .675m(26.6in)

= width of inner collector , 3.05xl0 2m(l .2in) .Ol4Om(.55in)

= width of outer collector , 3.05x10 2m (l.2in) .O140m( .55in)
= radial gap of i nner collector , l.65x10 3m(0.065m) l.27xlO-3m(0.OSin)

d0 = radial gap of outer collector , l.65xl0 3m(0.065m) l.27x10 3m(0.O5in)

N = number of disks , 14 54

G = axial gap between rotating and 3.05x10’3m(0.065m) 1.40xl0~~m(.O55in)
stationary disks ,

R5 = outer radius of machine , - 0.956rn (37.6in)

L = machine length , - 2. l4m(84.3in )

S~ = specific power - 0.63h p/ kg(0.29hp!lb)

C. Constants and NaK Physical Properties ( 100°C)

f(~<l) = Fanning fric. factor, smooth surface , O.7x10 2 O.7x10 2

f(~~~l) = Fanning fric. factor, roughened sur , l.Bxl O 2 l .8x1 0 2

p = mass density 850 kg/m3 850 kg/rn3
= electrical conductivity , 2.2xlO6mhos/m 2.2xlO 6mhos/m

4 ~k = specific contact potential (Cu-NaK-Cu), 4.lxlO 9Vm2/A 4.lxlO 9Vm 2/A
n = dynamic viscosity 5.lxl O 4N-s/m 2 5.lxlO 4N-s/m2

I I  2-10 
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TABLE 2.1.4

Seal Pressure and Rotor Thrust Forces for a Typical 8000 hp
Normal Temperature and 40,000 hp SC Disk Type Motor (DISKMAG)

Seal Pressure , PS— Rotor Thrust , F~

Condition N/rn2 (psi) N (tons)

No liquid metal flow
through motor.

8,000 hp *2.11 x 106 *306 4.28 x lO~ 48.1

40,000 hp *3.32 x 106 *481 2.06 x 106 231.7

Liquid metal circu-
lation by internal
centrifugal pressure .

**8,000 hp ‘- ~ 
1.21 x l0~ 13.6

~40 ,000 hp p i p.~ 
6.72 x l0~ 75.5

*pressure above inlet pressure , p 1.

**max. NaK flow rate (assuming no friction), 4.79 x l0~~m 3/s (7.6 gal/rn).

tmax. NaK flow rate (assumi ng no friction), 5.33 x l0 5 m 3/sec (0.845 gal /mm ). .5
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TABLE 2 . 1 . 5

Calculated Power Losses for the 40,000 hp SC and 8,000 hp NT DISKMAGS

Power Loss Mode *40,000 HP Power Loss **8,000 HP Power Loss

kw kw %

Radial Gap 
~~~ 

424 30 18.26 6

Axial Gap (Pag ) 597 42 119 .06 42

Ohmic (P0) 173 12 31 .01 11

Machine (conductor + excitation) 237 16 115 .49 41

Total 1431 100 283.82 100

% of Machine Rating 4.8 4.8 8 4.8

perc0~~uct (SC) excitation coil.
Normal tempera ture (NT) wi nding excitation coil.

advantage in the use of a superconducting excitation magnet for “flooded-
gap ” disk-type honiopolar machines .

2.1.4 Conclusions

As a resul t of this study , which included ranges in geometrical dimensions ,
load currents , and excitation level s, a number of probl em areas associated
wi th disk-type machines were found. A few of these concerns are sumarized
below :

• Complex construction of disks to obtain magneti c circuits with low axial
and high circumferential reluctance .

• High machine power losses , attributed mainly to MHD effects in the axial
gaps between disks .

• Probability for turbulent rather than laminar flow and high short
circuit losses in the li qu id along the flat side walls of the machine disks.

-
~ Reynolds to Hartman number ratios >1000 are calculated for operating

conditions down to 30% of rated full load speed . Thus , the assumption of
• laminar fluid flow employed in axial gap power loss expressions is in doubt

except at low speeds .

-
~~~~ • A need is recognized for large thrust bearings and high pressure shaft
~ seals to assure a fail safe machine design.
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.5 
The inherent low efficiency of this DISKMA G type of machine precludes
its use in the applicati ons of interest. Thus , the focus of the concep-
tual design study in the future should be concentra ted on the SEGMAG
drum-type torque converter configuration .

2.1 .5 References

1. C. J. Mole, et. al., “Design and Development of a Segmented Magnet
Homopolar Torque Converter ,” Semi -Annual Technical Report for
May 31 , 1973, June , 1973, E.M. 4518.

2. C. J. Mole , et. al. , “Design and Development of a Segmented Magnet
Homopolar Torque Converter ,” Semi-Annual Technical Report for
May 31 , 1974, Feb. 1975 , E.M. 4648.

3. C. J. Mole , et. al ., “Design and Development of a Segmented Magnet
Homopolar Torque Converter ,” Semi -Annual Technical Report for
May 31 , 1975, July 1975 , E.M. 4705.
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2.2 SEGMENTED MAGNET HOMOPOLAR MACHINE (SEGMAG )

2.2.1 Objectives

The objective of this program is to demonstrate the SEGMA G concept and
to provide a test vehicle for eva luation of the current collection
systems , containment seals , and liquid metal handl i ng systems developed
in previous subassembly testi ng . The demonstration unit (rated 3000
HP , 3600 RPM) subjected the current collectors to current densities ,
leakage flux and other conditions associated with operation in a machine
environment. In addition , the unit provided for long-term testing of
current col lectors , their attendant support systems, and the machine
i tself , in cr~or to develop operational data for li quid meta l machines .

2.2.2 Pri or and Related Work

The SEGMAG concept was developed to provide a high perfo rmance DC
machine wi t hout requiring superconducting magnet excitation . This
low reluctance machine , using room temperature excitation , has
capability for high output per unit weight and volume . The modular
construction allows for higher outputs by using many modules con-
nected in series . The characteristics of this machine were investi-
gated thoroughly in another U.S. Government Contract (N00014-72-C-0393).

2.2.3 Suniiiary of Accomplishments

2.2.3.0 General

The demonstration SEGMAG machine design was constructed and tested in
January 1974. The initial series of tests was continued for 140 hours
of SEGMAG operation. Short-circuit output of 90 ,000 amperes and 19 volts

.5
- open -circuit was achieved . The testing validated both the SEGMAG machine

concept and the liquid metal current collector system .

II 2-14
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~~~~GMAG operation. Short-circuit output of 90 ,000 amperes and 19 vol ts
open-circuit was achieved. The testing validated both the SEGMAG
machine concept and the liquid metal current col lector system .

As a current collector test vehicle , the performance of SEGMAG was
excellent. The following objecti ves were accomplished :

• Techniques for filling the col lectors were evaluated.

• Methods of detecti ng a f i l led collector were determined .

• High purity of both NaK and cover gas was maintained .

• Current collector filling was maintained , even in the presence of
radial magnetic f ields and hig h load currents .

• Liquid meta l leakage from the current col lectors was minimal except at
highest open circuit  exci tat ion.

• The small NaK spil lage that did occur was handled without difficulty ,
and without creating internal short circuits .

• Ca lculated viscous and eddy current losses were experimentally
conf i rmed .

Followi ng the test run the machine  was d i sassemble d an d i ns pec ted .
Decontami nation was rapid and straightforward .

Several modifications were undertaken including:

• Insulation in the collector region to improve i~aK containment.

• A strain gaige system on the rotor shaft to improve torque and power
measurements .

• The air gap geometry was modified in order to reduce parasit ic losses ,
and

• The current col lectors were si lver plated to enhance wetting.

The machine was then assembled and installed on the test stand , and the
secon d tes t series was init iated in early 1975.

The tests for friction , windage , and NaK viscous loss were repeated for
comparison wi th  previous measurements. Series open-circuit and short-
circuit  tests were then performed with these favorable results :

• Successful operation of SEGMAG and auxi l iary mach ine systems at or near
j  ra ted design conditions for extended periods . Total running time 215

hours.
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• v€ ~~. power demonstration of 107 ,000 amperes and 20.8 volts ,
corresponding to a rating of 2983 horsepower (versus a program target
l evel of 3000 horsepower).

• Verification that steady state power levels of 90,000 amperes and 20
volts can be maintained , corresponding to a 2413 horsepower rating.

• Machine efficiency of 92 .5%.

• Demonstration that these performance levels are primarily restricted
by the capabil ity of the present collector design to confine NaK
against the magnetohy drodynamic ejection forces and to operate with
low contact resistance.

• Identification of design improvements capable of producing 93 ,300
amperes at 30 volts (power rating = 3750 horsepower) with 97~—
efficiency within the volume of the present machine.

• Veri fication that tho technology base developed earlier in the program
coul d be successfully implemente d in an opera t ing mach i ne.

2.2.3.1 General Design Considerations

The SEGMAG conce pt~ is shown in Fig. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The field
exc itation for the machine is distributed or segmented along the axial length

.5 of the mach ine. This design produces flux in the air gap between magnets
that al ternate from radially i nward to radially outward along the length
of the machine. Vol tage is generated in bars embedded in the rotor. The
volta ges of the rotor bars are connected in ser ies so that the to tal mac hi ne
volta ge is equal to the voltage in each section or module times the number
of modules. In order to minimize excitation requirements , a low reluc-
tance path is provided in each module. This is accomplished by using mag-
netic teeth between bars in the active length of the stator and rotor and
min imizing air gaps in the machine. This design requires therefore con-
ductors mounte d i n magnetic teeth in the rotor and stator .

One of the most critical areas of design in homopolar machines is that
of the current collector. These machines typically operate at low voltage
and high current. This necessitates a current collector capable of
carry ing high currents from the rotor to the stator. If conventional

• brush sl ip ring configurations w~’e used , the machine size and weight would
be very high to accommodate the necessary brush gear and slip rings. In
applications requiri ng high power densities , th i s woul d be undes i ra b le. To
reduce the size of the current collection system , liq uid metal current
collectors were develo oed and full s i ze d prototypes were tes ted for this
machine as part of the overall program.2 The collec tor system consisted
of a thin annulus of l’quid metal retained in the current collection area
as shown in Fig. 2.2.3. The high current density achievable in such devices
permitted reduction in machine size and weight over machines with conventional
brush gear.
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Stator

— —

~~~;;quid Metal

Rotor

F~g. 2.2.3: Typical current collector.

The liquid metal chosen was NaK-78 , an Eutectic alloy of sodium and
potassium. This liquid metal was chosen because its conductivity and
viscosity were acceptable from the standpoint of joule heating and
viscous power losses for machines of this type. The losses in the current
collectors , which are an important factor in machine efficiency , can be
divided into three categories ; viscous , MHD and joule losses .2 The V

viscous losses are due to the fluid shear stress developed in the liquid
meta l due to the velocity gradient. The MHD losses are due to velocity
changes due to the interaction of the transport current and the leakage
flux through the collector and due to vol tage gradients across the col-
lector width as shown in Fig. 2.2.4. Axial flux leakage interacts with
the transport current in the collector producing a body force that accel-
erates the liquid metal thus increasing the velocity gradient in the NaK .~Radial leakage flux produces a voltage gradient axially across the rotor
collector face, producing circul ating currents and resulting in a joule
heating loss in the liquid metal .

In addition to the MHD losses , two undesirable effects are produced by
leakage flux in the current collector area .2 Both of these effects
produce body forces that tend to expel the liquid metal from the collector
area. In the first effect the circumferential flux developed by the cir-
culat ing currents produce body forces that put the liquid metal in tension
thus tending to expel the NaK from each side of the collector. In addition ,
the machine load current produces a circumferential flux in the active length
that interacts wi th the transport current to expel the liquid metal from
one side of the collector . This results in an uneven distribution of liquid
metal in the col lector as shown in Fig. 2.2.5 or in an extreme case complete
expulsion .
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The~c effects must be minimized both from an efficiency and operational
viewpoint. They can be reduced in several ways , including shielding of
the current collector area to l ower the leakage flux to an acceptable
level . This was a major design objective in the SEGMAG program

~re use of NaK in a machine requires design attention to areas not
normally considered in electrical machinery . NaK reacts readily
with oxygen to form an abrasive , insulating oxide that is detrimental
to acceptable collector performance. In addition , NaK reacts wi th
water forming the hydroxide with the subsequent evolution of heat
and hydrogen wi th its attendant explosive hazard . Auxiliary systems
are required to remove these impurities and to provide an inert environ-
ment within the machine. 3

The machine power losses , both viscous losses in the collector and
joule heating losses , must be removed. The cooling system within the
mach ine must insure that the coolant is compatible wi th the liquid
meta l or provide complete isolation from the machine internals to
prevent contamination . The rating of SEGMAG machines is strong ly
de pendent u pon th e cool i ng c apab i l i t y .

The desi gn of the SEGMAG machine was base d on severa l requi rements
includ ing:

• High current density in the collectors.

• High speed to duplicate tip speeds of typical full sized machines .

• Modular configuration to demonstrate feasibility .

• Segmented excitation coils to duplicate flux paths.

To satisfy these requirements , a machine rating of 3000 hp with rated
current of 100,000 amps and 24 volts at 3600 rpm was chosen. The
machine would consist of one center module and two end modules
with two excitation coils. Since full scale machine studies have
shown that water cooling is essential to achieve power density objectives,
the SEGMAG prototype generator was designed for water cooling.

2.2,3.2 Mechanical Design of SEGMAG

The SEGMAG generator shown in cross-section on Fig. 2.2.6 is composed
of four major assemblies; the rotor , the horizontally -split stator , the
end-flange/bearing -housing asse mblies , and the excitat ion co i ls .  Since
the two excitation coils are not split , these are positioned on the
rotor prior to installation of the rotor, and subsequent assembly of
the split-stator halves.

The SEGMAG machine , shown in Fig. 2.2.7 with the stator upper half
removed , consists of one center module and two end modules. The end
modules are half the center module length .
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Fig. 2.2.7: SEGMAG with top half of stator removed , showing field
exc i tat i on co i ls .
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Fig . 2.2.8: Close-up of Fig. 2.2.7 showing SEGMAG current collector
detai l .
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The center nodule of the rotor is integral with the rotor shaft and a
cylindrica l half-length module is shrunk onto each end of the rotor shaft.
Within the outer iron shell of the housing , four similar stator half-
modules are installed , with the two in the center corres pond i ng to the
one centra l rotor module. Each cylindrical stator module , which is
split along the horizontal centerl i ne , has lead plates which extend from
one end , and a collector well embedded in the i ron at the other end .
The leads extend through both sides of the machine to improve electrical
symmetry . An additional collector well , with attached leads , is
positioned at each end of the machine to complete the el ectrical circuit
for the end-modules.

Each module of the rotor or stator consists of a copper “squirrel-cage ”
assembly of conductor bars joined to two collector rings for the rotor
or a collector ring (well) and lead plates for the stator. The squirrel -
cage assemblies are brazed in position after i nstallation around the ma g-
netic iron of the module. The copper conductors and end-rings were
not insulated from their adjacent i ron segments , in either the rotor or
the stator. This permitted insulation to be app lied after the braze
cycle was completed , and subsequent machining of the active length (along
the machine gap) did not affect the insulati on integrity .

The stator modules (including leads) and the inside surfaces of the
i ron housing were insulated by electro-static application of epoxy
insulation prior to assembly. Three insulated bol ts were used to position
each module in the housing as t was cemented in place. Since the
torque of the rotor end-modules was transmitted through the insulation
gap, a more rugged insulation was employed in that area . A 0.002-0.005
in. thick coating of flame-sprayed alumina was applied to the bore of the
end-module and the mating OD of the rotor and this was sealed wi th a thin
epoxy coating . The shrink-fit interference of about 0.008 in. (diametral )
was adequate to assure three times the rated module torque , even if the
average module temperature were to rise about 150°F higher than that of
the rotor shaft. Sample assemblies were used to demonstrate the capability
of the flame-sprayed coating to withstand the pressure of the shrink-fit
without damage. Final machining of the rotor assembly assured concentri-
city of the active length and collector periphery , to the bearing shaft
locations. The active lengths of the rotor were sealed with a 0.005 in.
l ayer of insulating epoxy paint to prevent penetration of liquid meta l into
spaces between the conductor bars and the slots in the iron. This made
decontami nation easier , during disassembly, and also provided electrical
insulation of the rotor surface.

Circularity of the stator bore was also achieved through final machining,
following installation of the stator modules and assembly of the upper and
l ower halves. A coating of epoxy pain t was used to seal and insulate
the stator bore . Transverse and vertical positionin g of the rotor in the
stator bore was accomplished by jack-screws , at each end , between the
stator housing and the end-flan ge/bearing-housing assembly. The trans—
verse positioning was completed prior to installation of the upper stator
half , based upon measurements taken along the hori zonta l split , of the
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lower half , wi th the rotor in place. Final vertical positioning by
the jack screws was checked through specially enlarged gas inlet ports
which permitted feeler gages to be inserted at the rotor/stator gap,
at the top and bottom vertical centerline. Thus , accura te cen ter i ng
of the rotor in the stator was achieved .

The drive—end bearing was axially fixed in both the rotor and stator ,
and its position was shimmed to insure axial gaps of the rotor col-
lectors i n the stator wel ls , prior to installation of the upper stator
half. The second bearing was tied to the rotor but was free to slide
against a pre-l uad spring relative to the stator to accommodate relat ive
axial expansion. Deep-grooved ball bearings were used with phenolic cages
and grease packing. To prevent electrical current flow through the
bearings , the bearing housing was insulated from the end- flange by a
Micarta sleeve. The bearing housing was fabricated from non-magnetic
stainless steel to minimize leakage flux in the vicinit y of the bearings .
To ma i nta i n se paration between the bearin g lubrican t and the liqui d metal ,
the bearing s wer e loca ted outside of the primary conta i nment shaft seals
wh i ch were dual , or tandem , segmen ted radial seals, w i th p ressurize d iner t
buffer gas fed into the center of each seal . A small leakage (2 SCFH ) of
this gas flows from the seal into and out of the machine. A stainless
steel shield , wh ich projects axially into a groove in the end of the
rotor , protects each seal from direct impingement of any liquid metal
dro p le ts tha t mig ht enter this area of the mach i ne .

The primary closure sealing surfaces were those along the linear horizontal
flange and at the circular joints between the stator and the two end-
flan ges. As shown in Fig. 2.2.8 a double “0 - r i ng seal of Buna- ”N”
material was used to assure reliability . A plenum region between the
two “0 -rings was pressurized w i th the i nert cover gas at 2- 3 lb/i n2
above the internal cover gas pressure of the machine. Thus , any defect
in the seal woul d result only in buffer cover gas leaka ge into or out
of the machine , and the poss ibil i ty of air leaka ge i nto the mach i ne was
minimized . The end of each linear horizontal ‘0 -ring was bonded to
the mating circular “0 -rin g in the end-flange , w it h s ili cone rubber
cement . The sealed housing assembly was designed to contain a fault
gas pressure rise of at least 100 lb/i n2.

The squirrel-ca ge conductor assemblies of the rotor consisting of two
collector rings joined by 69 conductor bars were designed to be self-
supporting under rotational l oading . A portion of each 1.75 in. dee p
conductor bar was extended axially under the collector rings to provide
mechanical constrain t as a k-ack-up for the braze shear strength . The
braze area was about seven times the cross-sectional area of the bar , to
assure adequa te joint conductivity even with a partially effective braze
joint. The central module conductor bars were 0.156 in. thick and 7.78 in.
lon g between collector rings. A O.3~’- Cr/0.32~ Cd copper alloy was selectedV~~ as the conductor bar ma terial to improve post-braze strength and creep
resistance over that for 0.F.H.C. copper. T’ ~ collec tor rings were

“S machined from forgings of 0.1% Cr/O.lS% Zr copper alloy . At design
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operating condit ions , the maximu m centrifugal force -induced radial
growth of the bars , at the band , was calculated to be about 0.004 in.
Since the rotor assembly was quite rigid , bearing support st i f fness was
found to be a significant factor in determining the calculated criti cal
speed , wh ich was found to be greater than 12 ,000 rpm.

The need for liquid metal recirculation , mach ine cooling, cover gas
circulat ion , and magnetic excitation , results in a large number of
penetrations of the sealed machine . The two drain channels which surround
each collec tor are joined internally, result ing in one NaK supply and one
dra in line penetration for each of the six col l ectors . A c i rcula tion of
cover gas is introduced at two circumferential locations at the center of
each three- inch active length (a total of eight inlet points), and i s
removed through the liquid metal drain lines . Additional inlet and
ex it ports are prov id ed i n the end flanges to swee p cover gas throu gh each
end of the mach i ne .

There are three major sources of power losses in a SEGMAG homopolar
machine: 1) the electrical losses in the conductors ; 2) the viscous and
electrical losses in the liquid metal current collectors ; 3) the eddy
current losses in the i ron . The hea t generated by these losses was
removed by water , w it h all coolan t flow throu gh th~ machine contained w ithin
stainless steel channels. Figures 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 s how the stainless
steel coolant tubes brazed in the collector well and l ead of a stator
module half. No coolant tube was used in the two collectors at the ends
of the mach ine , since no s tator conduc tor bars were attached to these ,
and the lead coolan t flow tube alone was adequate . No add i t i onal pene-
trations were required for the lead cooling tubes , since they were carried
through the housing wi th the lead penetrations. However , it was necessary
to slot the hous ing along the horizontal flange at both sides of each
stator collector half to permit the cooling tube penetration. These slots
were filled with epoxy after installation of the stator modules.

Owing to the modular design , each ha l f-module of the machine consisting
of a collec tor, a coolin g tube , and one half of the rotor and stator bars
i n a module coul d be treated as a unit id ent ical i n electr i cal and thermal
performance to the others . A schematic drawing of one such unit is shown
in Fig. 2.2.9. Figure 2.2 .10 shows the thermal model of a half-modul e
where the geometry has been simplified to a single spatial dimension , x.
Assumi ng that the tangential temperature distribution is negligible , the
temperature history along the current path , x , may be determined. The
conductor temperature is governed by the differential equation ,

• dx2 k kAQ 0 (2.2.1)

where : T(x) - t(x) - t1
t(x) is the conduc tor temperature at x ,
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Fig. 2.2.9: Half module of SEGMAG .
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Fig. 2.2.10: Thermal model of SEGMAG half module.
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Fig . 2.2.11 : SEGMAG exc i tation coil .
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t1 is the conductor temperature at the module center of symmetry ,

~ is the rate of iron loss per half-module.

The conduc tor heat generation rate q is given by

= ~
2
~)e(t) (2.2.2)

where : J i s the conductor current density ,

~e 
is the electri cal resistivity of the conductors .

Solution ~f Equation 2.2.1 with a zero temperature gradient at x =

yields ,

4i
- t1 = - 

~~— (1 - cos v~7 ~~ 
(2.2.3)

kA ~r sin v~7 i (2.2.4)

where :

= k k~ A 
(2.2.5)

r r
q1

c = —v-— (2.2 .6)

a is the temperatu re c~:-efficient of electr ical resistivity , 
~e ’

•~~~~~ has been evaluated at temperature , t 1,
is the equivalent length of rotor conductors ,

Ar is the cross-sectional area of the rotor conduc~or ,

is the rate of heat from the rotor conductors at the collector surface .

A similar set of equations is ued for the stator conductors.

The viscous loss in the collec tor , P~ , was calculated assuming fully
turbulent fl ow

= IV f V
~~

A
C 

( 2 . 2 . 7 )

where : f is the Fanning friction factor.

~~ 

p is the liquid metal (NaK-78 ) density ,
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V0 is the collector surface velocity,
i s the collector area.

The collector ohmic loss, 1’e’ is given by

Pe 
= J2C

~
)
e (2.2.8)

Modifications of Equation 2.2.7 for operation under magnetic fields was
based on the work of Rhodenizer .~
The heat transfer coefficient, h, for the collector surfaces was calculated

• from Seban ’s5 equation for small gaps .

= 5.8 + 0.02 (RePr)°~
8
~ 

Re > 10,000 (2.2.9)

where: d is the collector gap
ke is the liquid metal thermal conductivity
1’r is the Prandtl number .

• V d
Re 

= (2.2.10)

v is the kinematic viscosity.

Then

- t~ = (2.2.11)

- = 

~ r + 
~c 

+ Pe)/hmAc (2.2.12)

where: t~ is the mean liquid metal temperature.
hf and hm are calcula ted from Equation 2.2.9 for the fixed andthe rotating walls of the col lector respectively.

The collec tor ring which contains the cool ing channel was approximated
by a hollow cylinder of cross-sectional area equal to that of the ring .

The rate of heat generation in the ring and the temperature gradient
to the cooling channel could then be calculated by standard methods . The

~~ water temperature rise was obtained from an energy balance on the coolant.
Thus given the water inlet and the maximum allowable conductor temperature,
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t , the problem could be set up to yield either the required water
flow rate and the current , I, for a given geometry and rotor rpm or the
geometrical values for a fixed water flow rate and output current.

The exci tati on coil was wound using Mylar-wrapped hollow copper conductor
wi th a 0.410 square 00, two l ayers wide and six layers in the radial direc-
tion as shown in Fig. 2.2.11. The coi l was encl osed in a stainless
steel housing which was then welded and finish-machined to provide a
second barrier to water leakage from the conductor bore , in the event of
an accident. A collar which projected from the housing , surrounding the
coil leads, penetrated the upper stator half at the top verti cal center-
line , and a seal was instal led between the stator 00 and the coil collar
after assembly of the machine.

Collectors

The rotor collector was simply a 0.500 in. wi de, 0.500 in. radial
projection from each usquirrel_cage u end-ring (see Fig. 2.2.8). The
corresponding stator collector wel l provided a 0.06 in. gap for the liquid
metal , both axially and radially. To achieve accurate alignment between
all six rotor collectors and their corresponding stator wells, these
were machined after permanently fixing the modules in position. The
circulating NaK was introduced tangentially to the annular radial gap and
was removed by overflow into one of the labyrinth seals (shown in Fig.
2.2.8) on either side of the collector , and then drained through the annular
channel behind each labyrinth. Additional drains were provided between• stator modules along the active length of the machine , and at the excitation
coil wells , to remove any accumu lation of NaK aerosol or dropl ets that
escaped the labyrinth seal .

Followi ng the fabricati on and assembly of the SEGMAG generator, the machine
was no-load tested at the Westinghouse Research Center to determine
machine performance characteristics and to demonstrate successful col-
lector performance in a mach ine envi ronment.

The SEGMAG machine and the test facility is shown in Figs . 2.2.12 and
2.2.13. The drive motor is a 150 hp, 1800 rpm wound-rotor induction
motor with variabl e external resistance for speed control. A 2.2 to 1
gear box is also provided to achieve the design speed of 3600 rpm. The
150 hp rating of the test stand is sufficient to offset no-load losses
encountered during the test program . The test facility is also equipped
with auxiliary systems to provide cool ing water , inert cover gas , field
excitation and to process the NaK for the collectors .3

The cooling water system provides coolant for the current collectors ,
leads, excitation coils and during short circuit tests, the cal i brated shunts .
The system is a recirculation-type providing inlet coolant temperatures
of 25°-85°C. The cooling water system has flow balance provisions to
adjust the fl ow in each of the coolant passages . The system is instrumented
to measure coolant fl ow , pressure drop , and inlet and outlet temperatures.
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An electrical break must be provided between the machine and cool ing
water system since the cool i ng coils in the machine are at machine potential

The i nert cover gas system provides high purity dry nitrogen gas to the
machine internals. The gas is injected into the machine at the end
bell cavity, between the dual shaft seals and into the air gap between
each pair of collectors . The cover gas leaves the machine through
the liquid metal system, from the end bell cavity and by leakage through
the shaft seal into the bearing cavity . The gas purification loop
removes moisture and oxygen from the gas extracted from the end - bel l
cavity . Makeup gas is provided to offset leakage through the shaft
seals. The water vapor and oxygen content of the purification gas is
continuously monitored and mainta i ned bel ow 1 ppm . Instrumentation is
provided to monitor flow rates, pressures and temperatures in criti cal
portions of the system.

The field excitation is provided by a motor generator set capable of
providing 1500 amperes at 70 volts . This system is also provided with
instrumentation required to control the field excitation during open
circuit testing. For short circui t testing an auxiliary 30-amp power
supply was available.

The NaK supply system provided several functions. The injection pressure
was provided by a canned motor centrifugal vane pump. An MJ4D flow measur-
ing device was used while flow control was achieved by throttle valves
in the collector supply line and bypass piping . A sump was used on the
current collector exit line to provide an adequate NaK reservoir duri ng
the test. This sump was also a place for the NaK oxides formed in the
machine to separate from the clean NaK which was re-injected into the
current collectors . A cold-trap and strainer was used to precipitate
oxides and to remove particulate matter from the liquid metal prior to
injection into the current collector. Instrumentation was provided to
monitor NaK flow, temperature, inlet pressure and sump level during the
machine test.

Instrumentati on was provided to measure critical machine parameters during
the test. Included were current collector temperatures , seal temperatures ,
bearing temperatures, bearing housing vibrations , rotor speed , and machine
voltages . Calculated shunts were used during short circuit tests. These
shunts were instrumented to measure shunt vol tage drop and temperature to
i nsure an accurate measurement of current. Four watt meters were used to
measure the power in the three-phase stator and rotor circuit to determine
total input power.

The machine was no-load tested in accordance with a test plan to determine :
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• Machi ne open circuit and short circuit performance.
• Machine losses .
• Current collector performance.

• Mechanical performance of critical components .

The test plan consisted of the following tests to achieve these
objectives.

The machine was operated at various speeds (to 3900 rpm) to determine
rotor performance, machine vibrations and to run-in the shaft seals. The
power input to the drive motor was used to determi ne the friction and wind-
age losses as a function of machine speed .

The viscous losses associated with the NaK in the current collectors was
measured by injecting NaK into individual col l ectors and measuring the
change in drive motor input power. This test provided a means to develop
operating procedures for the current collectors and to compare col lector
losses and performance with previous tests performed on ful l-scale
mockups.

The open circuit test was designed to experimentally investigate three
areas; open circuit voltage developed , MHD losses due to leakage fluxes
in the collector and to investigate the expelling force due to eddy

• currents. The machine is connected in series and operated at various speeds
and excitation ,, to design vol tage and speed . Data was taken to determine
the machi ne voltage, input power, and the current performance.

The short circuit test has a two-fold purpose; first to determine the joule
losses In the machine at full rated current and to evaluate the expelling
effect due to the load current. The power modules were shorted wi th
calibrated water cooling shunts . Each of the shunts was instrumented to
measure the shunt vol tage drop and temperature. The machine was run at
various load currents up to rated, wi th data recorded to measure input
power and collector performance.

The SEGMAG generator was no-load tested to ful l open circuit voltage
of 20.4 vol ts and stable short circuit current of 90,000 amperes at
3600 rpm. During these tests, data were taken to determine power losses ,
collector performance and mechanical performance of the machine.

The resulting SEGMAG friction and windage and current collector viscous
losses are shown in Fig. 2.2.14. As seen, 92% of these losses are current
collector viscous losses. The losses measured on SEGMAG correlated wel l
with theoretical values and with test data obtained from full scale mockup
testing of an identical current col lector. This indicates that the opera-
tion wi thin the machine environment has not seriously effected the hydrau-
lic characteristi cs developed duri ng prototype tests.

The results of the series open circuit tests are shown in Fig. 2.2.15,
• - showi ng series connected open circuit vol tage as a function of field
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Fig. 2.2.14: SEGMAG no-load losses.
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Fig. 2.2.15: SEGMAG open circuit vol tage.
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Fig. 2.2.16: Losses in SEGMAG due to short circuit current.

excitation current. As seen, full voltage of 20.4 volts was achieved with
saturation effects becoming significant at 14 vol ts. Due to the limited

• choice of discrete speeds for the induction motor , the speed varied from
3400 to 3650 rpm requiring that all points be linearly adjusted for 3600
rpm.

There were two types of short circuit tests run; in the first, the center
module was shorte i and the end modules left open , and in the other the end
modules were shorted and the center module left open . All three modules
were not successfully tested simultaneously due to the difficulty in
canceling the residual magnetism in the three modules usi ng two excitation
coils. Although a demagnetization of the machine was attempted following
the open circuit test, there was still sufficient residual magnetism in
the machine to ci rculate 50,000 to 100,000 amperes in the shorted conditi on.
Due to the extremely low Interna l impedance of the SEGMAG, it takes an niTif
to equivalent of only a few hundred ampere-turns to circulate these high
currents, compared to the 22,000 ampere-turns reached during open circuit
testing .

The power loss measured during the short circuit is shown in Fig. 2.2.16
as a function of load current. An analysis of these losses shows they
are a function of the load current squared .
The current collectors were continuously monitored during the test
program to insure proper performance . Complete filling of the current
collector was deemed necessary for proper operation. Fi l li ng of the
current col l ectors could be confirmed by observing col l ector temperatures,

~~ the machine power loss and the NaK inlet pressure. Prototype tests have
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shown that NaK inlet pressure would decrease when the collector was filled
due to the pumping action of the current collector. These tests also
showed that collector temperatures must be maintained at 75°C or higher
for proper operation which is higher than ini tial design value of
50°-60°C.

During open circuit testing , an increase in NaK inlet pressure was
noted at 20 volts indicating that the eddy currents generated due to
radial flux leakage was tending to expel the liquid metal from the
collector. No expulsion was encountered since drains located on either
side of the collectors did not gather any liquid metal .

During short circui t tests , expulsion was again encountered at 110,000
amperes . However , the rise in inlet pressure was not accompanied by
loss of NaK into the machine drains indicating possible fragmentation in
the col lector wi thout gross loss.

In general , the current collectors performed satisfactorily duri ng all
phases of the program. Retention of NaK in the collector annulus could be
maintained wi thout significant leakage at speeds as low as 600 rpm. The
dropout speed, or speed at which the centrifugal forces cannot retain
the liquid metal in the collector, could not be determined since the
lowest drive motor speed achievable was 600 rpm.

The losses from the open circuit and short circuit tests have been
analyzed and related to full load operation as defi ned by current
capability (2412 hp) demonstrated by test, to full load operation using
design changes (3000 hp). These losses are shown below . They have been
used to compute the machine efficiencies derived from the losses , and to
compare the most recent projection of design effici ency for various
machi nes . H
The losses measured duri ng machine testing varied from the design obje ctive
for several reasons, which are discussed below :

• Wi nding Joule Losses. As a result of the high collector temperatures
required for successful NaK containment, the overall average winding
temperatures are increased by approximately 50°C. This results in
extra losses due to winding temperature coefficient of approximately
20% or 10.1 kW or 0.56% in machine efficiency .

• Collector Losses. Viscous and radial field losses are higher than those
• measured during prototype testing . These diffe rences result from the

machine environment, and from collector modifications to improve NaK
confinement within the machine at very high currents. The loss increase

• in this area amounts to 6 kW or 0.3% in machine efficiency .

In the very early stages of the program, contact resistance was con-
sidered to be negligible. Experimental work on this program yielded
contact resistance levels under ideal conditions equivalent to 6.3 kW.
The loss deri ved from the steady stage 90,000 ampere test was on the
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order of 21 kW, which represents an efficiency penalty of 1.0%.
However, since it is expected that the lower l evel can be achieved in
the current machine, a range of machine loss and efficiency quantities
is presented in Table 2.2.1.

TABLE 2.2.1
EFFIC IENCY TABULATION

Design Design Recent Test Present Design
Objective Data Capability

3000HP 20V ,90 ,000A 24V , 93,300A
Loss KW 2400HP 3000HP

Wi nding Joule 49.2 60.2 49.3

Collector 32.1 50.7-45.4 30.0

Mechanical Friction 2.6 2.0 2.0
and Wi ndage

Parasitic-Eddy Small 6.7 1.0
Current

Total 83.9 119.6-114.3 82.3

Rating-KW 2240 1800.0 2240.0

Input 2324 1920-1914 2322

Efficiency 96.4% 93.8-94.0 96.5

• Parasitic Losses. These losses which are due to eddy currents and flux
pulsations in the armature wi ndings were cons idered small at the design
stage. However, tests indicate that these losses are 6,7 kW or 0.3%
in terms of efficiency .

The ultima te capability of the SEGMAG machine subject to certain modifications
is presented in the tabulation. This 3000 hp machine will have an efficiency
about the same as orig inally projected. These modifications will reflect
current parallel efforts in the current collection program . These efforts are
directed at achieving the projected machine rating at the efficiency objec-
tive , and at the same time simplifying the auxiliary systems.

The mechanical performance of the SEGMAG machine can be divided into three
~~ critical areas; rotor characteristics , seal performance and bearing

performance.
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The SEGMAG rotor was balanced on its support bearings to zero imbalance
in two planes at 300 rpm to insure stable operation . The performance of
the rotor in the machi ne was determi ned by operating the machine at
various speeds up to 3980 rpm and monitoring bearing vibration and
power losses . At design operating speed of 3600 rpm the bearing vibration
varied from 1.5 to 2.2 mi ls. This level of vibration is acceptable for
a machine of SEGMAG ’s weight and speed .

The seals performed well over the enti re test program . The seal temperature ,
leakage and running sound were monitored during the performance test program.
Seal temperature remained in the range of 45°-85°C duri ng the test which is
normal for these units . Measured seal leakage rates varied from 1 to 2 SCFH
which is also acceptable. The running sounds of both seals were determined
using a machinery stethoscope indicating no significant change over the

I 
- test period . Some leakage of NaK into the end bel l region was detected

during the test program. The presence of this leakage did not affect seal
performance. Final evaluation of seal performance will be established when
the machine is di sassembled and seal wear is determined .

The beari ngs performed adequately over the test period . Bearing temperatures
remained well within operating temperatures of 50°-100°C indicating accep-
table performance. The bearing running sounds were monitored during the
test and no significant change was noted . The fi nal evaluation will be per-
formed when SEGMAG is disassembled and the bearings can be inspected .

2.2.4 Conclusions

The results of the tests performed on SEGMAG indicate that a machine of
this type is feasible and will del iver high current-low voltage power with
high machine efficiency . The program has also shown that the current col-
lectors can be operated stably in a machine environment with properly
designed support systems. The mechanical components showed no signs of fail-
ure during the program .

The test program has also defined several technical problems that must be
considered including :

• Current collector critical temperature .

• Contact resistance in the collectors .

• Parasitic losses in the machine.

I - Additional work is requi red to fully understand these areas so that they
will have minimum impact on machine performance and efficiency .
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2.3 GEC GENERATOR

2.3.1 Objectives

The General Electric Company , Ltd., of England has developed an experi-
mental homopolar generator which utilizes a GaIn current collection
system. This generator employs an electrochemical purification system to
maintain the purity of the liquid metal and avoid the “black powder”
problems of previous investigators who used this metal . ARPA has approved
purchase of this generator for experimental evaluation under the contract.
The machine will be used to provide operating and technical experience wi th
GaIn as a current collector liquid and to supplement the main experimental
studies which will be conducted with NaK . This experience is expected
to be val uable in broadening the scope of the program beyond the alkali
metals. The physical design of the machine and its performance will be
;nvestigated thoroughly, and the unit may also be employed as a high cur-
rent dc source in the current collector test program.

2.3.2 Prior and Related Work

Liquid metal current collection systems have a high potential to
function efficiently wi th long, trouble free life in the face of high
electrical current loads and high rotational speeds conceived for
honiopolar machines of the advanced segmented magnet design.

Based on extensive study , NaK-78 was selected as the best liquid metal for
current collectors employed in the SEGMAG machine , and GaIn was
selected as the alterna te choice.

Since GaIn has been identified as the back-up choice to NaK , the ability
to work with and study a functioning GaIn unit is expected to be highly
instructi onal in the general sense and also to shorten any subsequent
development effort with GaIn.

Based on an extensive search of the market we have concluded that the
GEC machine is the best vehicle to provide the GaIn experience needed
for this program. No other liquid metal machine , to our knowledge has
operated continuously longer than 40 hours without maintenance. Therefore,
this machine , which has operated up to 1 000 hours with no problems ,
represents a unique development.

2.3.3 Sumary of Accomplishments

2.3.3.0 General

The GEC generator is a vertical shaft machine utilizing GaIn liquid
metal eutectic as the slip ring contactor . The generator is rated at
16 ,000 amperes , 8 volts when driven at 3400-3600 rpm . Figure 2.3.1 dis-
plays schematically the GEC generator vertical shaft concept.
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During Phase II , the acceptance tests were successfully performed in
England at The General El ectric Company, Ltd., and witnessed by
Westinghouse personnel . These tests consisted of open circuit , short
circuit , generator l oad , motor and an endurance test. The proper
operation and maintenance of the unit were also demonstrated .

Dwg . 6251A96
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Fig.2.3.l : GEC vertical shaft homopolar machine schematic
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The GaIn puri ficati on cell was severely damaged in shipment. A replace-
ment cell was fabricated by Westi nghouse using detai led drawi ngs fur-
nished by GEC Company .

The GEC generator test stand was completed in Phase II , and the machine
was installed . The test stand is powered by a 50 HP 1750 rpm AC
machi ne, and a dri ve trai n provi des speeds of 1800 and 3600 rpm.

Installati on of the auxiliary equi pment was completed , including cover gas ,
cooling water , and instrumentati on . The GEC machine was then successful ly
tested to veri fy its performance and to study the GaIn current col lector
system (Fig. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3).

The followi ng are the four basic tests performed on the GEC machine :

1) An open ci rcui t test, to determi ne no-load vol tage and current collec-
tion magneto-hydrodynami c losses as a functi on of field current.

2) A machi ne short ci rcuit tes t , to determi ne the 12R losses in the
machi ne.

3) A motor test, to measure the vi bration l evels , magnetohydrodynami c
losses , and coastdown time .

4) An endurance test, to confi rm the performance capability of the
machi ne and its auxiliari es over a long time peri od . Liquid metal
ioss rate, cel l performance, argon contami nation and seal performance
were moni tored .

The test results obtai ned from this program have enabled the machine
losses to be segregated into three categori es:

• Machine fri c ti on and wi ndage losses wi th Gain in the col l ector.

• MHD losses due to leakage flux in the current collector.

• Joule heating losses due to current flow in the machi ne.

The viscous , friction and wi ndage losses were determined at vari ous
speeds and zero exci tation by measuri ng the input power to the coupled
dri ve motor. The difference between this power and the uncoupled dri ve
motor losses at each speed determi ned the generator losses . The friction
and wi ndage losses cannot be separated from the liquid metal viscous
losses because gallium i ndi um could not be completely excluded from
the collector areas during the test to measure friction and wi ndage
losses (See Fig. 2.3.8).
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The MHD losses were determined during open circuit tests at various

• speeds and field currents . The power losses increased wi th speed due
to viscous losses , and wi th excitation due to the interaction of
leakage flux with current induced in the liquid metal of the collector.
These currents induced by the leakage flux resulted in lcsses that
became significant at higher speeds and excitation level s (See Fig. 2.3.9)

The 12R losses were determined by the short circuit tests. The sum of
friction , wi ndage and viscous losses were subtracted from the power
losses measured duri ng short circuit to determine joule heating losses
in the machine. The MHD losses were neglected because of the low
machine flux during short circuit (See Fig. 2.3.10).

The losses measured during the test program at 3600 rpm are:

Viscous, friction , wi ndage 6.2 KW

MI-ID 1.0 KW

12R 7.0 KW

Total losses 14.2 KW

For the 100 KW GEC machine the overall calculated machine efficiency
was 85.8%. ~At lower speeds the efficiency rises to a level approaching
94%.

The GaIn liquid metal was purified by an el ectrolytic regenerative cell
duri ng the entire test. The cell performed wel l during the enti re pro-
gram with no evidence of GaIn contamination . (Fig. 2.3.3).

2.3.3.1 Open-Circuit Test

The machine was installed in the test stand with the output leads open
circuited and purged with dry argon for four days prior to the test.
The cover gas was maintained at a pressure of 1 cm Hg with a flow of
50 cc/mm . A GaIn charge of 80 cc wi th 380 cc of 3M NaOH was supplied
to the purification cell. The moisture of the effluent gas measured
approximately 100 ppm at the start of the tests.

The machine was tested at 1800 and 3600 rpm with field excitation
currents of 0.0 , 1.5 , 3.0 and 5.0 amps. Duri ng the test, the GaIn
pump was switched off to determine losses at zero liquid metal flow .
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The test resul ts were evalu ated to determine the losses as a function
- _ of speed and excitation. The results of open circuit tests are shown

in Fig. 2.3.4. As expected the losses increased with machine speed .
The effect of excitation on losses was not present unti l a speed of
3000 rpm was achieved. The losses i ncreased with field at this speed.

Figure 2.3.5 presents the total flux calculated from the generated open
ci rcuit vol ts and speed.

2.3.3.2 Short Circuit Test

The machine leads were short circuited with calibrated shunts to
measure the current. The shunt temperature was monitored to provide
a thermal correction for shunt temperature . The machine was operated at
1800 and 3600 rpm and the level of excitation was adjusted in order to
provide short circuit currents up to 52 kiloamperes . The test data
taken is presented in Fig. 2.3.6.

During the short circuit test program a high level of vibration was
encountered in the test stand and was determined to be caused by the
beari ngs and the machine support assembly. The vibration was reduced
to acceptable levels by making the support assembly more rigid in
order to maintain better alignment , and by installing new beari ngs .

The short circuit performance test showed that a maximum of 52
kiloamperes , is achievable , which is more than three times the rated
16,000 amperes. Above this limiting value the liquid metal could be
forced out of the collectors , wit h consequent loss of output vol tage
and current.

During the short circuit test program , the GaIn flow was blocked by the
formation of black gallium oxide powder. This resulted in overheating
of the l ower current collector area with consequent reduction in output
current. The blockage was removed by reaming the l iquid metal drain 4
l ine , and purgi ng the machine wi th argon gas. Thi s procedure permitted
the short-circuit test program to be satisfactorily completed .

2.3.3.3 Motor Test

3.. For the motor test, the machine was operated at various armature currents,
field excitation currents,and machine speeds to determine machine vibration ,
magnetohydrodynamic losses and machine coastdown time . The data taken during
the motor test is presented in Fig. 2.3.7 which shows that input power and
accordi ngly the machine hydrodynamic losses are a strong function of speed .
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Fig. 2.3.4: GEC open circuit test Fig. 2.3.5: GEC total flux calculated
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The motor was started from rest by applying a vol tage to the output
leads after injecting some liquid metal prior to hand rotation.
Sufficient Gain was retained in the col l ector to carry the current
required for machi ne acceleration.

2.3.3.4 Endurance Test

The endurance test was performed with the machi ne operating as a motor
for two hours at approximately 3000 rpm. All machine temperatures
held constant and there was no evidence of abnormal operation .

2.3.3.5 Machine Performance

The viscous, friction and wi ndage losses are shown in Fig. 2.3.8 as a
function of speed .

The MHD losses are shown in Fig. 2.3.9 as functions of speed and field
excitation.

The 12R losses are shcwn in Fig. 2.3.10 as functions of machi ne current
and speed .

For the 100 KW GEC machine the overal l calculated machine efficiency was
85.8%. At lower speeds the efficiency rises to a level approaching 94% .

23 .3.6 GaIn Purification Cell

The gallium indium liquid metal was purified by an electrolytic
regeneration cel l that is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3.11.

The cell was provided wi th 3M NaOH as the electrolyte and was operated
from a 2A. 5V d.c. supply connected into a terminal block on the side
of the frame. It was essential that the polarity be positive for the
wire electrode and negative for the liquid metal .

A stirrer was provided to increase the regeneration rate of the cell in
the event of an abnormal amount of compound entering the cell (e.g.,
after storage). The stirrer was not normally used during runn i ng as
only small quantiti es of compound were generated .

Precautions were taken to insure a clean , non-reactive cover gas
atmosphere inside the machine to minimize the oxidation of Ga. The
machine was purged with high purity argon prior to startup. Cover gas
pressure was maintained at 1-2 cm Hg and at a flow of 50-100 cc/mm .
During the prestart degas cycle, the excitation current was turned on
to warm the housing and assist in outgassing the machine internals as
well as to maintain the GaIn in the liquid state. The effluent purge
gas contained a typical level of 100 ppm(v) moisture at the time of

~ machine startup. The GaIn electrolytic purification well functioned
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properly during all the machine tests and only required stirring under
the heaviest l oad conditions . GaIn flow rates were in the 30 cc/mm
range.
Effluent cover gas impuri ty level s rose appreciably during machine power
tests, but did not cause any problem . For instance , gas chromatograph
readings were taken during the endurance test and indi cated that oxygen
levels in the effluent gas remained bel ow 15 ppm (detection level)
throughout the test. However nitrogen and hydrogen levels rose appreciably

Vent

From ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Machine ~

Electrolyt e

- .—~~~~~~~ -a

,— Liquid Metal

+

To Machine -

Fig. 2.3.11: GaIn purifi cation cell schematic
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at the higher power levels , yet remained below 2000 (.2%) and 8000
(.8%) ppm respectively. These impurities and the high gas moisture
content could have been the result of carry over from the 3M NaOH
cover f1uid in the GaIn purification cell.

The endurance test required high performance from the GaIn purification
cell. The white , cloudy sodium hydroxide became grey, and black
particulates were observed in the solution. The sti rrer was applied ,
and considerable bubble generation at the GaIn pool surface occurred .
The particu lates were dark brown to blac k in color , sponge-like in
appearanc e, and varied in size up to 3/16 inch in diameter. The stirring
action broke the large particles and continual stirring after machine
shutdown reduced the particle density as the Ga oxides were reconverted
to Ga.

2.3.4 Concl usions

The GEC generator demonstrated the feasibility of homopolar machinery
ut il iz iri~ GaIn liquid metal current collectors .

The GaIn black powder problems experienced by earlier investigators ,
are successful ly elimi nated in this machine , through use of the electro-
lytic purification cell. Purchase of this machine obviated the need
for extensive research to develop GaIn current col lectors. The technology
developed in the GEC machine can readily be applied to larger constant
speed homopolar machinery. The performance of this machine verifies the
applicability of GaIn as a secondary liquid metal to NaK for use in
current collectors .
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VOLUME II

SECTION 3

APPLICATION STUDIES FOR
SEGMAG MACHINERY WITH CURRENT COLLECTORS

3.1 OBJECTIVES

Review and select promising applications for the segmented magnet
homopolar machi nes and torque conver ters.

3.2 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLI SHMEN TS

3.2.0 General

A number of potential applications were identified for SEGMAG machinery ,
all of them conti ngent upon proper solution of the current col lection
probl em.

The use of l iquid metal to transmit simultaneously large quantities
of electrical current and heat from the rotating armature was resolved
in a realiabl e and safe fashion for unidirectional machines .

Many applications require the collection of current at low speed and in
both directions of rotation. Considerable progress on the hydraulic and
dynamic aspects of such current collecting system was made duri ng this
contract. The potential success of the current collection systems
identifi ed in this contract provided encouragement to address the appl i-
cations study.

Prior studies revealed the advantages and disadvantages of segmented
magnet homopolar machines in general and torque converters in particular.

Work on specific applications for SEGMAG and SMHTC was completed
regarding:

1) Ship Propulsion Systems
2) Torpedo Dr i ve
3) High Power Pulsing Generators

•1~ 4) Heavy Vehicle Drives
5) Variable Speed Input/Constant Speed Output Aviation Drives
6) Homopolar Servo Motors
7) Tank Propulsion
8) Amphibious Vehicles Propulsion Systems

5 ,  
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3.2.1 Ship Propulsion

The use of electri cal propulsion in ships has long been suggested as a
means of reducing a high speed , low torque pri me mover to a low speed ,
higher torque propeller load. Such reducti on is necessary to maximi ze
system effici ency . The use of electri c dri ve gave way in the late 1930’ s
to marine reducti on geari ng, the latter offering an advantage in lighter
wei ght , less requi red volume , and higher efficiency . The SMHTC is suggested
as an alternati ve to this mari ne gearing , pending the satisfactory solution
of the current collection problem . As a dc machine system , it offers
maximum torque to propeller at any speed in reversal and in accelera tion.
As a self-contai ned unit , it does not have the problem of high currents
ci rculati ng in large dc power bus bars that might weigh on the order of
60,000 lb/100 ft for a 30,000 hp system.

The argument may be offered that the SMHTC offers electric propulsion
wi thout the advantage of flexibility of machinery location. In essence ,
the SMHTC uses electri cal power as the conversion medium from prime
mover to propeller , but is desi gned as an alternative for mari ne reduction
geari ng with the benefi t of torque and power control characteristics of
dc machinery . The applicati on of SMHTC to propulsion , wi th typical
characteristics , are gi ven below :

Matches any single prime mover; steam, gas turbine , diesel , In
several applicati ons , can combine twin prime movers .

Reverses by control of low power field excitation rather than reversing
turbine requi red in mechanical geari ng systems .

Delivers full power in reverse versus maximum of 40% reverse power of
geared ships wi th reversi ng turbi nes .

Control of generator and motor fi eld will allow matching variable
displacement l oad condi tion of ship.

Efficient utilizati on of unidirectional prime mover .

No more geometri cally constrained than mari ne geari ng.

The applications in Table 3.1 appear to be technically feasible, but
are speculative in the sense that full design and economic analysis of
the total propulsion system is required to replace the “existing ” or
more conventional system normally ordained for such ships.

3.2.2 Torpedo Drive

This application has potential with regard to the possible development
of self-contained torque converters or SEGMAG motors for the propulsion
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of torpedo or other remote underwater devices. Typical requirements
and physical parameters associated wi th such systems are listed bel ow.

Power rating approximately 500 hp
• Contrarotati ng screws, + 1800 rpm

Low specific weight for energy conversion , ‘I to 2 lb/hp
Compati ble with either battery or chemical turbine source
Total system weight fraction 10% of total

• Available volume 20 in. in diametqr , 20 in. long
Possibly short duration of run for torpedo , on the order of 10 minutes
Possibly expendable machinery for torpedo or remote underwater devices
Necessarily high efficiency to l ower effect upon energy source

TABLE 3.1

Typical Application Parameters
hp rpm Prime Mover Typical Application

5-10 ,000 150-300 Diesel , gas turLi ne Tug or pusher boat

15 ,000 200 Steam turbi ne Submari ne

30,000 200 Steam turbi ne Advanced submari ne

40,000 180 Steam , gas turbi ne Si ngle screw nava l escort

40,000 180 Steam , gas turbi ne Twi n screw nava l fri gate

40,000 180 Steam , gas turbi ne Sea control ship

45,000 80 Steam turbi ne LNG , tanker

The applicati on of SMHTC to the chemi cal turbi ne or to SEGMAG motor for the
battery driven case appear to be feasible. Specific wei ghts for the hi gh
speed case are on the order of 1.0 lb/hp or less at 800 rpm and decreasing
to the order of 0.4 lb/hp for higher speeds of 3600 rpm . The decreasing
diameter and the high speed of chemical prime movers are compatible wi th
the SMHTC concept. The nature of desi gn of the i ntegral SEGMAG motor
parameters is as follows :

SEGMAG is a dc machi ne
Dc voltages are compatible wi th existing battery vol tages

• Excitation requi rements are dc
Low cost is antici pated for the basic structure
Rapi d response to control of excitation is i nherent for non-

superconducti ng homopolars
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Solution of the current collection problem wil l be required to permi t
compati bility of liqui d meta l wi th the drive system and environment of
the mobile platform . In the case of the expendable torpedo, it is envisioned
that the device could be armed wi th liquid metal as it is armed wi th payload ,
pri or to delivery . In thi s case storage is safe. Liquid metal could be
sealed in an i nternal reservoi r unti l acti vated . The sol ution of the current
containment would be more of a short-term nature than is the rel i ability
requi red for propulsion. Thi s is due primarily to the short duration
of delivery , on the order of 10 mi nutes .

3.2.3 High Power Pulsing Generators

This applicati on appears extremely promising in the area of stored
energy conversion. In a typical case of energy storage, the rapid rate
of pulse and the resiliance to undergo a severe frequency of pulses is
i nherent in the SEGMAG generator. The rapid rate of response to a signal
fol lows from the typically small excita tion signal required to generate a
high power signal. This will be possible in the non-superconducti ng SEGMAG
homopolar generator. The i nductance and hi gh stored magneti c fi eld
associated wi th the superconducting SEGMAG do not appear to be easily over-
come by conventional excitation techniques .

Typical pulsing requirements for further conversion are :

Pulse width of 11 seconds duration
• Power level of 550 x 106 joules
• Rise and fall times of 1 second or less

Frequency of one pulse per minute

3.2.4 Heavy Vehicle Drive

This application has potential for a wide class of heavy vehicles , including
military vehicles of all types . An industrial counterpart of potential
benefi t is the heavy , earthmovi ng vehicle , of typi cal mi nimum size
characteristi c ballasted weight 44,000 lb , requiri ng nomi nally 300 hp to
propel the vehicle at 40 mph.

Recent R&D efforts in the propulsion of vehicles of the sort descri bed
above have involved the “electric wheel ” concept , utilizing a combi nation
of high speed (39,000 rpm), high frequency (3200 Hz), si ngle shaft gas
turbines , ac synchronous generator converted to ac i nduction motors through
solid sta te cycloconversion equipment . Most systems under development
for military equipment utilize ac generators at high rpm , ac motors at
high rpm (3,000 to 30,000) for constant horsepower through reduction
geari ng (typically 140:1) to a vehicular speed of approxima tely 215 rpm.
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The SMHTC and vari ous combi nations of SEGMAG generators and motors appear
as feasible alternatives to the propulsion system descri bed above. Inverter
and/or cycloconverter circuits were utilized to generate the high torques
and wide speed range requi red for a propulsion system . The use of hi gh
speed pri me movers also precluded conventional dc generation from the
vi ewpoint of excessive weight and volume . These characteristics are feasibly
matched by the SEGMAG and SMHTC dc machi nery concepts . Al though more detailed
study is required to determi ne the competi tive status of this application ,
the high power densities of the SEGMAG uni ts indicate feasible appl ication.
The current collecti on system must be solved , wi th the added complexity of
mi niaturi zation bei ng introduced by the desire to provide high speed generators
at power levels in the range less than 1 000 horsepower.

The use of electri cal transmissi on in ground vehicles of this type offers
the advantage of allowing the evolution of new vehicular forms around
the flexi bility of location of prime mover from motor connection to the
wheel . Thi s has the disti nct advantage of placement of components to
allow full articulation of the vehicle concept. An advantage to an earth-
moving vehicle applicati on follows from the gain in gradability of the
vehicle due to smooth and controlled manner of applying tractive effort to
ground . The overall system would be attracti ve from the good utilization
of the gas turbi ne engines and high efficiency of the SEGMAG motor/generator
and SMHTC concept over the operating range . Several advantages would be
offered to the vehicle class , includi ng remote powering and control
capability , accurate steeri ng control , and mechanical isolati on of drive
components .

Future applications lie in the area of extremely large vehicles , of
current size near 645,000 lb under full load . These vehicles empl oy two
550 hp traction motors operati ng over the range 0 to 2400 rpm , delivered
through 35:1.1 reduction gear to provide vehicular motion at 0 to 70 rpm .

3.2.5 Variable Speed Input/Constant Speed Output Aviation Drives

Thi s applicati on has been utilized to supply fixed frequency electri cal
power on mobile platforms , i.e., aircraft or ships , from variable speed
prime movers . This applicati on takes 4500 to 9000 rpm and delivers a
steady output speed of 12 ,000 rpm , for 400 Hz ac output. Another typical
applica tion takes from 2160 to 3700 rpm and delivers a steady speed of
8000 rpm. These devices use a combination of planeta ry geari ng and hydrau-
lics for power conversion. State-of-the-art power range is from 30 to 150
Hp. These power conversion dri ves are extremely li ghtweight , on the order
of 0.8 to 1.0 lb/hp, i nvolve diameters and lengths from 10 to 18 inches .

This application for the SMHTC i nvolves the di fficulty of miniaturization
and may not be a competi tive alternative in the l ower range of horsepower.
The high speeds involved will ensure a minimum diameter of SMHTC , wi th fewer

4 moving parts than the presently used maintenance-troubled mechanical-
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hydraulic unit. Present estimates indicate that the basic SMHTC weights
will be competitive with the mechanical hydraulic drives . The development
of small designs for low values of horsepower will require the systems
analyst to estimate auxiliary requirements such as cooling water, bearing
oil , and current collection clean-up.

3.2.6 Homopolar Servomotor

Dc machines are often employed in closed loop control systems , particularly
for the control of speed and torque where control is normally achieved
by varyi ng the field exci tati on or arma ture current or both . Dc machi nes
are preferred for intermi ttent duty or where unusually high starting torque
is required . The servomotor is required to produce rapid accel eration from
standstill or near standstill condi tions . For several reasons , the SEGMAG
homopolar motor appears to offer potential for the rapi d positioni ng of large
i nertia objects , includi ng C~.dar or other antenna arrays where variabl edirecti vi ty is required , rotating gun mounts or missile launchers , and for
rotati ng devices where preci si on control is essential.

The fi gures of meri t of a servomotor is given by T2/J , a measure of how
speedily the motor is able to respond (1 is the value of torque , J the
moment of i nertia of the motor). A similar measure defi ned as “goodness”
factor is T/J , an exact measure of the motor acceleration wi thout l oad .
Any factor which can increase the torque faster than it increases the
square root of i nertia can be ut ilized to improve the figure of meri t for
a servomotor. The SEGMAG homopolar servomotor is then a promi sing appli-
cation. Si nce the torque is proporti onal to the armature and the power rate
is proportional to tne 12R losses of the arma ture , the inherent high current
characteristics of SEGMAG motors will contribute to the high T2/J ratio.
The increased power density for low weight and low inerti a machines suggests
that extremely precise contro l may be obtained in these applications .

Theoretically, the SEGMA G homopolar can be easily controlled to give
variable speed and special torque characteristics at high efficiencies .
The linea r speed-torque relation could be obtained with minimum control
equipment in this application.

3.2.7 Tank Propulsion System

Since one of the advantages of the SEGMAG machine is smaller size for a
given capacity , an electric propulsion drive for a military tank was
investigated . Electric drives for tanks have another advantage in that
they provide a readily controlled i ndependent tractive effort to each
track over the entire speed range. The present system uses a hydraulic
coupling and a gear unit which has the disadvantages of a fixed number of
gear ratios and space constraints due to the mechanically interconnected
components . The electric drive, on the other hand , permits smooth control
of torque over the entire speed range . Historically, however , electric
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drives tended to be larger than mechanical drives due primarily to the
required motor torque capacity at low speed .

Since the most desired attribute of modern tanks is increased acceleration
for more agile mobility , increased horsepower per ton of vehicle weight
is obviously the trend to follow . Unfortunately, increasing installed
horsepower wi th present day mechanical drives usually increases the enclosed
volume and surface area, thereby requiring more armor weight and more
horsepower. Electric drives , although heavy in comparison to mechanical
drives , offer one outstanding benefit that breaks this exponentially
rising horsepower-weight trend , and that is its freedom in mechanical
arrangement. By electrically separating the prime mover and the traction
drive , more compact dri ve systems can be visual i zed that do not require
increasing tank armor weight. Si nce this separation is accomplished electri-
cally, horsepower increases of the prime mover can be effected by increased
speed and thereby increased power density . Utilizin g this principle ,
an improved performance tank dri ve system was developed . The conceptual
system uses modular units of motors, generators and control units . The
modularization has distinct advantages for both tracked and wheeled vehicles .
It also permits application to many vehicles of varying horsepower require-
ments utilizing mu l tiples of the modular drive motors with correspond i ng
prime mover sizes.

Tractive effort (TE) basically sets the torque and volume of the dri ve
motors. The maxi mum TE is specifi ed normally as equal to the vehicle
weight. The conti nuous TE or the point for which the transmission
cooling system is rated occurs at a coefficient of fricti on .5 or 50%
of the vehicle wei ght.

For a 60 Ton tank , the maximum TE is 120,000 lbs and the continuous
rati ng is 60,000 lbs. Above 60,000 lbs the duration of the operation
is a function of the thermal time constants of the transmission. On
hard surface, the conti nuous rati ng point corresponds to operati on on
about a 50% slope . This, of course, is not a condi tion that exists for
long periods in practi ce. However, extended peri ods of operation in clay
or mud are encountered which require 1000 lbs of TE per ton of vehicle
weight - the same loadi ng condi tion.

• The power of the present generati on of tanks is selected on the basis of
acceleration capability . This is in contrast to earlier cri teria when
the measure of performance was speed capability on steep grades .
Accelera tion is the area of greatest concern . Al though present day
tanks have maxi mum TE capabiliti es of 2000 lbs/ton , duri ng an accel eration
from zero speed the torque transferred to the drive sprockets does not

• exceed about 500 lbs per ton. The accelerati ng tracti ve effort is reduced
~ by the ability to accelerate the engi ne under load and agai n by the

energy required to accelerate the rotati ng parts of the drive.

-
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Therefore, the WK2 of an electri c transmission is a cri ti cal area. The
generator WK2 must be considered at the engine shaft and the motor WK2
must be vi ewed at the dri ve sprocket through the output gear. The other
parameter affecting accelerati on is the load placed on the engi ne by the
transmission at the time the engi ne is attempting to accelerate .

The XM-l is a 58 Ton tank which is basically the M-60 wi th improved
performance. The top design speed is 45 mph which could only be used
comfortably on hard surfaces.

Conti nental is providing a 1500 hp diesel engine which dri ves through a
mechani cal-hydraulic transmission. It employs a hydraulic torque con-
verter in conjuncti on wi th a four speed gear transmission . A certain
speed range is covered by each gear ratio. In the lower portion of each
speed range the converter is in operati on. At , say, the midpoint of the
range the converter is locked-up and the system operates as a mechanical
dri ve.

Wi th this type of dri ve, the power delivered to the dri ve sprocket peaks
at four points. At other speeds the power is reduced ei ther due to the losses
in the converter or because the engi ne is overl oaded or both . The peak power
is about 85% of rated even at lock-up because of hydraulic spi n losses in the
transmission.

Consideri ng that the SEGMAG system could achieve efficienci es between
90-95%, the steady state performance is clearly improved over the enti re
range of vehicle speed .

Several machi nes were considered for this dri ve , the perti nent data bei ng
presented in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: SEGMAG Machines Considered for Tank Drive
Generator Motor (2 req ’d.)

Rati ng , hp 1 500 750
Speed , rpm 3000 450/2880
Dia., in. 27 36
Length , in. 34 35
Wt., lbs 5000 4000

The size of the machi nery evolved in these prelimi nary designs appears
to fit i nto the available space in the XM-l vehicle. The mechanical
arrangement of components , however would have to be scruti ni zed more
closely. The system weight of approximately 16 ,000 lbs appears to be a

~~ slight handicap and would have to be evaluated on the basis of the
i ncreased accelerati ng capabiliti es of the vehicle. The feasibility of
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this applicati on can only be evaluated after an intensive analysis of the
complete system performance over the requi red mission profiles and a
detai l ed mechani cal l ayout is completed . These tasks would be outside
the scope of the present contract.

3.2.8 Amphi bi ous Vehicles Propulsion Systems

Propulsi on systems for several amphi bi ous vehicles were investigated .
To gather informati on on the characteristi cs of these vehicles and
thei r performance requi rements , several visits were made. The fi rst
was to the U.S. Mari ne base at Quanti co , Vi rginia to discuss the
requi rements of an advanced amphi bious vehicle dri ve .

The present vintage of amphibious vehicles are 25 ton tracked vehicles
wi th 8 knot water speed . They utilize engines wi th mechani cal-hydraulic
transmission for land operati on and water jets at sea. For the advanced LVA
under consideration , the most dramati c performance change desired is to
raise the speed to the range of 35 to 70 knots . These hi gh speeds i ndicate
a departure from the displacement type vehicle. Candidate systems include
plani ng hulls , surface effects , etc . In these cases , a drasti c reducti on
in vehicle weight is required to bring the propulsion system wi thi n an
acceptable power range .

Westi nghouse presented a revi ew of the vari ous advanced machines under
study and development with special emphasis on the SEGMAG machine concept
and the ARPA program objectives .

Also performance characteristics for a typical tracked vehi cl e were
presented and comparisons were drawn between mechanical and mechani cal -
hydraulic and electri c torque converters . The electri c dri ve provides
ease of control , high maneuverability and high utilization of the prime-
mover rati ng over a wide range of vehicle speeds . Also , electri c dri ve
offers superi or accelerati on capability .

The need to develop reversing current collectors for the dri ve motors
was identi fi ed and a program to defi ne specifi c machines and the control

- scheme was suggested .

• The vehi cle is in the very early stages of idea formulation. Therefore,
the needs and the dri ve systems are too uncertain to permi t an evaluation
of the advantages that would be derived from an electri c dri ve system.

Due to the limi ted funds, it appears that the USMC program wil l be
restricted to vehicle concepts based on currently availabl e components

• or development systems sponsored under a broader program.

A visit was made to the Naval Amphi bi ous Warfare Board at
Norfolk , Vi rgi nia. They were interes ted in the present state-
of-the-art in electri c propulsion systems as they mi ght apply to
re-power a range of amphibious vehicles that they operate.
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A short Presentation was gi ven of Mari ne Propulsion Systems utilizing
the ARPA developed SEGMAG machine concepts and other electric propulsion
arrangements . Interest was indicated by the Navy for severa l potential
applications .

Many questions were generated by these Operations Personnel regarding
the appl i cati on of the SEGMAG dri ve system. The majority of these questions
concerned the liqui d metal current collectors , and centered on the followi ng
parti cular categories: 1) The effect of pi tch and rol l on the liqui d
metal in the collectors . 2) The types and methods of seals used to maintain
the liquid metal in the collectors . 3) The seals required to maintai n
the ni trogen gas in the machi ne and the amount of ni trogen requi red for
i nventory . 4) The amount of liqui d metal discharged from the machi ne
normally and under battle condi ti ons. 5) The effect on safety to personnel
in event of liquid metal l eakage. 6) Due to the cl ose tolerances in the
current col l ectors, what provisions are incorpora ted into the machine for
thrust absorbtion and thermal growth? 7) Due to the relati ve high mortility
of these small vessels what are the economics of this dri ve system?

All of the above questions were answered positi vely wi th experimentally
derived data and potential solutions proferred to the contemplated problems .

3.2.9 Miscellaneous Applications

A number of areas exist in which research and devel opment efforts have
been conducted and reported upon in the techni cal comuni ty of the USSR.
Several of these are listed bel ow. The potential of such concepts appears
high and worthly of further evaluation.

Impact homopolar pulse generator with plasma current removal
Ac homopolar generator as stable frequency source

• Low frequency ac homopolar generators for induction mixing of liquid
metals

Homopolar acyclic slip clutches and brakes
Homopolar generator as acceleration sensor

Several areas which appear of extreme i ndustrial interest i nvolve the
generation of large currents at low voltage. These appl i cations are of
interest to the national defense in many cases , including :

• Electrolysi s of magnesium , sodium , alum i num , gold , si lver , lead , copper
Electrolysis of chlor—alki chemicals
Electrolysis of water for consti tuent elements
Electrowelding of large, seaml ess pi pe
Brush less exc iters for large turbogenera tors
Motor applicati ons for high torque attri tion mills
Motor applications for precision control as in steel rolling mills

- 
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3.3 CONCLUSION S

Many potential applications for homopolar machinery concepts wereexamined under this contract, touching on both DOD and civilian needs.These studies ind icate that intens i ve research in some areas would be
- 

very worthwhile.

3
’
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VOLU ME I I
PART A

SECTION 4 
-

LIQUID METAL CURRENT COLLECTION SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

4.1 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this task are to study liquid metal current col l ection
technology and to identify the preferred systems for the segmented magnet
homopolar machines .

During Phase I the specific objectives were: 1) to review the state-
of-the-art of liquid metal current col l ection system technology ; 2) to
identify preferred liquid metals and preferred current collector designs
under a vari ety of operati ng conditions ; 3) to identify the operational
problem areas which must be resolved for successful performance;
4) to establish the constraints which the liquid metal handling and
purifi cati on systems must satisfy ; and, 5) to establish an experimenta l
program to resolve the probl ems associated with liquid metal current
col l ectors.

During Phase 11 the objective was to evolve a liquid metal current
col lector suitabl e for unidirectional , constant speed machines of the
SEGMAG type and to verify its effectiveness in the 3000 HP demonstration
SEGMAG generator.

In Phase III which is discussed in Part A , Section 5 “Current Collection
Systems Collector Designs ” , the current collector technology was extended
to: 1) unidirectional high speed (96 rn/s col l ector speed) generator
applications ; and , 2) reversible and variable speed applications such as
motors and torque converters.

4.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

• Exploitati on of the advantages which electrical hornopolar machines can
offer, such as high power output, small physical size and weight , and
high efficiency , rests heavily on development of suitabl e current
collectors . Since the high conductivity and potentially good wetting
capabilities of liquid metals are desirable properties for such applica-
tions , theoretical and experimental studies of liquid metal collectors
has received world-wide attention .’-5 A review of the technology
reveals a number of concerns in regard to the application of liquid metal

3’ 
current collectors in hornopolar machines.6 Two major concerns are mag-
nitude of collector power loss and ability to confine liquid metal to the
col l ection zones, both of which are adversely infl uenced by electrical
current-magnetic field (MHD) interactions within the conducting fluid
during machine operation .
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L i quid metals such as mercury and mercury -indium alloys are being
employed in experimental homopolar machi nes in Europe. The main disadvan-
tages of these liquid metals are their toxicity and high mass density
characteristics. The gallium- i ndium eutectic alloy (76 wt % gallium)
is being employed in a vertical shaft generator commercially availabl e
in England. Although significantly lower in density than mercury , the
disadvantage of this alloy is that it is not compatible with metals
such as copper , aluminum , and many grades of steel . Homopolar machines
of the impulse power type have been built in the United States and in
Australia which use the low density eutectic sod i um-potassium alloy
(78 wt % potassium) current collector fluid. The eutectic NaK alloy is
compatible with most structural metals , electrical conductors , and many
insulation materials and possesses relatively good electrical and thermal
properties.7 The chief disadvantage of NaK is that it is very reactive
with oxygen , carbon dioxide , and water and , thus , must be prevented from
exposure to normal air atmospheres . This protection is obtained by
providing a dry pure inert gas atmosphere for the current collectors
within the machine enclosure .

Design analyses show that high efficiency is expected from a segmented
magnet (SEGMAG ) drum-type homopolar generator.8 Employing conventional
(rather than superconducting) magnetic excitation coils , these machines
contain the magnetic flux wi thin i ron circuits , with littl e leakage in
the current collection zones. This is an important factor since large
leakage magnetic fields lead to increases in power loss and problems
wi th confining or controlling li quid metal in the collector.

The vital function of a liquid metal current collector is to provide good
electrical contact between its rotating and stationary parts for purposes
of transferring useful machine load current. This paper analyzes high
speed collectors developed primarily for SEGMAG-type homopolar generators
and presents resul ts of experimental work with collectors evaluated in a
glove box facility . The collectors are of the rotating disk-stationary
concentric channel design , utilizing the eutectic sodium-potassium alloy
NaK-78.

4.3 SU~?’1ARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

4.3.0 General

The feasibility of employ ing liquid metal current collectors in powerful
homopolar machines requires that the liquid metal be confined to thin
ri ng-shaped vol umes or annular channels comprising the current transfer
or collection zones of the machines . This requirement is based on a
necessity to reduce prohibitively high hydrodynamic power losses which other-
wise occur in systems wherein the liquid metal completely fills the
machine ’s i nternal gaps or void spaces . Such reduction in hydrodynamic

-

. power loss is directly achieved through significant limi tations in “wetted ’
contact area. Additional reduction in power loss is obtainable by minimiz-
ing the ambient magnetic field intensity in the current collecti on zones.
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Power losses in the liquid metal of “unfl ooded gap ” current collectors
used in homopolar machines which employ the SEGMAG design concept will
be relatively small. Low power loss is achieved because of the small
contact area wi th the liquid metal and because the ambient magnetic
fields in the current collection zones are very weak.

Probably the most serious concern in applying an “unfl ooded gap ”
liquid metal current collecti on system is confi nement of the liquid to
the annular gap of the current col l ector. The systems are designed so
that centri fugal force tends to keep the liquid metal in the annular gap
of the current collectors . This constraining force is opposed by several
forces which tend to remove liquid metal from the collectors . The signi-
ficant opposing , or expelling, forces are classified as gravity , accelera-
tion , and magnetic. The balance between the constraining and expelling
forces will depend on the type and specifi c design of the machine . Since
a generator will always be running at high speed , its relatively high
constraining force will be hel pful in obtaining confinement of the liquid
metal . Motors must operate at both low and high speeds , even zero
speed , and thus the confinement problem is of much greater concern in
that case.

An important concern involving the reliability of liquid metal current
collection systems over long time operation is if low electrical resis-
tance within the fluid and low contact resistance at the collector member
surfaces can be maintained . Both of these concerns appear to be
associated wi th purity or integri ty of the liquid metal , especially in
the face of viscous working . Of concern , with regard to vol ume resis-
tivity , is a change of state phenomenon which has been shown with certain
liquid metals. Such transfer in the physica l state is manifested by
the collector fluid changing to a “powder ” . Unclean collector surfaces ,
initially or subsequently formed , may seriously inhibit “electrical
wetting ” and lead to increased contact resistance wi th the liquid metal.

Duri ng Phase I of this ARPA contract , a preferred current collector
design was identified for unidirectional homopolar machines , such as the
SEGMAG generator. This selection was based on a review study of the complex
electromagneti c interacti ons and forces which will be experienced by
functioning col lector systems under a variety of operating conditions and
liquid metals. The preferred col l ector design embodies an “unflooded
machine gap ” , with the low density sodium-potassium liquid metal alloy
(NaK) confined in narrow circumferential current transfer zones. The
liquid metal alloy gallium-indium (GaIn) was selected as an alternati ve
to NaK , especially for homopolar machine applications wherein relatively
low speed and high ambient magnetic field operating conditions exist ,
or in certain situations where li quid meta l handling may be considered a
problem . The alternative choice of a higher density liquid metal was based
on l ower calculated power losses when run under the specifi ed operating
condi tions . Althou gh not as compatible as NaK with most structural and
conducting mater ials, GaIn is quite easy to handle and lends itself to a
relatively simple purification process.
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Two of the greatest concerns in applying liquid metal current collectors
are: a) the magnitude of power losses developed in the fluid; and , b) the
confi nement of fluid to the current collection zones during all machine
operating conditions.

During Phase II a liquid metal current collector test facility was constructed
and an experimental test plan was implemented to resolve recognized problem
areas in applying liquid metal current collectors . Part of this effort
included an evaluation of collector width effects on the magnitude of the
ordinary fluid dynamic power loss. The effect of ambient radial magnetic
field and collector width variations on the eddy current power loss was
also i nvestigated . The remaining work effort consisted of experimentally
evaluating the possible adverse effects which rotor rotational speed ,
radial magnetic induction , and load current have on li quid meta l confi nement
in the collection zone. This effort culminated in the design and fabrication
of the current collectors for the prototypic SEGMAG generator. (See
Section 2, Vo l.11 of this report.)

During Phases II ancflhI the current collector design which was developed
was evaluated in a SEGMA G demonstration generator , rated 3000 hp. Tests
verified the suitability of this collector for use in hornopolar machines
of constant speed (to 67 mIs). Concerns include the col l ector solid—
liquid contact resistance , and its influence on machine efficiency , and a
collector filling - critical temperature characteristic. Work continued
to extend the unidirectional collector technology to higher speeds for
generator applications. Other work centered on development of reversible
and variable speed collectors for torque converters and motor applicati ons.
Concepts considered in this development include flooded , unflooded , and
hybrid collectors (see Section 5).

4.3.1 Power Losses in Current Collectors

4.3.1.0 General

For homopolar machine designs that restrict the liquid metal to discrete
numbers of thin annular rings or current transfer gaps , four main types -j
of power loss can be i denti fied for each collector site :

1. Ordinary ohmic losses due to electrical load current crossing the
col lector gap.

2. Ordinary fluid dynamic (viscous ) losses .
3. MHD losses arising from an axial magnetic field in the collector gap.
4. MHD losses arising from a radial magnetic field in the collector gap .

Based on a simplified model , see Fig. 4.1 , expressions for the above
power losses have been derived in terms of machine operating conditi ons ,
collector geometry , and physical properties of the liquid metal . This
study is limited to high speed analysis , characterized by a turbulent
flow regime within the liquid metal .
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4.3.1.1 Ordinary Ohmic Losses

The ohmic power dissipati on due to ~,,J B ~load current may be expressed as V 0
the sum of bulk resistance and sur- -

~~ v=v X

face contact losses : R

~2 d 
~ r~~~

= 

~
) + (4.1) 

d ~~~Y~ ide Walls
Rotor 

Li uid ~~~~~ k/2
where : P~ = total ohmic power loss M~talper col l ector, W Stator

r = collector rotor radius , Fig. 4.1: Model of Liquid Metal
Current Collector

w = collector electrical
contact width , m

d = collector radial gap dimension , m
= electri cal conductivity of liquid metal , mhos/m
= solid-liquid-solid specific contact resistance , c~m

2

I = collector l oad current , A

It is assumed in this expression that (1) the collector ’s flat side
walls are insulated -- thus minimizing MHD rotor-drag losses associated
wi th the axial field , Bx ; and (2) the ohmic loss associated with the solid-
liquid interface is dependent upon a specific contact resistance (~

)
whose value , in turn , depends on the solid and fluid metals which corn-
prise the collector. Reported c values for the copper-NaK-copper contact
pair fall in the range 3 to 5 n~~m

2.9’10 Specifi c resistance values are
reported here in a later section (see Fig. 4.15).

4.3.1.2 Ordinary Fluid Dynamic Losses

These power losses occur due to viscous shear in the liquid metal caused
— by relative motion of the inner and outer portions of the col lectors .

In the absence of a magneti c field , and for relatively high speed
• operation , losses can be shown to be proportional to the density of the

liquid , the cube of the rotor surface speed , the wetted area , and a tur-
bulent friction factor which is a weak function of the Reynolds number.11 ,12

~fd 
= j~ fpv~r(w+k) (4.2)

Where the new symbols are :

~ ~fd 
= fluid dynamic power loss per collector , W
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f = Fanning friction factor (Darcy friction factor/4)
p = fluid mass density , kg/rn3

yR collector rotor surface velocity , rn/s
k = additiona l fluid contact width along radial sides of collector , m.

4.3.1.3 Axial Magnetic Field MHD Losses

When the machine is electrically loaded , an increase in collector fiuid
dynamic power loss occurs as a resul t of the axial magnetic field — radial
load current MHD interaction. In the cdse of a typical generator ,
circumferential body forces are created in the conductin ci liquid metal
which tend to pump the fluid counter to the rotor ’s direction of rotation.
Resulting changes in the fluid ’ s velocity profile account for the increase
in the fluid dynamic power loss. This increased viscous loss , however ,
is partially offset by an el ectrodynamic potential (= v x Bx) which
generates usefu l load power within the gap. Assuming the same friction
factor at both collectors walls , a purely axial magnetic field , then ,
leads to a net (fluid dynamic minus electrodynamic) viscous loss g iven
by: ~

= ~-fpv~r(w +k )( l+3 - 2 ), O<~ < l (4 .3)

where the new symbols are:

= net fluid dynamic loss per collector , W
2B J d

= 
X -~ , dimensionless

fp yR
and Bx = axial magnetic field , T

J~. 
= radial load current density , A/rn2.

The mean turbulent liquid meta l velocity , v , obtained in deriving Eq. (4.3)
is given by:

V
v = —.~-(l— -5) , O-~~1 . (4.4)

The restriction of O- .s<1 , then , is equivalent to O<V<VR/2 . In the case
of low magnetic inductTon (Br) and/or low load current density (J~)~perturbations in the ordinary velocity caused by MHD effects will be

• small and v--vR/2 . Under the limiting conditions , when 
~x x Jy 

0, the
above expression for power loss reduces to Eq. (4.2). Consequently,
for low leakage magnetic fields the ord i nary viscous loss will not be
increased significantly as a result of axial MHD effects .

For large Mi-iD effects where 5>1 or v<0 , fluid flow will be opposite to
collector rotation as given by:

v = 4(1 - v~~~~~~~~~), 6>1 . (4.5)
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70 I

Calculation Parameters:
V R = cJr _ o? m/ s
r~~I7 8 cm
w 1. 91 cm
K = 6. 3 mm

I o=2. 2 M mho/m 
-

I 3p 8 50 kg/rn
3 I f =5 . 5x10 3

~~4O ~ = 4 n Q - r n 2 -

I LS9 mm Gap
I R~ 1iaI Fielddr ag,

E 3 0  -
0
LI -P Ax ial Field

~~~ - I.59 m r n Gap a,
i I lOO kA 2.~ 20 - 

~ 
J~=4. 7MA ,~ __ -

I ~~~~~j _ — 0 . l6mm cap
10 - I __—

.

Ordin ary Viscous Loss
0 I I

0 0.5 1.0 1. 5 2.0 2.5 3.0
Amb ient Magnetic Field , I

Fig. 4.2: Magnet ic field effect on power losses (NaK-78) .
Axial field effect based upon Eqs. (4.3) and
(4.6); radial field effects upon Eq. (4.7).

The corresponding net viscous power loss becomes: 11

-~-fpv~r(w+k)(l+6) v2~~~T , 6>1 . (4.6)

The two curves in Fi g. 4.2 representing axial field effects on net viscous
loss are based upon Eqs. (4.3) and (4.6). The two col l ectors represented
by these curves differ only in the extent of the radial gap, d. Power
loss is shown to increase directl y wi th the collector radial gap dimen-
sion and with the axial magnetic field intensity . In the case of a
1.59 mm stator—rotor gap, the collector power loss is shown to increase
10 times as the magnetic field is increased from zero to 2.8 1.

4.3.1.4 Radial Magnetic Field MHD Losses

Liquid meta l current collectors used in homopolar machines will likely
• be subjected _to a radial magnetic field. This field induces a potential

gradient (= v~ x ~ Talong the moving collector face, thereby producing
current circulation , axially in the moving and stationary solid members
and radiall y through the liquid metal medium . An interaction between
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the induced rotor current and the radial magnetic field causes a rotor
drag power loss , even under conditions wherein no external load current
flows through the collector. Alternately, the VR x interaction may
be viewed as an ohmic loss due to the associated circulating current in
the liquid metal .

The equation which allows prediction of rotor drag power loss due to a
purely radial magnetic field is: 13

~io(~B )
2(rw )3

~drag 
= 6(d+~cj ) (4.7)

where 
~drag 

= rotor drag power loss per collector , W.

Note that Eq. (4.7) does not include a l oad current term: a radial
magnetic field produces no M I-ID interaction with the radial load current
(J

~ 
x = 0).

Calculated power losses attributed to radial field effects for one of
the collector designs (1.59 mm gap) used previousl y in the axial field
evaluation are also shown in Fig. 4.2. Compared to the axial magnetic
field case , relatively low radial fiel d intensities cause hig h power
loss. These results indicate the importance of minimizing radial components
of magnetic induction within the current collection zone: circulating
currents may introduce unacceptabl y high rotor-drag losses .

Since the radial field loss (Eq. (4.7)) is a cubic function of the
collector width , w, si gnificantly large reductions in its value can be
made by minimizing the width. Decreasing the collector width by 20%, for
example , will decrease this loss by a factor of t~~. Althoug h the
ordinary fluid dynamic loss is also reduced through reductions in
collector width , an increase in the ohmic power loss associated with
load current transfer occurs as shown by Eq. (4.1). Thus , an optimum
width is impl i ed for minimum total power loss.

Equation (4.7) is strictly valid only for the case of a pure radial field
(i.e., B~=O). When the field is mixed , as in the general case , and there
are components of both Bx and ~~ there is some indication that the net
effect* is less than the sum of the ind ividual effects .~~ Thus , Eq. (4.7)
oversta tes the actual radial field effect when B~ $ 0. However , the
magnitude of the net reduction is a function of B~, and for low B~values the decrease will be small.

• *The axial field , B~, manifests i tself in two ways : (1) 
~ 

interacting
wi th the moving fluid produces a net emf that opposes the circulating
current density (Jc) thereby reducing the drag loss; (2) B~ interactingwith the circulating current increases the velocity gradient at both
collec tor surfaces (through the 5c x Bx body forces) thereby increasing

-

• 
the viscous loss. The net result is a tendency toward reduction of
total (drag plus Viscous) loss.
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4.3.1.5 Calculated Total
Coll ector Power Loss

In the case of low axial magnetic 100
fields , total col lector loss
i ncl uding l oad current, viscous ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

and MI-ID drag losses is ciiven by the
sum of Eqs. (4.1), (4.2J, and (4.7), ~ M in imum Loss
Based on these equations , calcula—
tions of collector power loss for a ~SEGMAG type generator were made,
representing wide ranges of 

_______________ ___________-~~ iccollector width and specific contact
resistance . Pertinent geometrical
para meters , operating conditions ,
and liquid metal physical properties 2

~ssum~d for the calculations are
tabulated below : -

r 17.8 cm I = 100 kA 
______________ ___________

d = l . 6 mm f = 5 .5 x l0 3 1 1 
I ‘ ‘ ‘

k = 6.4 mm a = 2.2 M mho/rn Collector Width , cm
377 rad/ s p = 850 kg/rn3

B
y 

= 0.03 1 Fig. 4.3: Calculated collector power
loss , based upon assumed

Results of the power loss calculations load current (100 kA),
are presented in Fig. 4.3, Rather radial magnetic field (0.O3T),
large loss ‘in power are noted to periphera l velocity (67 mIs),
occur as the specific contact and liquid metal (NaK-78).
resistance , £ , is increased , espec-
ially for narrow width collectors . Optimum col l ector widths are indicated
by the minimum loss line. If it is assumed that £ is near zero, the
optimum collector width is 0.6 cm. Reductions in width resul t in smaller
contact areas, hig her solid—liquid interface resistance and , consequently
higher ohmic loss associated with transferring the machine load current.
Consequently, quite high power losses are associated with narrow width
collectors , especially with hig h ~ values . For a given specific contact
resistance , increasing the width will diminish the total power loss until
the viscous drag -- due to large wetted areas —- predominates .

An optimum collecto r width , then , exists for each set of collecto r
parameters . If the specific contact resistance , for example , is 4c2n
then wi th the parameters specified above the optimum collector width is
1.3 cm, as illustra ted in Fig. 4.3.

4.3.2 Confinement of Liquid Metal

4.3.2.0 General

The second major concern in the application of liquid metal current
filled col l ectors and/or confining thecollectors is that of mainta ining
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fluid to the collection zones. Significant factors are: loss of fluid
during low speed and standstill operating conditions because of gravity
effects , loss of fluid at hig her speed because of inertial -induced
turbidity and surface agitation , and loss of fluid at all speeds because
of load current and magnetic field effects. To ward against these
expulsion effects at high speeds, the collectors are generally designed
so that the centrifugal pressure works to keep the liquid metal in the
annular gaps .6 At l ower speeds and standstill , special col l ectors or
fluid seals must be employed .

4.3.2.1 Load and Circulating Current Effects

Axially directed forces are created by pressure variations within the
collector liquid metal due to circumferential self—magnetic fields
associated with load and radial field induced -circulating currents . This

- - 
MHD effect tends to fragment the fluid , causing voids and degraded
electrical contact in the annulus , disturbances at the free surface, and
expulsion of liquid metal from the collector.

An expression for the pressure due to the load and circulating current
MHD effect is presented bel ow:13

ii (2  2
- 0 j , c c  W a~W ‘,p ~ x~ - ~~ ~ ~

—.

~

-— —

~

-—
~

, 
~~~

- x

2 22
( i~ ~ W ~ r,’W t 2 2- + 

~~~~ ~~4 )  L~~~J 
- x

n W ’ ,3 3-i 8 n,W s 4 4
- cx8L~~ ) + X J +~~~~ L t~~J - x

Where the new symbol s are :
p(x) = pressure in the liquid , N/rn2

x = axial distance along collecto r width from center (positive
x directed away from load current loop, see Fig. 4.1 and 4.4), m

= permeability of free space , O.4ii ~iH/m

a = I/(,Trw)

8 = GuByr/(d40C)

This expression assumes a completely filled collector (i.e., the fluid
is mainta i ned in the annulus even in the face of the axial forces), and
a purely radial magnetic field.

Based on Eq. (4.8), calculations of the axial pressure in the liquid
metal for a prototypic collector were made . In addition to the parameters
previously tabulated , the present pressure calculations involved a
collector width of 1.27 cm and selected values of ~~~. Results of the
calculations are presented in Fi gs. 4.4 and 4.5.

*4
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Fig. 4.4: Calculated pressure variation caused by
l oad and circulating currents .
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~ Fi g. 4.5: Effect of contact resistance (€) on calculated
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The pressure caused by the combined load and circulating currents
increases axially from one edge of the collector gap width to the other
for load currents (I) greater than 25 kA (see Fig. 4.4). With low load
cur ren t, domi nance of the circulating current produces a negative , then
positive pressure in the li quid metal. Relatively large unidirectional
pressures appear across the collector gap width at higher load current
levels. These pressures , of course , must be counterbalanced in order
to prevent gross loss of liquid metal from the collector. This may be
accomplished with suitable stator-rotor overlap, permitting self-adjusting
asymmetric extensions of liquid metal along the collector ’s radial side
walls (manometer effect).

Infl uence of col l ector contact resistance on the MHD pressure is indicated
by the contras~ing family of curves in Fig. 4.5. As e increases from
zero to 3 no•m , the circulating current is obviousl y reduced to such
an extent that it has smaller and smal l er effects on the basic load
current-sel f field interaction. Very low values of ~ result in axially
opposing forces in the liquid metal , placing the fluid in a state of
tension. This effect tends to cause separation of liquid metal in the
annulus , which is undesirable. If too severe, this action would likely
cause gross loss of liquid metal from the current transfer zone, l eading
to hi gh bulk and contact resistance , and hi gh ohmic power loss. If
present, a varying c would likely cause sloshing action of the liquid
metal l eading, again to less efficient current collection and excessive
fluid spillage from the collection zone.

4.3.2.2 Axial Magnetic Field Effects

As mentioned previously, the 35

axial magnetic field-load
current MHD interaction causes - —

velocity changes in the col- 25
~ x~

- ___~~_ulector li quid metal . The 
-

~~~~~~~ .59m m

associated power losses , as 
-expressed by Eqs. (4.3) and

(4.6) are dependent on the
10 -average liquid metal velocity .

Fluid velocities previously
determi ned from Eqs . (4.4) and ~ 

________________________________(4.5) for the power loss cal- 11 I I
-~~ 

- 
. 4  .8  1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8

cul ations (Fig. 4.2 ) are ~ - Ambient Induction , B,~. T
presented now as a function

• of axial magnetic induction - I = lcO kA
for the cases of two different 2

. 15 - J 4 1MP ~/ mcollector gap dimensions in
Fig. 4.6. — 20 - r=0 .IlS rn

f= 5 .5x 10 3

25
The average liquid metal velocity
is shown to decrease as the axial Fi g. 4.6: Calculated liquid metalmagnetic field intensity increases. velocity characteristics.
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At a certain level of induction , the liquid flow velocity reaches zero,
then, with still higher induction l evels , reverses in direction. The
reverse flow point is reached when the MHD body force, which occurs as
a result of the axial magnetic field—load current interaction (3

~ 
x

and a hydrodynamic viscous force, which arises in the fluid due to
rotation of the rotor, are equal . If the axial field becomes sufficiently
strong to a point where the MUD and the viscous drag forces become equal ,
relative to an obesrver on the stator, the resulting liquid flow velocity
will be reduced to zero. As this operating condition is approached , the
liquid metal will likely “drop out” of the collector , since the inertial
constraining force also approaches zero. Thus , even with high speed
homopolar generators, if the ambient axial magnetic field becomes
critically high , confinement of liquid metal to the col l ection zone will
be a serious probl em . The above is not considered a probl em for SEGMAG-
type machines , however, where the axial magnetic lea kage field in the
collection zone will be much too low (i.e., about 0.1 T). Al so, as shown
in Fig. 4.6, some relief from this problem may be gained through
reductions in the radial extent of the rotor-stator gap.

4.3.3 Current Collector Eva l uation Program and Test Facilities

4.3.3.0 General

Since many assumptions must be made in any theoretical study of liquid
metal current collectors , it is mandatory that may of the resul ts be
substantiated or refuted by experimental studies. An experimenta l pro-
gram was initiated to investigate the operating characteristics of
liquid metal current collectors , wi th special interest in operating con-
ditions and collector geometries peculiar to SEGMAG-type homopolar
generators. A test rig permitting evaluations of prototypic size
collectors for a 2.24 MW , 100 kA generator was designed and constructed .
Initial test runs were made to assure that each collector would perform
in a stabl e manner without magnetic field effects over the speed range
of interest. The degree of annulus filling and the ability to confine
liquid metal to the collector during its operation were determi ned for
a range of injection or circulation flow rates. The mdgnitude of the
ordinary hydrodynamic power loss was also determined and related to
calculated values obtai ned from the derived analytical expression. An
indication of the i nfl uence which viscous working of the liquid metal
has on its chemical composition over an extended period of conti nuous

• running was also obtained . Later runs were made to determine the
specifi c contact resistance and to qualitatively evaluate the effect of
fluid expelling pressures .

Figure 4.7 is an overal l view of the current col l ector test stand ; portions
are shown of the test rig enclosure , the NaK-78 liquid metal circulation

• feed loop, the nitrogen cover gas reci rculation and purification system,
the collector cooling system, and other associated apparatus and equipment
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such as the drive motor, the shaft transmission , and the data monitoring
and control instrumentation. Figure 4.8 is a view of the test rig
i tself in the glove box enclosure , but wi thout the magnetic fiel d coil
and top i ron housing in place . During certain experiments the top
housing was not empl oyed to afford better accessibility and to allow
good observation of the test col l ectors. Tip speeds at the rotor edge
of about 70 rn/s are attainable.

Provisions were made so that controlled l evels of radial magnetic field
(up to 0.1 1) could be appl ied to the test collector zone, thereby
generating large circulating currents in the liquid metal (see Eq. (4.7)).
A 15 hp dc motor was selected to meet the drive power and torque require-
ments imposed by the circulati ng current and viscous drag power losses
anticipated in the test col l ectors. A torque sensor mounted in series
wi th the drive shaft measures the col l ector power losses. A magneticall y
l oaded , nitrogen gas—buffered rotating contact type seal prevents room
air leakage into the glove box through the drive shaft penetration.

Stainless steel tubes convey NaK from its supply source to the test
current col l ectors. By choice , either batch amounts or continuous flows
of NaK are delivered to the collectors . The li quid metal circulation
loop possesses a capability for continuous on-line puri fication. The
fluid loop includes a col l ector drain sump tank , centrifugal pump , EM
flow meter, cold trap filter , and associated control valves and l evel
probes. Copper tubes convey coolant fluid in and out of the col l ector
stators.

4.3.3.1 Glove Box Current Collector Tests

The follow i ng test resul ts to be described were obtained using 17.8 cm
radius rotor current col l ectors. Both flat and tapered rotor end shapes
were evaluated , with quite similar resul ts . NaK—78 li qiud metal was
fed tangentially in the direct ion of rotation into the collector gap
annulus and withdrawn at the sides . Multiple groove seals were employed
to catch and control any spills of liquid metal from the current
transfer gap.

4.3.3.2 Rotor Speed Effects

During the experimenta l runs , complete filli ng of the collector annulus
wi th liquid metal was evident from electrical continuity indications
(between insulated probes disposed axially and circumferentially around
the collecto r stator), increase of viscous drag torque and collector
temperature, and reduced pressure at the NaK inlet l ocation (due to
Bernoulli effect or I l suction li)

The viscous torque-NaK flow characteristics for one of the copper rotating
disk collectors are shown in Fig. 4.9. This family of curves reveals
that, wi th increasing NaK inlet flow rate, a limiting maximum torque
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l evel is approached , becoming 12 I
successively higher as the speed in-
creases. Based on el ectrical con- 66.7 _ _ j ~2j_
tinuity measurements , complete 10 (88) -

filling of the gap occurs at low inlet
flow rates, near the starting knee of
the curves. Significantl y, the E 

8

collector operates satisfactory over 
~ 

—

a wide range of NaK inl et flow rates, ~from 0.8 to at least 13.3 mi/s. 6
(
0 

~1 (75)Dynamic flows of liquid metal into
the collector were necessary to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
assure continuous filling against the 4 -

,‘ 
-

expelling effects associated with r,’s 1°C)
rotor rotation.

2 -

• Computations of fluid dynamic power 10 (67)
• ? • V V I V

loss—speed characteristics were made 
~ I

using the experimental torque data of 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
Fig. 4.9. The expression which Nak Flow Ra te, m l /srelates fluid dynamic power loss and
torque is: Fig. 4.9: Typical viscous torque-

NaK flow characteristics:

~fd 
= WT (4.9) Collector radius , r =

17.8 cm; radial gap,
where the new symbol is: d = 1.59 mm; width ,

w = 1.91 cm.
-r = viscous drag torque , N•m .

- 5 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Figure 4.10 shows the power losses /
obtained versus speed (~) using Le~uid Metal It  -(4.9) and constant 6.7 mi/s NaK flow 4 - I
rate-torque data . The dashed curve of Fl

~~Rete6. 7m I Is /
Fig. 4. shows the same loss predicted 1/
by Eq. (4.2). In the latter case , we -

used the Fanning friction factor for
0 /smooth surfaces and fluid overlap a-

observed radial extent of NaK wetting
on the rotor walls fol l owing testing . /

k = 6.4 mm . The overlap is based on 2 
~~~~~~~~~rne nt a~/~ 

-

The close agreement between observed 1 - 

,‘~~~Calcu Iated 
-

and predicted viscous losses supports
validity of the turbulent flow 0 

____________________

assumption implicit in Eq. (4.2). 0 20 40 60 ~Retor Speed , r / s
2 A continuous 76-hour run was made with Fi g. 4.10: Ordinary fluid dynamicthe rectangular shaped rotating disk power loss—speedcurrent collector. Operating condi- characteristics for- • tions held constant throughout the collector of Fig. 4.9.

‘ 

period include rotor speed (60 r/s),
collector temperature (88°C + 2°C) and NaK inlet flow rate (3.3 ml/s). An
analysis of the liquid metal~s alloy constituents before and after the runshowed no detectable change from its eutectic composition as a result of the
viscous working .
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As mathematically implied by Eq. (4-2), the ordinary fluid dynamic power
loss is proportiona l to collector width. To verify this relationship two
similar collectors , differi ng only in rotor width (1.27 and 1.91 cm), were
run in the test rig. In both runs , the rotor speed was varied to 60 r/s,
while the NaK inlet flow rate was held
constant near 5 mi/s. Results of the
experiment are shown in Fig . 4.11. The -

average power loss ratio of the two
collectors , representative of the enti re Uqu id Meta l

Nak - 78
speed range, is 0.77. The corresponding ~ - Flow Rate-5ml/s /

wetted fluid width (w+k) ratio for the 
/two collectors is (1.27 + 0.64)/ 

2 - Rotor Width(1 .91 + 0.64) = 0.75. The close agree-
ment between the loss and width ratios

the width relationship in the ordinary ~ ‘
is interpreted to confirm validity of

fluid dynami c power loss predictive 

0 

1.27 cm

expression (Eq. (4.2)). 
I

- 

I

0 20 40 60
4.3.3.3 Temperature Effects Rotor Speed , r/s

During the course of experimenta l work , Fig. 4.11: Rotor speed and
filling of the current collector was width effects on ordinary
found to be critically dependent on fluid dynamic power loss.
temperature . This characteristic was
observed when col l ectors were run at rotor speeds greater than about
40 r/s (45 m/s). Sometimes complete filling was noted , and other times
not. This phenomenon was found to be correlated with collector tempera-
ture. The temperature sensitivity is illustrated for a rotor speed of
60 r/s by the two curves in Fig. 4.12. Below the u critica l1l temperature ,
viscous drag torque is relativel y low
but then increases abruptly when a sli ght 7 -

rise in temperature is allowed . When the

just below the “critical” level , the
viscous drag torque drops - abruptly to

DErea,Im 

I.,~~r16ur,

its original low value. This phenomenon

temperature is now reduced from above to 6 nhI.d G~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f
I
~~~~~~~._.._.

was repeated many times . 4 i•mpprlIuI~
— I

The temperature dependency for other j  3
rotor operating speeds is illustrated I,,~ G,,
in Fi g. 4.13. Good performance was 2

observed , in terms of gap filling and
confi nement of NaK to the collector , if
operation occurred at temperatures above
the specific critical level for each I

66 66 72 76 ~ (4speed . Operation below the criti cal C,~~tor T,~~ rmur,. .c

temperature line caused an adverse
effect on collector performance. Fig. 4.12: Torque temperature --
Althoug h an experimental solution to the characteristics rel ated to

- • liquid metal filling problem was achieved col l ector gap filling .
by operating above the critical tempera-
ture, lower temperature operation is desirabl e so that the machine cooling
capacity will not be compromised .
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A number of experiments were run to
evaluate the effect of a l ower density
cover gas (hel i um) on the collector 80

filling -cri tical temperature character- P~rfor n

istic. Other experiments were run wi th
nickel plated collecto r surfaces to .“

‘ 

Affec(4

-ascertain potential benefits in regard to ~ ,./ ~~~~
easier collector filling and l ower contact
resistance . In these, as well as in
previously described tests, no magnetic 20 /
fields were applied . Results of to /
collector filling—critical temperature I I

determinations are summarized below: 0 20 
Rotor s~..d r/s

Fig. 4.13: Critical performance
dependency on temperature
and speed .

Critical
Collector Collector Temperatures

Side Contact Cover @ 60 r/s,
Walls Surfaces Gas (°C)

Uninsulated Bare Copper N2 78
Insulated Bare Copper N2 62
Insulated Bare Copper He 51
Insulated Nickel Plated N2 <28

Insulating the flat side walls of the rotor and stator permitted a
significant l owering of the operating temperature without sacrificing
capability for filling and mainta ining a filled collector when operating
in nitrogen. Additional l owering of the critical temperature (to 51°C)
was demonstrated when the 60 r/s col l ector ran in a helium environment.
Finally, temperature was not found to be critical in regard to liquid
metal filling of the collector , down to 28°C, when the contact surfaces
were electrolytically plated with nickel and operation was again in a
cover gas of nitrogen.

Although beneficial results were shown experimentally for the above noted
collecto r design changes and cover gases , a complete physical understanding
of their effects is i ncompl ete at this time . Conjecture as to the
mechanisms which explains the improved collector filling ability will
likely include gas— liquid flow dynamics as well as surface films and solid—
liquid wetting . Additional theoretical and experimenta l investi gations
are needed .

4.3.3.4 Radial Magnetic Field Effects

The pressure described by Eq. (4.8) is produced through interaction of
collector currents and their associated circumferential magnetic fields .
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With no l oad current this pressure (due entirely to radial -fiel d induced
circulating currents ) increases symmetrically about the collector ’s
center , tending to expel liquid metal axially, each way, from the gap
(see Fig. 4.5). As may be seen by substituting 1=0 , B~~O in Eq. (4.8),
pressure varies as width to the fourth power and radial field squared ,
suggesti ng si gnificant disturbances will occur in the li quid metal as
either width or radial field increases .

Experiments were conducted to verify the above concern , wherein two
similar collectors differing in width (1 .27 and 1.91 cm) were exposed to
a radial field , but no load current. The resul ts are given in Fig. 4.14
in terms of NaK inlet pressure vs. B~. As the magnetic field imposed on
the collector increased , a less nega’cive pressure (reduction in suction)
occurred at the NaK inlet location. We found such pressure changes
preceeded fragmentation of liquid metal in the gap: gross expulsion of
liquid metal from each side of the gap occurred as B~ approaches 0.01 5 Tfor the wide (1.91 cm) and 0.075 T for the narrow (1.27 cm) collector.
This was accompanied by intermittent electrical contact , as detected by
continuity probes located in the gap. The onset of instability (positive
pressure region of Fig. 4.14) and visua l expulsion occured at a l ower
field intensity for the wide collector.

Althoug h a correlation is shown here between the calculated axia l pressures
and experimentally observed disturbances in the fluid flow, more work
-is needed to quantify the phenomena .

4.3.3.5 Specific Contact Resistance Determinations

A knowledge of the magnitude of the spec i fic contact resistance , ~~~, is
necessary for designing a minimum power loss collector. Experiments were
run to determi ne the contact resistance of collectors with bare and nickel
-plated copper surfaces. Such deter-
mi nations were possible utilizin g experi-
mental values of power loss associated
with circulating currents induced by
radial directed magnetic field in the /liquid metal . The difference between 5 -

drive shaft power with and without con- / Radial Magnetic Field Intensity, T
trolled levels of magnetic field , less a 0 I ~
correction for previousl y determined 

~

_ _
E ~i015 .030 .045 .0~,.—

’ .075

• stray power loss (measured under the same / — w = 1 . 9 l cm
conditions but with an unfilled collector), ~~ - 

/

is taken as the circulating current power ~ / ~loss, 
~cjrc • An expression for that loss ~ — Ic / W 1 .27 Cfl1

in terms of c and the known operating con- ~ /
ditions is obtained from Eq. (4.7). 

~5 
~Jfr-~ NaK-7 8

~oco (~B )2(rw)3 
1= .O

~circ 6(d+~~) 
, (4.10) - 213

~ Fig. 4.14; Indication of collector
fluid fl ow instabili ty .
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3.C 
QN4k = 4m

~
5

L= 3 77 r4d/s
2.5

E Copçer Surt~ es

~ 2.0 - -

11.5 - °

c
~ 1.0 

Nickel Sur l~ eS

Cu Ni

‘~ 0 5 - 
N2 Cover Gas, • ° 8 ~~~~~~~
He Cover Gas , &

0~~~~~H II _ _  _ _

80 70 80 90 100 110
Collector Tern~~ralure . °C

Fig. 4.15: ~ values determined from radial field experiments
with 17.8 cm radius collectors.

or rearranging terms • 2(wB ) (rw)_ 7r y d
° 6 p —

circ
The specific contact resistances determined for collectors with copper
and nickel-plated copper surfaces are plotted as a function of temperature
in Fi g. 4.15. Despite scatter in the data , a tendency is shown for the
contact resistance of both collectors to decrease with increasing
temperature . This characteristic is possibly related to another experi-
mental observation , namely, an increasing fluid flow stability with
rising temperature . Lower resistance is thus attributed tolarger
solid-liquid contact areas and to improved wetting at hig her temperatures .

The average specific contact resistance is reduced nearly 50% when the
copper collector contact surfaces are plated with nickel . This character—
istic is likely related to thinner and less continuous tarnish films on
surfaces of nickel , which leads to l ower contact resistance.

Nickel , unlike silver and gold , is essentially insolubl e in NaK. Upon
disassembly and decontamination of the test collec tor following eight
days of testing and exposure to NaK , the 0.005 mm thick nickel plate
was intact and bri ght.
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Specific contact resistances reported here for copper surfaces are
one-third l ower than the values reported by others .9’~° Even lower
values were found using a simp le electrode-type cell , in which surface
preparation significantly infl uenced the contact resistance. Platings
with silver and gold produced the l owest values , suggesting that surface
wetting has a strong influence on the effective contact resistance.
Maintenance of low contact resistance wi th silver and/or gold surfaces
is questionabl e, however , since these metals are readily solubl e in NaK.

4.4 CONCLUSIONS

While many simplifying assumptions are implicit in the relatively compact
analytical expressions presented above , these results , nevertheless ,
provide a tractabl e basis for future collecto r development. The followi ng
conclusions app ly to NaK—filled collectors subjected to weak magnetic
fields:

1. Initial liquid filling of disk-type col l ectors and subsequent
operation in the filled mode is dependent on a “critical” operating
temperature , which increases with speed . Nickel plating the current
transfer surfaces l owers the critical temperature .

2. Reliable long-term collecto r operation requires a continuous or
dynamic inlet flow of liquid metal .

3. Liquid meta l inlet pressure measurement provides a reliabl e
means for monitoring collector filling .

4. Our experiments show that radial magnetic fields disturb the
liquid metal annular flow and that wide collectors amplify this effect.
The existence of liquid body forces, which increase directly with
collector width , is predicted by Eq. (4.8).

5. Our analysis shows that specific contact resistance reduces
radial-field (MHD drag) losses , hut increases the ord i nary ohmic power
loss .

6. Specific contact resistance depends upon surface preparation and
temperature. Based on our data , nickel —plating lowers contact resistance
of the Cu-NaK—Cu combination , and for both plated and unplated surfaces
the contact resistance tends to decrease with increasing temperature in
the range 70-110°C.

7. Observed ordinary fluid dynamic power loss agrees with a simple
turbulent-flow model , Eq. (4.2).

8. For a given set of operating conditions , tota l col l ector power
loss can be minimized by choosing an optimum width in accordance with
Eqs . (4.1), (4.2), and (4.7).
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VOLUME II

PART A
SECTION 5

LIQU ID METAL CURRENT COLLECTIO N SYSTEMS COLLECTOR DESIGN STUDIES

5.1 OBJECTIVES

During Phase III current collector technology was extended to: 1) uni-
directional high speed (96 rn/s collector speed) generator applications ;
and , 2) reversible and variable speed applications such as motors and
torque converters. This is the workscope of this Section of the report.

Work with liquid metal current collectors terminated wi th Phase III.
Phase Ill-A efforts were redirected to solid brush current col l ection,
as described in Volume II , Part B of this report.

5.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

During Phase I of this contract, a preferred current collector design
was identified for unidirectional homopolar machines , such as the SEGMAG
generator. This selection was based on a review study of the complex
electromagnetic interactions and forces which will be experienced by
functioning collector systems under a variety of operating conditions
arid liquid metals. The preferred collector design embodies an “unflooded
machine gap ” , with the low density sodium-potassium liquid metal alloy
(NaK) confined in narrow circumferential current transfer zones. The
liquid metal alloy gallium- i ndium (GaIn) was selected as an alternati ve
to NaK, especially for homopolar machine applications wherein relati vely
low speed and high ambient magnetic field operating conditions exist ,
or in certain situa~t ons where liquid metal handl i ng may be considered
a probl em . The ,alternative choice of a higher density liquid metal was
based on l owe r calculated power losses when run under the specified
operating conditions. Al though not as compati ble as NaK wi th most
structural and conducting materials , GaIn is quite easy to handle and
lends itself to a relatively simple purificati on process.

Duri ng Phase II a liquid metal current collector test facility was
• constructed and an experimenta l test plan was implemented to resolve

recognized problem areas in applyin g liquid metal current collectors .
* Part of this effort included an evaluation of collector width effects

on the magnitude of the ordinary fluid dynamic power loss. The effect
of ambient radial magnetic field and collector width variations on the
eddy current power loss was also i nvestigated . The remaining work

• effort consisted of experimentally evaluating the possible adverse
5. effects which rotor rotational speed , radial magneti c i nduction , and

load current have on liquid metal confinement in the col lection zone.

~4 
This effort culminated in the design and fab~’icatiori of the current

~ collectors for the prototypic SEGMA G generator. A complete exposition
of this work is contained in Volume II , Part A , Section 4 of this report.
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During Phases II and III the current collector design which was
developed was evaluated in a SEGMAG demonstration generator , rated
3000 hp. Tests verified the suitability of this collector for use in
in homopolar machines of constant speed (to 67 mIs).

As described in this section, work was then begun to extend the
unidirecti onal collector technology to higher speeds for generator
applications. Other work centered on development of reversible and
variable speed collectors for torque converters and motor applications .

5.3 SUMMARY OF ACCO~rL!SHMENTS

5.3.0 General

The problems inherent in containing liquid metal in the annular gap
collectors of constant speed generators were discussed in Volume II ,
Part A , Section 4. Torque converter motor requirements however specify
the need for variable and reversible speeds and the problems of liquid
metal containment become more difficult. Potential solutions to this
problem are explored in the liquid metal current collector designs
described below and including the fol l owi ng types of collectors :

a) High Speed Collectors
b) Flooded Collectors
c) Unfl ooded Collectors
d) Hybrid Collectors

For collectors of the SEGMAG and high speed type, the theoretical power
loss and expulsion pressure expressions were redeveloped to account for
the solid-liquid-solid electrical contact resistance . Calculations
which illustrate the effects of contact resistance were made . This is
reported in Volume II , Part A , Section 4 of this report .

Values of specific contact potential were determined for collectors with
copper and nickel plated copper surfaces , using 3000 hp SEGMAG proto-
typic size liquid metal (NaK) current collectors and typical operating
conditions . Changes in the collector filling-critical temperature char-

• acteristic were also observed as a function of side wall insulation ,
cover gas density (nitrogen vs. hel i um), and contact surface treatment
(bare copper vs. nickel plate).

Current collector concepts were developed for the reversing unflooded
motor applicati on . Specific configurations were defined and these were
evaluated , based upon the previously-established list of criteria , to
determine feasibility . Three of the collector concepts which passed this
screening procedure were reconinended for further development.

‘4 An analytical study of the hybrid current collector was made during
the period . General expressions derived during the study permit

II 5-2
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calculation of pertinent col l ector design parameters and performance
characteristics . Incorporating the mathematical expressions in a com-
puter program , quantitative information was obtained for a selected
hybrid pad col l ector. The selected design utilizes circular cross-
section pads and they are applied in an axial manner along one flat side
wall of the collector rotor.

5.3.1 High Speed Collectors

The current collector test stand was modified to permit higher test speed
capability , control l ed circulati on of load current through the test
col lectors, and acceptance of narrower width collectors.

A number of experiments were run to evaluate the effect of a lower
density cover gas (helium) on the collector filling-critical temperature
characteristic. Other experiments were run wi th nickel plated collector

‘ surfaces to ascertain potential benefi ts in regard to easier collector
filling and lower contact resistance. All experiments were made with
the glove box test rig, using 3000 hp SEGMAG prototypic size liquid metal
(NaK) current collec tors. The results of these tests can be found in
Volume II , Part A , Section 4 of this report.

5.3.2 Flooded Collectors

Work on flooded col lectors is reported in the Machinery Section 2.1 of
this report.

5.3.3 Unflooded Collectors

5.3.3.0 General

In a horizontally mounted machine wi th an unflooded active length , the
col l ector design problem becomes one of confinement of the liquid to
the annular collec tor gap. For a motor , the confi nement technique must
be independent of rotor speed and direction of rotation. Use of centrifugal
forces induced by disk rotation , as in the case of high speed generators,
cannot be used as the sole device for achieving containment of the liquid

- 
— metal. The objective of this study is to develop new concepts for the

current collectors in an “unflooded” motor application , to evaluate these ,
- • and to select the most promising ones for more detailed investigation.

Collector concepts were developed , using the classification list (Table
5.2) as a guide , and these were evaluated using the list of criteria (Table
5.3) as a feasibility check-list.

11 5-3
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5.3.3.1 Reference Unfl ooded Motor Design-Collector Requirements

The “reference” motor design (Table 5.1 was defi ned to establish approx-
imate parameters as requirement guides for the current collector design .
The axial field through the col lector was 0.1 Tesla , a minimum axial
clearance requirement of 0.15 cm (0.06 in.) was established , and the
radial gap due to machine operation was introduced as 0.11 cm (0.045 in.)
minimum .

The radial clearance in a journal bearing of a size adequate to transfer
the machi ne torque, has been estimated to be about 0.030 cm (0.01 2 in.),
whi ch is the am~.’unt of addi ti onal eccentrici ty that can occur due to
changes in the shaft position wi th varying speed . An addi tional change
in radial gap will be caused by any di fferential thermal growth of the
rotor and the stator. For exampl e, if the rotor and stator expansion
rates are based upon the properti es of i ron (expansion coefficient z 11.7
x 10-6 m/m °C , 6.5 x 10-6 i n/in °F) then the di fferenti al thermal radial
growth will be:

S R c c tT (5.1)

= 1.07 x l0~ m/°C (0.234 x lO~~ inf°F),

for a radi us , R = 0.914 m (36 in), and for a 28°C (50°F) temperature
di fference:

3.05 x l0 4m (0.012 in)

-
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TABLE 5.1
Unfl ooded 1’lotor Reference Design - Collector Requirements

I. Power Rating - 40 .000 lip

2. Ma.rr ~um Speed 180 rpm (18.9 rad/sec)

3. Collector Diameters : outer - 72 in . (1.83 in), for drum (SEGMAG and
disk-type machine s (DISKMAG)

— 
i nner - 32 in. (0.81 vi), fcr di sk-type ma chines

4. Axial and Radial Dimens ions Al locat ed for Current Collector Cross-
section - 1.5 in. (3.81 x 10 2m)

5. Maximu m Permissible Current Density - 16 ,000 amps/in 2 (2.48 l0~ 4/rn
2)

6. Maximum Collector Current — 300,000 amps

7. A nia l Field through Collector — 1000 gauss (0.1 Tesla)

8. Maximum Radial Fie ld through Collector - 500 gauss (0.05 Tesla)

9. Liquid Metal Leakage from Collector - near zero

ID. Mavirnuor Power Loss per Collector Pa i r — 65 hp (4 .85 v l0~ w)

The above values were used to establi sh the following related par am eters -

1 1. Tip Speeds (from 2 and 3): outer - 57 ft/sec (17 .2 meter/sec)
inner — 25 ft/sec (7 .7 meter s/nec), for

disk-type machine

12 . bear ing Radial Clearanc e 0.012 in . (3.05 x 10 4n) (based on I nil/in.
(1 rn/rn) dia rnetral clearance and a 24 in . (0.61 iv) shaft dia.
necessary for 3 per unit torque at 15 ,000 psi (1.03 n 108 N/rn ) shear
design strength)

13. Minimum Width of Liquid Metal Contact: outer - 0.083 in . (2.11 10 3rn )
inner - 0.187 in . (4.74 10 3n(,

for di~~ -type machine

~~ fl10NAL RE U1REM~~TS

1 . Collector must pass l50~ rated current at zero speed for 10 secs.

2. Collector must be operable cold wi thout pr y-heating .

3. Collectors for a m achine must be supplied from a coinnon li qui d metal
source.

4. Collector must be capable of deceleration from full speed forward to
full speed reverse in several seconds .

5. Collector shall be desi gned for sudden stops .

6. Collector shall be designed for sudden load changes.

7. Collector shall be designed to provide for asisylenetric current flow.

The following assumptions will be made, but wi l l be re-evaluated , i f
necessary , when more specific machine and collector designs are available:

1 . Relative axial movement between the rotor and stator will be a
minimum of 0.06 In . (0.15 cm).

2. Coolant channels or other cooling techniques will not interfere with
the current collection design.

~~ 

‘ 
- 3. joining of any required conductor bars to collector rings will not

— interfere wi th collector design.

4. Any mechanical strengthening rings will be outside of the current
collector envelope (i .e ., the collector will not have to Support the
loading of other components , due to centri fugal fsrce or rel ative
therma l growth).

5. Changes in radial gap, due to operation, will be assumed to be a
minimum of 0.045 In. (0.11 cm).

6. Insulation requirements wi ll not Interfere with collector design.
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If the thermally-induced dimensional changes are based upon the
expansion coefficient of copper (c~ 

= 17.5 x 10-6 m/m °C , 9.7 x 10-6 in,
in °F), then the change in radial gap would be:

= 4.3 x l0 4m (0.017 in.)

Rotor growth due to rotational stresses, should be negtigible at the
expected tip speed . Therefore, the cumulati ve gap change that must
be accomodated by the seal , including an addi tiona] 3.8 x lO4m (0.015 in)
for dimensional tolerances , would be about 11 x 10” m (0.045 in) (for a
28°C, 50°F maximum temperature difference).

TABLE 5.2
Classification of Unflooded Reversing Collector Concepts

A. Sealed Annular Chamber (Seal Types)

1. Rubbing - lip seal , face, radial
2. hydrostatic — face, radial , floating

• 3. hydrodynamic - face , radial , floating
4. labyrinth - clearance , knife/groove , slinger , transverse gas

flow , adjustabl e
5. buffer fluid - liquid , gas, grease, wax
6. electromagnetic retention - special field/current source
7. absorbent (wick) - labyrinth , slinger/wick
8. low-speed only - centrifugal , electromagnetic
9. magnetic fluid
10. surface tension - wetted/non-wetted surfaces
11 . solidification - thermal , chemical

B. Conducting Seal

1. conducting wick - stationary/rotating, fiber , foam
2. hydrodynami c/hydrostatic
3. flooded (alternately) labyrinth

C. Low-Speed Flooding or Low-Speed Brush Contacts

1. pressure-controlled volume
2. pump/control system
3. gas injection

0, Axial Injection (or Radial Ejection)

1. inertial containment
2. venturi effect

E. Zero Pressure (free-fall)

F. Constant-Speed Seal-Rotor

II 5-6
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TABLE 5.3
Evaluation Criteria for Current Collectors

1. Conta inment (Leakage)
a) aeroso l
b) liquid

[ f ree—surface stabil ity , gravity force, acceleration /dece leration
(angular /transverse) , molnentwn changes (corlo lis))

2. Power Loss
a) viscous
b) ohmic (bulk & contact)
c)  MHD

d) f r i c t ion  ( rubbing)

3. Circulation System Requirements
a) pressure/flow control
b) purification/separation

4. Radial /Axial Clearance
a) beari ng clearances
b) dim ensional tolerance

c) thermal growth
d) centrifugal growth

S. Mechanical Adequacy
a) therma l stress
b) rotational (torque) loading
c) hydraulic load (static /dynamic )
d) centri fugal loading /stresses
e) MHD force s (radial ,  tangential , axia l )
f) wear (rubbi ng, erosion )
g) vibration/oscillation stability
Is) load rate (shock)

6. Temperatures (cooling)
a) heat generation (see power loss)
b) temperature distributi on (collector and rotor conducto rs)

7. Electrical Adequacy
a) voltage drops
b) recirculating currents
c) asyninetry effects (including variable NaK thi ckness /area)

8. Material Compatibi lity
a) chemical
b) mechanical (e.g. .  rubbing surfa ces )

9. Assembly

10. Fabricabi lity

• 11. Maintenance

11 5—7
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5.3.3.2 Collector Concepts and Evaluation

A. Seal ed Annular Chamber

Al. Rubbi ng Seal

The peri phera l speed of the “reference” design (17.2 m/s, 3380 ft/mm )
approaches the upper limi t of about 17.8 to 25.4 rn/s (3500 to
ft/mm ) typically recommended for lip-type elastomeri c oil seals. ,2
Maxi mum pressure di fferential capability recommended for thi s type of
seal is about 69,000 N/rn2 (10 psi). In small quanti ti es , the cost of
relatively standard Buna- ”N” seals , which generally use garter springs
to generate lip pressure, is about $1 per inch of diameter , or about
$72 for the “referen~e” machi ne. Catalog listed seals of this di ameter
are about 1.91 x l0~~m (3/4 in) wide and an inch or less in radial
thickness. Split seals are available to simplify installation.
(Special confi gurations can be made to order.) Shaft eccentriciti es
greater than 2.36 x 10 3m (0.093 in) can be accomodated . Standard
“Axial Clamp Seals ,” which provide an axial sealing lip, are also
available. These have an axial length of 3.18 x l0 2m (1-1/4 in) and
a radial height of about 1.27 x l0~~m (1/2 in), wi th an operati ng
deformati on of about 2.39 x l 03 m (0.094 in).

Figure 5.1 shows an arrangement of lip-seals whi ch provide
isolati on of adjacent col l ectors in a multi -turn motor. The chambers
formed between collectors may be used to introduce oil droplets to
lubri cate the seals and to drain any NaK leakage that mi ght occur.
Al ternati vely, they may be filled wi th oil to balance the gravi ty-
i nduced pressure drop across the seal , which would otherwise i ncrease
from top to bottom. In addi tion , it may be possible to ci rculate the
oil between the col l ectors at a rate great enough to cool the collectors .

~~e - 1676n41

NaK Oil 

/

/_ Stat or

H 
_  

~~~~ H
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Rotor

Conductor Bars

I 
Fig. 5.1: Lip-Seal Collector Configuration
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A rubbi ng seal , whi ch may ride on a very thi n (
~~ 
2.54 x 10~

’6m,
1 x 10-4 in) film of oil or liquid metal , should provide exce ll ent
containment. Even wi thout pressure balancing techniques , these seals
should be ~dequate for the expected ejection pressure of about20,700 N/rn’ (3 lb/in 2) in the ‘reference ” machine . Since there is no
free surface of the liquid metal , aerosol formation should not be a
problem unless there is signi ficant leakage .

The power loss in a rubbi ng-lip-seal is di fficult to estimate, but
one supplier provided a rough estimate of radial sealing force at
the lip, as 131 N per meter (3/4 lb/in) of ci rcumference. If this
value is used wi th an effective fricti on coeffici ent of 0.125, then
the estimated power loss for the “reference ” motor design becomes :

P5 7r D~~ m V = l . 6 3 kW (5.2)

where: 0 = diameter of seal
= friction coefficient

rn = radial contact force
V = rubbing velocity of the seal

Another estimate of power loss may be made by calculating the viscous
loss in a thin supporting film of oil, using the following expression
for power loss :

= (~V/h)(irDL)V, (5.3)

= ~DL ~V
2/h 1:

where in this case:

= power loss
= absolute viscosity

D = diameter
L = length of seal lip contact film
V = seal veloci ty
h = film thickness

IT ~-Q
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If an oil film 2.54 x l0 6m (1 x 10 41n) thick 1 is assume d , with a
viscosity , ~ = 8.07 x l0—3N sec/rn2 (1.17 x 10-6 lb sec/in2), the power
loss becomes :

= 5310 kW per meter (135 kW per inch) of contact length

If the contact length IS assumed to be 7.62 x 10 4m (0.030 in.), then
the estimated power loss for each seal would be:

= 4.05 kW

The power loss can be reduced by using a l ower-viscosity fluid. For
exampl e1 if NaK is assumed to be the lubricating film (

~ 
= 5.2 x io-4

N-sec/me, 7.55 x 10—8 l b—s/in2), then

= 0.261 kW

In addition to the seal lip loss , there will be the viscous and ohmic
losses in the ltquid metal annulus (‘

~ 
6 kW for a 1 in. collector

width). The combinati on of these losses must not exceed the maximum
permissible (“ 20 kW per collector) based on machine efficiency
objectives.

Liquid metal circulation requirements are expected to be quite
flexible for this concept. Minimum flow rate would be based on purifi-
cation requirements and replacement of any leakage that miTht occur.
A “batch” loading system may be feasible. An oil separation system
may be necessary , but contamination (oll-in-NaK or NaK-in-oil) should
be small and simple gravity separation techniques may be applicable.

A smooth rotor wi th axial insertion into the stator appears feasible
with this design. Thi s may greatly simplify assembly, and axial
movements should not be a problem . Simple components and perhaps
off-the-shelf components can be used for sealing. This would result
in minima l fabrication and component costs. No compatibility problems
are foreseen , however , “aging ” (loss of elasticity) of Buna- ”N” or
other possible seal materials should be investigated .

• Although seal life should be long , once a sati sfactory design has been
established , it is possible that contami nants (such as oxides) would
reduce the operati ng life of the seals. On-si te seal replacement appears

• to be impractical , unless a scheme is devised for use in conjunction wi th
a split stator. However , seal replacement should be a relatively simple
operati on , if the motor is taken out of servi ce.

11 5-10
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The use of simple lip—type oil seal appears to be feasible for large
motor applications where the tip speeds are about 17.8 rn/s (3500 f/mm )
or less. The low cost of these seals makes the experimental evaluation
of this concept a relatively simple task. Initial tests, to eva luate
tip-speed limits , oxide-induced wear, and “agi ng ” effects, can be run
on a simpl e shaft and smaller di ameter sea ls (at increased rpm).
Subsequent evaluation of large-diameter seals would also be inexpensive
because the seal cost would add littl e to the cost of the test set-up
required for any full-size concept evaluation.

I’
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A2. I(ydrostatic ally-Positioned Seal

A hydrostatically -positioned seal uses gas or liquid pressure differences
to control the size of a small gap between the rotor and the stationary
seal . An increase in the seal gap tends to increase the leakage fl ow
from a chamber; this reduces the chamber pressure , thus creating a force
which brings the seal closer to the rotor and maintains the small gap.
The seal may be positioned either axially, against the face of a disk
or ring, or radially, in which case the seal ring must be segmented or
otherwise flexible enough to permit the changes in diameter required to
follow rotor thermal expansion and dimensiona l tolerance variations .

Two important considerations in the seal design are the selection of
fluid used in the seal , and the pressure in the seal chamber. Three
fluid types may be considered : the cover gas , an oil , or the liquid
metal itself . For the large circumference , even a very small seal
clearance would result in a significant leakage into the machine if NaK
were used . Therefore , use of NaK requires an added drain chamber;
otherwise , it would not satisfy the objective of near-zero leakage into
the machine. An added drain chamber is also required wi th an oil or
gas buffer fluid (Figure 5.2 unless the buffer pressure is higher
than the collector pressure (Figure 5.3 In that case , however ,
buffer fluid will enter the collector , and it must be demonstrated that
there is no resulting deterioration of collector performance . Another
consideration is the possibility that MHD-induced forces will upset the
pressure balance if the liquid metal is used for this purpose.

It may be desirable to segment an axial seal (as well as the radial
seal) if dimensional controls , such as flatness , become difficult for
rings of such large d a  0ter. In this manner , or by making the seal
ring very flexible, thL seal clearance can be kept small at all points
along the circumference. In any event , it will probably he necessary
to provide local pockets (chambers) along the seal circumference so
that an angular shift of the ring axis would provide a restoring
moment. This restoring force might not exist for a complete annular
pressure pocket.

Seal clearances of about 2.54 x lO ’5m (1 x 10 3in) or less should be
achievable wi th hydrostatically -positioned seals. Fluid leakage
through such a narrow annular gap would be approximately: 3

=q 12~,L 
‘ )

where: q = leakage flow
0 seal diameter
h = seal clearance

= pressure drop across seal

II 5-12
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Fig. 5.2: Hydrostaticall y-Posi tioned Seal (Sealed Drain)
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Fig. 5.3: Hydrostatically-Positioned Seal
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p = absolute viscosity
L = width of seal land , in the di rection of leakage flow

As in the previ ous secti on , viscous power loss associated wi th this
seal land would be:

= iiD~iV 2/h , (5.5)

Equations 5.4 and 5.5 may be combined to find :

P~~q ~~~
D 

1 (5.6)

Based upo~ esti mated liquid-metal ejection pr~ssures of roughly6,890 N/rn (1 psi ) (at the top) t~ 20,700 N/m’ (3 psi ) (at the bottom),an average of at least 13 ,800 N/mr (2 psi ) can be assumed to i nduce
leakage from the collector. (The gravity head could possibly be
balanced by a buffer li qu id.) To provide some margi n , a pressure
difference of 20,700 N/mr (3 psi ) will be used in the leakage
calculation.

For the specifi c case where :

D = l.83m (72 in).

V = 17.2 rn/s (57 ft/s)

= 20,700 N/rn2 (3 psi),

and if the uni ts for “

~~~~~~

“ are (kW), h(m) and those for “q ” are (cc/mm ),
then:

.- P~ q = 1.01 x lO ’2h2.

This relationship (which is i ndependent of p and L) is plotted in
Fig. 5.4 whi ch permi ts the selection of a seal gap that provides
both acceptable power loss and acceptable leakage .

Equations 5.5 and 5.6 may also be combi ned in a manner
which elimi nates the variable clearance ‘h” to fi nd :
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~8o 9o 2-8
_________ _______— L _________

N-s/ rn NaK~~i~ Oi I~~~ Nitrc~en ’
~

1.50 x IO~~ 2. 87 x 10~~ 1.27 x io 2 7.72

_ _ _ _ _ _  11.3 0.500 304
7.45 x 10 5 1.43 x 10 1 6.35 x 10 3.86

__________ 5.63 0.250 152

1.32 x 10~~ 2. 54 x io 2 1.13 x ~~~ 6. 85 x 10 ’

__________ 
1.00 4. 44 x io 2 27.0

6.62x 10 6 1.2 1 x 10 2 5.65 x IO~~ 3.43 x 10 1

___________ 
0.500 2. 22 x io 2 13.5

3.31 x io 6 6. 35 x 1O 3 2.83 x IO~~ 1.71 x 10 1

_________ 
0. 250 1 . I l x  i0 2 6. 74

1.32 x 2.54 x ~~~ 1.13 x 10~~ 6. 85 x io 2

_________ 
0. 100 4 .44 x 10 3 2. 70

3.97 x 1o~~ 7.62 x 1O 4 3.30 x IO~~ 2.05 x 10 2

_________ 

0. 030 1.33 x 10 3 0. 809

I I 

5.2l x lO
4N sec/rn2 for NaK

A

0.1 

- 

I \~>~ T\-~
----~~\ L  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

101 io2 IO~ 10~
Sea l Leakage F l~~, q, (cc/mm )

Fig. 5.4: Power-leakage relati onshi p for a single annular seal lip
(at ~

p = 20,700 N/rn2, 3 psi).
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4 10 6

(P’)3q = 
0 
~~~~ 

(pL)2. (5.7)

Wi th the selected values for 0, V , and ~p, thi s expression is also pre-sented in Fig. 5.4 wi th the parametri c lines of constant (pL) also
identi fi ed in terms of corresponding values of L for NaK , oil , and
ni trogen viscositi es. (It should be noted that the equati ons used for
Fig .  5.4 apply only in the l ami nar regime and should be reviewed when
a speci fic design is selected.)

To avoi d the situation where a known leakage of liquid metal is inherent
in the design , hydrostati c support of the seals by the liquid metal
itself has been ruled-out unless an addi tional drain is i ncorporated .
This leaves designs such as those shown in Fi gs . 5.2 and 5.3
where a buffer fluid prevents l eakage of the liquid metal , but instead
the buffer gas or liquid leaks into the machine space . These desi gns are
expected to provide excellent containment of the liqui d metal , pro-
vided that a stable operating condi tion can be maintained .

Leakage flow of the buffer fl uid can be estimated from Fig. 5.4
and will depend upon the selected pressure in the position-control
pocket. If, for simplici ty, a buffer pressure di fference of 20,700 N/rn2
(3 psi) is assumed wi th the confi gurati on of Fig. 5.2, then with
1.27 x 10 5m (0.0005 in) as a seal clearance , a seal lip of 1.14 x 103 rn
(0.045 in) thi ckness would permi t about 4(92) = 368 cc/mm of buffer oil
leakage per collector , wi th half of this entering the machine and the other
half enteri ng the seal drai n chamber . If a gas buffer (N2) is used , a
wider seal would be desirable. In this case , a seal length of 1.27 x 10 2m
(0.5 in) would permi t about 4(4960) = 19 ,840 cc/mm (0.7 cfm) of buffer
gas l eakage. It is difficult to estimate these l eakages , however , before
a detailed design of the seal is completed and the pressure drop and the
seal clearance can be determi ned . For example , a change in clearance from
1.27 to 1.02 x l0 5m (0.0005 to 0.0004 in) would just about cut the
l eakage rates to half the values shown above.

The effect of accelerati on l oadi ng (inertial forces on the seal ri ng)
should be evaluated when the application envi ronment and seal design are
better defined . The i nertial forces on the seal ring must be small
compared wi th the pressure-balance restoring force of the seal to prevent
rubbing or seal leakage.

The seal viscous power loss may also be esti mated from Fig. 5.4. In
a design such as that in Fig. 5.2 wi th a 1.27 x l0 5rn (0.0005 in)
clearance, the following table shows the power loss for a particular
seal confi guration. It should be noted that the trade-off between viscous
power loss and seal -l eakage has not been optimi zed .
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F NaK Power Loss
Buffer Buffer (6.37xl0 3m , Total Seal

Buffer Seal Length Power Loss 0.25 in. long seal ) Power Loss

oil l .l4xlO ’
~
3rn (0.045 in) 4xl.77 kW 2 x 0.443 kW 7.97 kW

N2 l.27xl0 2m (0.50 in) 4x0.033 kW 2 x 0.443 kW 1 .02 kW

For the confi guration shown in Fi g. 5.3 the NaK power loss (in the
seal) would be el imi nated and the losses would become :

Buffer Buffer Seal Length Total Seal Power Loss

oil l.14xl0 3m (0.045 in) 7.08 kW

N
2 

1.27 x l0 2m (0.50 in) 0.13 kW

The viscous and ohmi c losses in the liqui d metal annulus of the current
collector must be added to the above values before comparing them wi th
the permissibl e total power loss for each collector.

If the design of Fig. 5.2 ~s used , and if we assume a seal clearance
of 1.27 x l0 5m (0.0005 in), then wi th the design value of 20,700 N/m2
(3 lb/i n2) pressure di fference the reci rculating NaK leakage from the
seal would be about 36.2 cc/mm per cm of seal length (for each of the
two seals), see Fig. 5.4. A seal length of 6.37 x l0 3m (0.25 in),
for example, would permi t a total leakage of 736 cc/mm for each col-
lector and a reci rculati on system of at least t~iis capacity must beprovi ded .

Addi tionally, a system must be provided to ci rculate the buffer fluid.
Coarse estimates of circulation flow rates , based upon the configura-
tions assumed in this evaluati on, were gi ven previously as about 368
cc/mm of oil or 19 ,840 cc/mm (0.7 cfm) of ni trogen per col l ector.

Considera tion must be given to prevention of pluggi ng of the ori fi ces
or capillary inlet lines that are used to establish the clearance-flow-
pressure relationships for the hydrostati cally-positioned seals. This
is another reason to sel ect oil or gas instead of NaK to establish
the pressure-balance since Nak oxide formati on could alter the restric-
tion characteristi cs. Even wi th gas or oil , however , it may be desirable
to add inlet screens to fi l ter the fluid before it enters the restricti on.

An oil/NaK separa tion system would be required if an oil buffer fluid
is used . A high percentage (~~ 33%) of oil may be expected in the mi x-
ture , however , simple gravi ty-separation techniques probably can be
used wi th a large reservoir.
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For an axially -applied seal , radial thermal expansion will not affect
operati on although there must be suffi cient clearance in the stator
to permi t relative radial expansion wi thout creati ng bi nding or fricti on
forces that would i nterfere wi th axial motion . The 3.05 x l0 4m
(0.012 in) potential radial shi ft of the rotor due to bearing clearance
is negligi ble compared with the 9.15 x lO-1 m (36 in) col l ector radi us .
There also should be no problem in accommodati ng large relative axial
movements 7.62 x l0~ to 1.52 x l 03 m (0.030-0.060 in) if the stati c seal
(“O” -ri ng) friction force is made negligi bl e relati ve to the hydrostati c
restori ng force of the seal .

A radially -applied seal , however , would have to be segmented to permi t
relative thermal expansion and in addi tion must be designed to make the
stati c seal friction negligible relative to the restori ng force to
accept movement due to rotor bearing clearance. In this case axial
rotor movement would cause no probl em .

A detai l ed exami nati on of thermal gradi ents in the seal ri ng will be
requi red to assure that distorti on of the sealing surface does not
occur. The seal ri ngs will requi re a key to prevent rotati on due to
vi scous forces . The magni tude of the viscous torque can be determi ned
from the power losses defi ned earlier:

T = 
~~~~ (5.8)

where: P5 = viscous power loss

= rotor angular veloci ty

T = viscous torque

The force on a key or keys at the seal di ameter would be:

Fk 
= T/R (5.9)

where : Fk = tangential force on key

R = seal radius

For the present case, wi th :

R = 9.15 x lOam (3 ft)

= 18.9 rad/s (180 rpm)

P = 4 kW/seal ,
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Fk = 231 N (52 lb) per seal (max)

Addi tional areas of concern whi ch should be investigated when a more
defi ni te design is established are the stability of the seal in relati on
to oscil lat ion of the ri ng (both parall el movement and ti l ti ng of the
ri ng) and in response to accelera tion loadi ng. The possibility of
particulat e oxide material reaching the seal/rotor interface and causing
abrasive wear should also be considered . The possible “agi ng ” (loss of
elasti ci ty) of the stati c seals should be i nvestigated if a material
such as Buna-”N” is used for thi s appli cation. However , mi nor leakage
at these sealing points should not be cri ti cal .

A radial application , which results in a more complex seal , might
permi t a conti nuous rotor (free of projections) and therefore a simpler
assembly. Axially -positioned seals probably require a hori zontally-
split stator as wel l as split seal ri ngs. Addi tional design effort
is required to establish an assembly procedure .

Si nce very small seal clearances are necessary , machining requi rements
may be affected . The abilit y of the seal to follow movements of the
rotor will establish permissibl e run-out tol erances , and thi s must be
determi ned through further design and perhaps experimenta tion. Flatness
of an axi ally-applied seal (or ci rculari ty of a radi ally-applied seal )
may be a manufacturi ng problem due to the small clearance (~ 0.0127 m

,
~. 0.0005 in) and large diameter ( ‘v. l.83rn , ~ 72 in), unless the seal ri ng
is made sufficiently flexible so that it conforms to the rotor.
Fabri cati on cost should be i nvesti gated when a more defini te design is
established .

Under ideal operati ng condi ti ons , no seal wear would be expected since
no mechani cal contact occurs , unless contami nants seriously block the
flow restrictions , forci ng the seal agai nst the rotor , or oxi de
particles result in abrasive wear. Seal replacement or repai r would
probably be difficult and expensive.

In sumary hydrostati cally-positioned seals appear to be feasible ,
although the ability to maintai n the small clearances on large di ameter
ri ngs must be demonstrated . Conformi ty of a large-diameter ring to the
mating rotor surface may be a problem unless th’~ ri ng is segmented or
is flexible. Design and analysis of the pressure -balance system remains
to be completed . It has the advantage that the collector annulus may
be circumferentially conti nuous , and it has onl y one pai r of solid-
liqui d contact surfaces . The seal ri ngs will probably have to be
segmented for assembly purposes (for an axial seal) or to accommodate
relati ve therma l expansion.
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A3. j~ydrodynamica lly-Positioned Se6l

A hydrodynamically -spaced seal has the advantage (over hydrostatics)
that a significant chamber pressure is not required . This could reduce
the liquid-metal recirculation or leakage from the collector . However ,
the capability of continuou s operation at speeds between zero and
±17.2 m/s (3380 ft/mm ), is a severe requirement for a dynamic fluid
film lubricated seal .

An estimate of the feasibility of l ow-speed operation may be based upon
semi-dry friction induced power loss.

P = F
f
V = ~~p(itDL) V , (5.10)

where P = power loss
Ff = circumferential friction force
V = sea l vel ocity
p = friction coefficient

= average pressure difference across seal
O = seal diameter
L = seal face width

If a friction coefficient of 0.15 is assumed , with a maximum (worst case)
pressure difference of 27,600 N/rn2 (4 psi), the full-speed power loss
may be calculated as:

p = 414 kW/m (10.5 kW/in.) of seal face width

If about 5 kW maximum loss per seal is permitted , the speed at which the
hydrodynamic film becomes effective must be less than:

= (5/10.5) 180 r/min ~ 86 r/min

for a 2.54 x l0 2 m (1 in.) seal face width.

If, for simplicity, a Rayleigh s~epped bearing is assumed , the optimum
load carrying capacity would be:

2
w = 

61jVLB (0.03438) (5.11)
h
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where W = load
p = absolute viscosity
V = velocity of rotor
L = bearing l ength normal to motion
B = bearing l ength in direction 0f motion
h = minimum film thickness

The bearing load pressure is def i ned as:

P = W/LB = 6pVB (0.03438). (5 .12)
h

With B = 1.27 x io 2 m (0.5 in.) and if an effective support area of
40% is assumed (due to the reversing ~equirement), to give the requiredeffective load pressure as 27,600 N/rn 0.40 = 6~,000 N/m

2 (10 psi),
then for a NaK lubr icant (p = 5.21 x ~~~~~~~~~ N-sec/me, 7.55 x 1 0-8 lb-

sec/in.2) eq. 5.12 gives

h = 1.85 x l0~~ rn (0.730 x l0~ in.), at full speed (180 r/rnin).

At 86 r/min:

h = 1.85 x l0~~ rn (86/180)1/2

h = 1.28 x l0~ m (0.505 x l0~ in.)

Thi s adequate film thickness indicates that a hydrodynamically-spaced
seal is probably feasibl e, although low-speed losses will probabl y be
high , when compared to a hydrostatically-positioned seal. (Power limits for
low-speed operation have not yet been established).

Two configuration alternatives are shown in Fig. 5.5. In configuration
(a), the gap of the two independent seals (and therefore the leakage)
will increase with increasing speed . In configuration (b), the sum of
the two gaps is controlled by machining (or shimming at assembly) the
space between two joined seals , and the hydrodynamic forces (and the
pressurized NaK) tend to center the seal assembly around the rotor
col l ector. The rotationa l effect on the fluid film would also tend to

• prevent leakage in configuration (b). However , it may not be possibl e
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to achieve the very close tol erances necessary for the seal Interface,
and an externally-pressurized or spr i ng-loaded face may be required .

Since an axial seal is used , radial clearance is a possible probl em only
for the static seal between the collector seal and the stator housing ,
which must accommodate relative therma l growth. This seal also must per-
mit relative axial movement due to axial shifts of the rotor. Thermal
distortion of the seal i ng surface could be a probl em. Keying of the seal
to the housing probably will be necessary to prevent seal rotation. The
effect of acceleration l oad i ng will have to be determined when a specific
application is defined .

Machining tolerances for the large—d iameter seal ring will be very tight ,
to maintain the small gap and to achieve the proper hydrodynamic wedge
effect. Possibl e “aging ” (loss 0f elasticity) of the static seal material
should be investigated . It would probabl y be desirabl e to have a hard
surface or a removabl e bearing face applied to the rotor so that damage
or wear will not destroy the rotor . Rotor face and seal materials must
be selected to minimize wear. Circulation system requirements will depend
primarily on purification.

The axially-applied seal wi ll probably have to be split and rigidly
joined again after assembl y on the rotor. Once this is accomplished , it
may be possible to install the rotor axiall y into a smooth stator bore,
as shown in Fig.  5.5 thu s el iminating the need for a split stator
and simplifying the design. If the rotor can be pulled out axiall y,
the sealing system can be easily repaired or replaced , providing that
consideration is given to the use of a hardened or removabl e collector
rotor bearing face as noted above.

The use of an Oilite-type porous bear~ng may be considered , bot the pathof recirculation of lubricant must be defined for the required face-
type bearing , as opposed to the conventional journal bearing application
of that material . ((. continuous radial seal cannot be used because of
the potentially l arge rel ative thermal growth which could reduce the
radial cl earance).

Al though this concept appear s to be feasibl e it is proba bl y best
considered as part of the hydrostatically-positioned seal .
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A4. Deep—Groove Labyrinth

Since the groove depth must be small in comparison with the collector
diameter , a deep-groove labyrinth will still have to contain , ~s aminimu w , the gravity- i nduced pressure head of about 15 ,170 N/rn’ (2.2
lb/in.’) for a filled collector annulus. Sinc e the lea kage would be
l arge for the required seal clearance of about 1.02-1 .52 mm (0.040-
0.060 in.), even for an extensive seal length , the concept might be
feasible only if the expulsion pressure is minimized . The major
pressure component , due to gravity , may be minimized by establishing a
liquid metal flow rate such that the frictional drag at the collector
wall is just equal to the gravitationa l body force.

For a static rotor and a uniform -thickness annu l ar collector groove , and
if no lea kage of liquid metal occurs, the recirculating liquid meta l
introduced at the top will be split equally between the two collector
paths and will join again at the bottom of the collector. In each path
the flow vel ocity will be constant at:

v = Q/2A (5.13)

where:

Q = liquid metal flow rate

A = collector area

Including the frictional drag loss in head , Bernoulli ’ s equation may
be written as:

P1 /y + v~/2g + Z1 
= P2/y + v~/2g + Z2 + h~, (5.14)

where:

P = pressure
y = density
v veloc i ty

hf = head loss due to wall friction drag
Z = height (location) relative to bottom of

collector , and the subscripts relate as
follows :

1. inlet (at top of machine)
2. variabl e point between top and bottom .
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Since the velocity will be constant:

v 1 = v 2, and

hf = f(Z/d)v2/2g , (5.15)

where:

f = friction factor
= length of circumferential path

d = hydraul ic diameter .

Then , Bernoulli ’s equation may be re-written as:

= (Z 1 -Z2)-f(~/d)(v
2/2g),

= Dy - f(~/d)(v
2/2g)y. (5.16)

For a rectangular collector channel , the hydraulic diameter is :

d = 4(cw)/2(c+w), (5.17)

d = 2c/(l+c/w)

where:

c = radial col l ector gap

w = col l ector width

- I If the radial dimension is smal l in comparison with the width , the
hydraulic diameter is approximately:

d = 2c.

*
* 
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For a valu 2 of ~P = 0, from top to bottom , equation (5.17) gives

f(,~D/2)(v
2/2g) = D(2c).

v 2 = 8gc/irf . (5.18)

The Reynolds number for flow in this annulus is:

R = = 
‘ 

(5.19)

where:

= kinetic viscosit y .

If the radial collector gap is selected as 3.18 x l0~ m (0.l2~ in.), the
above relation~hips may be combined (for NaK , v = 2.32 x iO~ m /hr ,
6.95 x l0 6 ft /sec) to find :

f = 32gc3/irv2R~
(5.20)

f = 7.68 x 106/R~

This expression may be used with the curves of friction factor vs “Re”
for very smooth pipes to find :

f 0.027

Re 16,900

v 1.72 rn/s (5.64 ft/s)

The corresponding liquid metal flow rate (in two paral l el paths), for
each cm of collec tor width would be :

Q = 6,530 cc/mm , per cm of width
(16. 9 in. 3/s, per inch).
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1
~ c- above .a~~es seen possible to achieve. Some pressure inequality

vi i~~i exist along the flow path due to the fact tha t the friction drop
~ c linear along the angular (circumferential) path while the gravity
~~~ is linear with vertical height , but th is deviati on is probably
small. More important wi ll be the effect of rotation and surface cond i-
t~c~c on the friction factor , and changes of properties with temperature.

~r an y even t, some pressure will probabl y be necessary to assure low
con tact res i stance , or will be caused by magn etic or acceleration forces.
Rotor eccen tricity due to bearing clearance is another source of
pressure build -up and veloc i ty variation due to the varyin g gap thickness.
Therefore th i s  techniqu e i s not recommended for use a lone  but  ma y be
considered for incor pora tion in to another system i n ord er to re duce the
expulsion pressure.

I 
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A5. Variable Viscosit y Buffer Material

This concept would utilize a seal made of a material with a low viscosit y
in the rotational direction (perhaps at a local radial position) but
with sufficient strength to prevent extrusion in the axial direction.
It could also consist of a slurry of solids larger than the leakage gap
(“~l.52 x l0~ m , 0.060 in.) in an adhering liquid retained by the
particles .

Since no material of this nature is presently availabl e, the concept
could not be fully evaluated and therefore it was dropped from further
consideration.

4..-
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A6. Electromagneti c Retention

~Ii ~ctromagneti c retenti on utilizes the forces generated between
magneti c fields and electrical current flow in the liquid metal , to
ec~-unter the various expulsion forces . Al though thi s technique may be
used in combi nati on wi th a small-clearance hydrostati cally -positi oned
seal or collector , it is probably not required for those designs .
Therefore , this concept will be evaluated for the case of the relati vely
la rge seal clearance required to accommodate thermal expansion ,
beari ng clearanc e, and dimensional tolerances . The sum of these require-

-~nt .s to prevent seal rubbi ng, is dependent upon the specifi c desi gn
confi guration , materials , and operating procedures , but an esti mated
mi nimum clearance of 1.02 to 1.52 x 10 3rn (0.040 to 0.060 in) will be
assumed for the present evaluation.

Because of the gravi ty effect on expulsion pressure , and for other
reasons , a unifor m ly -filled seal gap cannot be assumed . That is ,
the retention technique must also functi on wi th only a locally -filled
or partially -filled annulus , and must prevent droplets and aerosol
from escaping.

r~! 1 i 2 Q ~ i~
In general . the retenti on body force on J r  element of the l iquid metal
will be:

F = J x B ,

w h e r e :  F = retenti on body force (N/rn 3)
B = flux density (T)

= uni form current density through the element (A/rn2)

and where  “B” and “J” are normal to each other and also normal to the
resul ti ng force “F” . The maximum containment pressure (N/rn2) will
be:

p = 3 x B (i), (5.21)

where : ~ = length of element in the direction norma l to “B” and “J”
(meters ).

Neglecting contact resistance , the corresponding ohmi c power losses
would be:

= 12R = J 2
~(b/~t) = ~2 (~ t) 2 pb/ it

,~ 2 ( vo l ) ,  (5 .22)
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where: P = ohmi c power loss (watts)
b = length of element in di rection of current flow (m)
t = length of element in di rection of magneti c flux (m)

(vol ) = bit = vol ume of element
p = liquid metal resisti vi ty (~-m)

As a speci fi c example , to establish the order of magnitude of pressure
build-up and power loss that mi ght be obtai ned , we may select:

= 2.20 x 106 mhos/m (NaK)

3 = 6.20 x io6 A/rn2 (4,000 A/i n 2)

B = l  T

p/ i = 6.20 x io6 N/rn3 (22.8 lb/i n3)

6 2 4
P/vol = (6.20 x 10 ) A  /m = 17.5 x io6 W/rn3 (286 W / in 3 ) .

2.2 x 10 rnhos/m

If in addi tion , we select a radial gap of 1.27 x l0 3rn (0.05 in) , and
a 27 ,600 N/rn2 (4 psi ) containment pressure , then for a 1.83 m (72 in)
collector diameter:

= 27 ,600/6.20 x 106 
= 4.4 5 x l 0 3m (0.175 in).

P = 17.5 x iü 6 (1 .27 x l0~~) (4.45 x 1o~~) = 98.8 W/ m (2 .50 W / in)
of c i r cumfe rence

P = 98.8 x n(1.83 ) = 568 W

For a full seal annulus at 27,600 N/rn2 (4 lb/in 2) and 4.45 x 10 3m
(0.175 in) length , the required current and voltage (for radial current
flow and ci rcurnferential flux) would be:

I = 6. 20 x 106 A/rn2 x ~(1 .83 m) (4.45 x 10
3rn) = 159 ,000 A

V = P/I = 568/159,000 = 3.57 x l0~~ vo lts

(An addi tional voltage drop would be introduced due to contact
resistance. )
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For circum ferential current flow and radial flux:

I = o .~~ x l0~ A/rn
2 x 1. 27 x l0 3m x 4.45 x l0 3rn 35 A

V = P/I 568/35 = 16.2 vol ts (neglecti ng contact drops)

T hc r c fur e , the use of a rad i al f l u x  wi t h a n n u l a r  current  flow perm i ts
more reasonable val ues of requi red voltage and current for contai nment ,
if a satisfactory confi gurati on can be defi ned .

One possible electromagneti c containment technique which would not
requi re an externally imposed magneti c f ield is shown in Fi g. 5.6
This concept uses the ejection pressure resul t i ng from current f low i n
a separate electri cal path provided for containment . As shown in the
fi gure , a x i a l  con duc tor bars are embe dded a lon g th e stator bor e , and
these are alternately con nected to the posit ive and negative termi nals
of the retention system power source. When liquid metal enters the
rotor/stator gap and contacts two or more conductors , a current flows
throug h the liquid metal and the sel f- f ie ld provides a body-force
which dri ves the liquid metal back toward the col lector.  A shoul der

~ provided on the rotor to el imi nate a di rect leakage path and assure
l iquid metal contact wi th the embedded conductors .

A simplifi ed analysis of this concept shows the fo l lowin g relat ionship
for containment pressure :5

p = (5/6) ~ ~
2 ~2 (5.23)

where : p = gap permeability (~~ 47T x lO~~ hy!m)

= ax i a l  length of l iq u i d me tal extens ion i n to the con ta i nmen t
system (m ) (see Fig. 5.6) .

The ohmi c power loss was found (as above) to be:

= ~~~ 2 (vo l ) = pJ
2
(~~Dit), (5.24)

wi th :

3 = V [b. (5.25)
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w~i~~~e. V dpp ii ed voltage between conductors
b = circumferential spacing of conductors
0 = collector diameter (1 .83 m)

:qua tlons ~.P3 and 5.24 , a bove , may be combined to find :

P = 6irDtpp/5pi . (5.26)

For a rad i~ l gap (t) of 1.27 x 10 3m (0.05 in) and a pressure of
27,600 N/rn (4 psi ) :

P = 87.5/~ . (5.27)

For an acceptable power loss limi t of 5 kW , the min imum len gth of l i qu id
meta l extension into the gap, wou ld be:

= 87 .5/ 5 ,000 = 0.0175 m (0.688 in)

Equations 5.24 and 5.25 may be combined to show :

V/b = (Pp/~D~t)~ (5.28)

For the 5 kW condi tion, above , the resulti ng value becomes :

V/b = 4.21 volts/rn (0.107 volts/in).* (5.29)

It can be seen from Equations (5.27) and (5.28) that the
leng th “

i
’ cannot be reduced wi thout i ncreasing the power loss , and that

i ncreasin g “ ; “ (and reducing “P”) results in even lower values of (V/b).
Therefore , equ ation (5.29) shows the maxim um acceptable value for
(V/ h).

The spac i ng of con ductor bars must  be selecte d to mi nim i ze the proba bi l i ty
of a droplet escaping wi thout “short i ng ’ of two adjacent bars . If a
spaci ng of 3.18 x l0 3m (0.125 in), i s selec ted , the supply voltage would

• be only:

V 4.21 x 3.18 x l0~~ = 0.0134 volts ,

dn d the correspondi ng current (for a full ri ng) would be:

I = 5 ,000/0 .0 134 = 373 ,000 A.

~~ *Contact resistance would i ncrease the required supply vol tage , but would
also increas e the power loss.
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~ I,e I ’~ . V = dppi ied voltage between conductors
b = ci rcumferential spacing of conductors
0 = collector diameter (1.83 rn)

:quat1on~ !.23 and 5.24, above , may be combined to fi nd:

P = 6irDtpp/5pi . (5.26)

For a rad i~ l gap (t) of 1.27 x l0 ’3rn (0.05 in ) and a pressure of
27,600 N/ni (4 psi):

P = 87.5/c. (5.27)

For an acceptable power loss limi t of S kW , the min imum len gth of l i q u i d
metal extension into the gap, would be:

z = 87.5/ 5 ,000 = 0.0175 in (0.688 in)

Equations 5.24 and 5.25 may be combined to show :

V/b = (P p/~iD~t)½ (5 .28)

For the 5 kW condi ti on , above , the resulti ng value becomes :

V/ b = 4.21 volts/ rn (0.107 vo l ts/ in) . * (5.29 )

It can be seen from Equations (5.27) and (5.28) that the
length “

i
’ cannot be reduced wi thout i ncreasin g the power loss , and tha t

increas i ng ‘
~~~~

“ (and reducin~ “P ”) results in even l ower values of (V/b).
Therefore. equat ion (5.29) shows the maximum acceptable value for
(V/h).

The spacing of conductor bars must be se lected to mi nimi ze the probability
of a droplet escapi ng wi thout “shorti ng ” of two adjacent bars . If a
spacing of 3.18 x l0 3m (0.125 in), i s sel ected , the su ppl y vol tage woul d
be only :

V 4.21 x 3.18 x 10~~ = 0 .0134 volts ,

ani the corresponding current (for a full ring ) would be :

I = 5 ,000/0.0 1 34 = 373,000 A.

*contact resistance would increase the required supply voltage , but woul d
also increase the power loss.
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A power source of this type does not appea r to be feasible. If a
hi aher-voltage source is used , wi th the same bar spaci ng , Equati on
(5.25) shows that the current density would increase proporti onally;

Equation ~-5.23) shows that the axial length of the liquid metal along
the bars would decrease in inverse proporti on ; and Equati on (5.26)
shows that the power loss would then increase in proporti on to the
inc reased voltage. Therefore this concept does not appear feasible for
contai nment of small droplets , which requi res close spaci ng of conductors
and an extremely high -current power source. —

Ex ternal -Field Concept

A practi cal confi guration which will provi de ei ther a continuous
(uni -di recti onal) ci rcurnferenti al current or a conti nuous ci rcumferenti al
magneti c flux (independent of load current), has not been found . Therefore ,
a modifi cation of the self-field concept (Fi g. 5.6) was considered ,
with magneti c poles üf alternate polari ty added between the local con-
ductors . A prelimi nary revi ew of techniques to provi de the localized
magneti c field , eit her elec troma gnet i cal l y or w i th permanent magne ts ,
i ndi cates that the large radial gap and the required small spaci ng of
op posi te ma gnet i c pol es mak e i t im p rac ti cal to ach i eve a suff i ci ently
high field wi thin the specif i ed geometri c constraints .

Rotati onal Force Concepts

Because of the di ff~culty in providing either circumferential flux or
current in the seal annulus , i t may be prefera b le to p ro duce a ci rcum-
ferent i al f orce due to f i el d and curren t i n  the oth er two or tho gonal
direc ti ons. The resultant circumferential moti on of the liquid metal can
then be converte d to an axia l  pressure gradient  by the use of an g le d
vanes , such as a “wi nd-back” seal , or by using a “manometer effect” due
to centri fugal force . These concepts have not yet been fully evaluated ,
but justi fy additional analysis.

Consi deri ng the ma ny possible configurat ions , i t is recommen ded that
further study be made in thi s category , althou gh no satisfactory arrange-
ment has been found thus fa r .
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A7. Absorbent Wi ck

The use of an absorbent wi ck as a seal has the advantage of improved
energy absorption for particles of liquid metal , and it also may be
used to di rectly drain the captured material . However , it is not
expec ted that a wi ck wil l reduce l eakage from a filled annulus of large
radial thickness , other than by perhaps improving the wetti ng action.
It may prove advantageous , however , if a flexi ble material can be found
which will fill the radial gap and still permi t relati ve expansion and
movement of the rotor. The material then becomes , in essence , a rubbi ng
seal and should be considered as an alternati ve to the lip-seal or
hydrodynami c sea l discussed in (Al ) and (A3 ) above. Materials such as
“Foame tal ” or “Feltrnetal ’ , elasto mer spon ge , or other fi brous con-
figurations could be considered . Si nce experi mentation would be
necessary to establish flexi bility , wear characteri stics , and con-
tai nment adequacy , feasibility cannot be established at this time .

A8. Low-Speed Seal

Thi s concept would include a seal that could he applied when the
centri fugal effects could no longer retain the liquid metal against the
force of gravity . Neglecti ng MHO expulsio n effects , t h i s  “dropout” speed
is expected to be about 60 rpm for the rotor.

The power loss for this type of seal will probably be acceptable if the
seal area is made small. The complication and added cost of the
retracti on mechanism suggests that this concept be considered only if
simpler rubbing seals (Al and A3 above) are not acceptable.

-

~~~
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.A9 . Magpeti c Fluid

The technology i nvolved in the suspension of a solid electromagneti c
fi l l e r  i n a l iq u i d fo r use as a seal , has been under development by
Ferro flu i dics Cor p. and has resul ted in  thei r “Ferrome tic ” rotary seal .
P. cartri dge seal of this type is presently being tested at the
Westi nghouse Research Labs . The peri pheral veloci t~ limi t for this
sam ple is about 7.11 rn/s (1400 ft/mm ), 3.81 x 10 m (1.5 in) dia.
at 3600 r/mi n due to temperature rise from the viscous power loss ,
wi thout  cool i n g . The su pp l i er ’ s literature gives a temperature limi t
of 1 07°C (225°F) for con tinuous  operat i on , probably based on fluid
va por loss. The sales literature gives rpm limits for various shaft
diameters which indicate a similar maxi mum peri phera l speed for
modular seals . Wi th cooling and fluid replenishment, peri pheral
speeds as h i gh as 56 rn/s (11,000 ft/mm ) are claimed .

The radial gap in the commercial uni ts , is typi cally 5.08 x l0~~ to
1.27 x lO-4in (0.002 to 0.005 in), but the com pa ny sta tes tha t this value
can be much la rger i f req u i red , a pparent l y by i ncreas i ng the rnmf of the
magnet and by scaling up the geometry and fluid volume . (The viscous
shear area and power loss also would be scaled up.) The pressure
capability per seal land , for this radial gap, is about 20,700 N/rn2
(3 lb/in 2). If the present pi tch (between lands) of about 1 .57 x l0 3m
(0.062 in) is scaled up to a desired radial gap of 1.02 x 10 3m , it
would become:

L = (1.02 x lO~~/l.27 x l0~~) 1 .57 x l0~~ = 1.26 x l0 2m (-~O.5 in)

This mi ght be reduced wi th a modi fi ed configuration , so tha t two of
these seals could be f i t wi th i n the collector space al locat i on .

Present cost of a 3.81 x 10 ’2m (1.5 in) dia. cartridge seal is about
$750, but the componen ts are relat i vely si mple and the cost of some of the
presently used fluids is only about 10 cents per cc. (probably less than
$10/seal point). Present fluids have a very high start-up torque
(vi scosity ) at low temperature and may not be compatible wi th the liquid
metal , an d a search for a better fl uid such as a s i l i cone  oil  may be
necessary . The use of a mi neral oil carrier is presently bei ng con-
si dered i n a Navy pro gram , which uti l i z e s  l i q u i d  metal current  collectors .

.- A visit to the Ferrofluidi cs Corporation was made in November of 1972
by~~- personnel pri marily to evaluate the feasibility of developi ng a
metalli c (liquid metal) magnetic-fluid shaft-seal for large turbi ne-
generators. It was concluded that the m agneti c liquid metal , necessary

S to improve therma l conduction for the high -speed 10.2 m/s , 20,000 ft/nm )
~ : shaft applicati on , would require a research and devnlopment effort , and

a program of that nature is under consideration. (Design wi th a con-
duc ti ve  magne ti c fluid must also consider the possibility of circulati ng
current losses due to radial f ie ld.)

V
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Both of the above approaches , magneti c fluid seal and maonetic fluid
conductor , requi re two steps in the development program; materials
(fluid) developme nt , and configurati on development. Fluid properties
(including magn etic characteristi cs) are necessary to complete a design
study . Presently, it appears that magneti c saturation due to the high
ci rcumferential flux of the load current could greatly reduce if not
el imi nate the effecti veness of a magnetic seal wi thin the current
l oop . Therefore, althou gh some additional study would be required to
veri fy that the problem cannot be overcome , i t appears that thes e con-
cepts have low probability of success for a short-range program , and
have been el imi nated from consideration as pri mary contenders .

S
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A iu . Surface Tension/Wetti ng

The feasib i l ity of reta i n i ng the l i qu id  meta l i n the curren t collector
through the use of surface tension , is strongly related to gap width
(rotor/stator) and shear energy input at the surface. The maximum
re ten ti on capaci ty can be determi ned by examin ing  the case of perfect
.-~ tti ng in the sealing zone , and complete non-wetting external to that
zone , alon g an a n n u l a r  gap . For thi s confi gurat i on , the surface
tension angle will be zero or parallel to the gap surface.

The a n n u l a r  gap conf ig ura t ion  may be a pproxi mate d by tha t between two
pa r a l l e l  p la tes , and the retent ion  force woul d be:

F 2~, (5.30)

where “ -
~~~

‘ is the surface tension of the sealing fluid. The maximum
pressure tha t can be retained w i l l  then be:

= 20/h , (5.31)

where h is the radial (or axial )gap width .

For NaK, the surface tension would be abou t 1.05 x i0~ N/rn (6.00 x l0~~
lb /in), an d the max i mu m pressure capab i l i ty for a rad i al gap of
1.02 x lO-3m (0.040 in) would be:

~ max 
= 206 N/rn2 (3.0 x l0 2 lb/i n2)

The surface  tens i on of N a K i s hi gh . By com pa ri son , oils have values of
only 2.0 to 6.5 x lO-2N/m , and water ha~ a value of 7.5 x 10-2 . Mercury
has a sur face tension of almost 5 x l 0 ’  N/rn , but ev en th is  would reta i n
only 980 N~m

2 (1.42 x 10-1 ps i) pressure difference. To contain
27,600 N/rn (4 psi), the gap width would have to be r~duced to
3.62 x l0 5m (1 .4 x 10 3in) for mercury or 7.61 x 10°m (3 x l0~~ in ) for
NaK. In addition , even these gaps would not be adequate duri ng rota-
t i on , with shear energy disruption of the surface.

It is apparent that surface tension cannot sustain any significant
pressure d i f fe rence  an d therefore canno t be uti l i ze d as a primary
seal. It is probably possibl e, althou gh not easy , to p l ace a number
of these interfaces in seri es , wi th another fluid between them , to
inc rease the pressure capacity . However , the lar ge number required
and the shear effec t of rota ti on makes this alternat ive infeasible.
Therefore this concept has been dropped from further consideration.

S
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AH. Solidification

The concept which involves sealing wi th a locally solidi fi ed regionof the l i qu id meta l would require a complex thermal or chemical controlsystem. Additi onally, the shear area of the seal would have to be made
very small because of the increase in viscosity (by a factor of 2 or 3)as the li qui d meta l approaches the solidi fication point. Also , theseal could freeze when the rotor is stationa ry and no viscous hea t isgenerate d , greatly increasing start-up torque. Si nce no simple con-
figuratio n has been found which would eliminate these problems , nofu r the r  effor t i s recomm en ded for th i s conc ept .
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B. CONDUCTING SEAL

Bi. Conducti ng Wi ck

In the use of a conducti ng wi ck as a current collector , the large gap
and the need to wet both rotor and stator elements to assure good
electrical contact elimi nates any improvement in liquid metal retention.
Improvement in retention can result only if the effective gap is made
smaller or is elimi nated . Thi s may be possible by providi ng a wi ck

• which is flexi bl e and will deform as the rotor expands or shi fts. As
in the case of the wick-type seal , the possible materials would be
°Foameta l ” , “Fel tmetal°, elastomer sponge , or other fibrous materials.

The wick could be divided into a central feed zone and two adjacent
drain zones, all made up of the same material , wi th a small radial gap
to prevent aerosol generation. Gas flow may be used to assist drai nage
and to improve containment.

Since the lip-sea l and the hydrodynami c seal (Al and A3 above) were found
to be margi nally feasible , the conducting wick applied in a similar
manner may also prove to be adequate . However , since material properti es
such as flexibility , wear rate, and permeability are not established , a• complete evaluation of feasibilit y cannot be made at this time . An
experimental program to evaluate various candidate materials is planned .
An important considerati on to be evaluated duri ng a test program , is
the tendency of the wi ck material to be wi ped over the pores at the
rubbi ng interface and possibly i nterferi ng wi th the flow of liquid
metal .
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B2. Hydrostatically-Positi oned Col l ector

The hydrostati c positi oni ng technique descri bed for the seals (above)
can also be applied to the complete collector/seal assembly. The
collector may be positi oned ei ther axially or radially. If radially
applied , the col lector ring must be segmented or otherwise flexible
enough to permi t the changes in diameter requi red to fol low rotor thermal
expansion and dimensional tolerance variations . In compari son to the
separate seals , thi s confi guration has only one floating member instead
of two, but introduces two NaK/copper contact-resistance interfaces in
place of one. (It migh t be feasible to join the two seals to form one
floati ng assembly, and to provide a conducti ng flexible bel l ows or spring
support of the collector to el imi nate a second liquid-metal contact-
resistance interface , but this would complicate the designs.)

Many design configurati ons are possible. Some of the alternatives
are listed below:

1) Use of liqui d metal , oil , or gas as the posi ti oni ng fluid.

2) Ei ther annular channel s or localized pockets for the liquid metal ,
for the second fluid , and for the drai n chambers .

3) Pressure of a buffer fluid less than , equal to or greater than that
of the liquid metal .

Local pockets are expected to improve the stability of the collector
ring by providi ng a restori ng moment (or centering force) when the
ri ng is ti l ted (or radially displaced). An annular ring would permit
circumferential flow to equalize the pressures and thereby reduce the
res tori ng force. A confi guration contai ning local pockets , adapted
from the “hybrid” pad design , is shown in Fig. 5.7.

The alternati ve of an annular groove has the advantage (over pockets)
that an increase in the relati ve motion (angular velocity ) of the rotor
would probably not increase the liqui d metal reci rculation requirement,
although detai l ed concepts of both would be required for an ad~quatcompari son. The required collector width to produce 2.48 x 10’ A/rn
(16,000 A/in 2) would be less than 2.11 x 10 3m (0.083 in) for an annular
groove at l.83m (72 in) di ameter.

The use of oil or a gas to provi de the collector positioni ng force
would make thi s i ndependent of magneti c forces that mi ght otherwise
alter the operati on if the conducting liqui d metal is used for thi s
purpose. Gas is probably preferable to oil because of the much lower
viscous power loss , although an evaluation of damping requirements
should be made , and because separati on from the liquid metal does not
appear to be a probl em wi th gas. However , the design sealing requirements
may be more complicated if a separate system is requi red for the gas.
The permissible pressure of a gas pocket , relati ve to that of the liquid
metal , would be related to the pocket size and geometry .
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Fig. 5.7: Adaptati on of pad desi gn to annular collector ri ng

For the present evaluation , a confi gurati on will be assumed , which uses
the liquid metal to provide positioni ng force, and whi ch has dimensions
similar to those now bei ng considered for the “hybrid” pad .

Good containment of liquid metal wi thin the collector ri ng pocket is
expected. This is due to the small seal gap, and the gas flow into the
annular drain chambers from the machi ne gap. (The required gas flow
vel oci ty and corresponding pressure drop must be determi ned.) Since
the drai n gror ves are annular , a step or projection could be provi ded
so that the gas seal lips would overlap the rotor and not be directly
in-line with the liquid metal seal gap.

The drai n channels should be evaluated to assure that they can
adequately handle the liqui d metal flow wi thout filling or signi ficant
accumulation at the bottom of the annular channel . Assembly require-
ments will probably necessitate a split seal ri ng , and two or more
segments may be preferable to a rotationally symmetric design to prevent
leakage at the split. (Sealing of the stator split may still be required.)

For power loss calculations , it will be assumed that the col l ector ri ng
is insulated to prevent current flow except in the area of the local
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pressure pockets . This reduces the MHD-induced viscous power loss , and
also reduces the reci rculati ng (eddy) current which produces a power loss
and an ejection pressure.

Si nce the MHD force occurs only in the pocket, where the tangential flow
is blocked , the viscous losses will be Drimarily in the narrow seal gap.

- Thi s can be estimated from Fig. 5.4 of concept A2 , as less than
1.5 kW for a radial l ength of 2.1 x 102m (0.825 in) and a liquid metal
gap of 1.27 x 10 5m (0.0005 in).

The l oad current ohmi c loss due to bulk resisti vi ty of the liquid metal
in a cylindri cal volume was previously defi ned as

= J (vol)/a,

where: a = conductivi ty of the liquid metal (2.20 x lo~ mhos/m for NaK).

For 2.48 x 1O 7 A/rn2 (16,000 A/i n2) curren~ density and a pocket cross-sectional area of 1.73 x 10 4rn2 (0.268 in ’), the power loss becomes

= 48.4 kW per meter (1.23 kW/in) of pocket depth (for each pocket).

For 70 pockets wi th a depth of 1.52 x lO-3m (0.06 in), the total power
loss due to bulk resisti vi ty would be:

= 5.16 kW.

It will probably be necessary to add dams or otherwise desi gn to
prevent MHD-i nduced viscous losses in the liquid-metal supply annulus behind
the collector ring. The load current ohmi c loss in this annulus will
depend on fi nal dimensions , but a rough estimate will be made based on
the assumpti ons that the radial width is the same as the pocket diameter ,
1.48 x l0~~m (0.583 in), the depth is 3.18 x l0~’m (0.l25 in), and that thefull area is uni nsulated . The conducti on area and current density are

A = l .83it(l.48 x 10-2) = 8.5 x 10 2m2 (132 in 2)

J = 300,000/8.5 x io 2 
= 3.53 x 106A/m2 (2,270 A/in 2)

The power loss becomes:

= (3.53 x 106 ) 2 (8.5 ~ 1o 2 )(3 .l8 x l0~~)/2.2 x 106

P = 1.53 kW .B
The contact resistance loss for each interface pai r due to l oad current
will be:

= C kJI
~ 

(5 .32)
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where: ~~~, speci fic contact potential (4.1 x l0~ Vm2/A). The total
for the pbckets and the annular supply ring would be

= 4.1 x l0~ (300,000)(2.48 x 1O
7 + 3.53 x 106)

Pc 30.s kw+4 .33 kw 34.8 kw.

Due to the larger area, it is seen that only about 15% of the contact
loss is associated wi th the annular supply channel .

The eddy-current ohmi c power loss per uni t area, wi thout l ami nations and
assumi ng Ek 

= 0, would be

= 
B~V

2L~a = 79.6 kW/m 2 (51.4 W/in 2) 
• 

(5.33)

where: B = flux densi ty normal to col lector (0.1 T)
V = linea r velocity of col l ector (17.3 m/s)

L = col l ector wi dth (1.48 x 10 2m , max)
a = liquid metal conducti vi ty (2.2 x 106 mhos/m)
d = conducti ng gap thickness (1.52 x 10 3m)

The power loss would be less than that shown above, since the conduction
pocket area is ci rcular rather than rectangular. The total eddy-current
power loss for the 70 pockets would be less than

P = 79 .6(70)( l .73 x l0~~) = 0.964 kW

The followi ng table summari zes the power loss approxi mations . These
are meant only to establish the relati ve signi ficance of each type of
loss , since the values may change greatly as a collector design is
devel oped .

Type of Loss Power Loss (kW)

Viscous Less than 1.5
Bulk Resistance

Pockets 5.16
r •

~~ Supply Ri ng 1.52

Contact Resistance
‘I Pockets 30.5

Supply Ri ng 4.33
Eddy Current 0.96
Total 44.0

‘ 5 
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Revi ew of the table leads to the conclusion that a reduction in current
density to reduce contact losses, should be made by increasing the
number of pockets or by i ncreasing the pocket area.

The l eakage of a ci rcular pad (hybri d design , Eq. (5.6) would be:

~tc
3P1

= 6p l n(D2/01) 
(5.34)

where: Q~ 
= leakage fl ow

c = seal clearance
= absolute viscosity

D2 = outer diameter of seal
D1 = inner di ameter of seal
P1 = pocket pressure

For the pad presently under consideration , the fol lowi ng values may be
assumed :

c = l . 2 7 x 1 0 5m ( S x lO 4in)

= 5.2 x l0~ N-s/rn2 (7.55 x 10 81b-s/in2)

02 = 2.1 x l0 2m (0.825 in)

= 1.48 x l0 2m (0.583 in)

P1 = 137 ,900 N/rn2 (20 lb/ in2 )

Ac = 1.73 x l0 4m2 (0.268 in2 )(conduct i on area )

This results in a leakage flow of:

Q~ 
= 50 cc/ mm (0.051 in3/ s) .

For 300 ,000 amperes and 2.48 x 107A/ rn2 (16 ,000 ALi n2 ), the required area
for all the pads on a si ngle collector is 1.21 m~ (18.75 in’), andtherefore 70 pads will be requi red (thi s would give about 8.13 x l0 2m
(3.2 in) of circumference per pad) , and the to tal leakage would be:

= 3 ,500 cc /mm (0.356 1n3/s).

-1
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For comparison , from Eq. (5.4), an annular gap would have a
l eakage flow (inward and outward) of approximately:

i rc 3 P -

Q = 2 X l2p LID’ (5.35)

where : 0 = collector diameter
L = seal length

D -D
If the seal length is taken to be the same as that for the pad ( 22 

1 ),
the flow may be calculated as :

Q = 10, 100 cc /mm (10.3 in3/s).

Thi s is almost three times as great as that for the pads .

It is possible , however , to machine local pockets in a collecto r ring,
-in which case the leakage wil l be less than or equal to tha t for the
pads . (The viscous power loss would be greater if the seal area is
greater than that for the pads.)

The effect of gravi ty head (about 15 ,170 N/ rn2 , 2.2 lb/ in2, for an annular
ri ng) is relatively small , but shoul d be considered when a fi rm design

• is established .

Ejection pressure bui It-up by rotati onal forces may be evaluated
(approximately) on the basis of a model consisti ng of a thi n annular
liquid-metal ri ng of radial thi ckness “L” . If the rotational veloci ty
of the li qui d ri ng is assumed to be half that of the rotor, the pressure
at the outside diameter , required to constrain this fluid , would be:

p = rotational force/area

— (2,iRwLp)R(w/2)2 — R 2 A— 2~iRw — — / .~, (5.36)

where: w = ring width
L = radial thi ckness

= mass density of liquid metal
R = radius of thin ri ng

= angular veloci ty of rotor. •
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The pressure may be evaluated with the following values used in the
above equation

L = 2.54 x l0 2m (1.0 in)

p = 865 N-s 2/m4 (1.68 lb-s 2/ft4 )

R = 9.15 x lQ~~m (36 in)

= 18.8 rad/ s (180 r/min)

The result is the small pressure:

p = 1790 N/rn2 (0.259 psi), for 2.54 x 10 2m (1.0 in) radial
thickness .

The ejection pressure resulti ng from load-current, assumi ng a single-
turn module, would be:

6.28 x 10~ i~
2, (5.37)

where: I~ = load current per uni t ci rcumference (Aim)

~L = ejection pressure (N/rn2).

For the assumed current density of 2.48 x 107A/m2 (16 ,000 A/in2), and
• an effective pad di ameter of 1 .48 x 10 2m (0.583 in), the current per

uni t of collector circumference would vary from zero at each end to a
peak at the central line (of maximum radial height ) of I =

367,000 A/rn (9,330 A/in). This is equivalent to a peak pPessure of:

84,600 N/m2 (12.3 lb/i n2).
max

Thi s value is sufficiently large , that a more detai led analysi s of
the l oad-current influence on positi oni ng (gap) and flow rate is
required .

The interacti on of radial field “B” and axi al current densi ty “J” (for
an axially -applied col lector ri ng) results in a ci rcumferential body
force which is similar to a gravi tati onally-induced pressure head . The
peak pressure , at one ci rcumferential poi nt, will be:

~rnax 
= (J x B)d, (5.38)
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where : d = 14.8 x 10~
’3m (0.583 in. pocket diameter)

J = 2.48 x l0~ A/ rn2 (16,000 A/ in 2 )

B = 0.05 T

~
‘max = 18,300 N/rn2 (2.66 lb/ in2 ).

For a radially-applied collector the resul t would be similar except
that an axial field would be used in the computation. For an axial
fiel d of 0.1 Tesla , the maximum pressure would be:

~max 
= 36,600 N/ rn2 (5.32 lb/ in2 ).

For an axially-applied collector ri ng, radial thermal expansion
relative to the rotor , and the rotor shi ft due to the 0.012 in. radial
beari ng clearance , should not affect operati on . However, expansi on of
the collector ri ng relati ve to the stator could cause binding or
increased fri ction and prevent axial movement. Suffi ci ent clearance
must be dllowed to accomodate this relati ve growth , or the ri ng should
be segmented . A radially -applied collector would also have to be
segmented to permi t relative thermal expansion. In both cases , static
seal friction must be made negligible relative to the restori ng force
which positions the collector ri ng.

The force required to oppose the torque and prevent rotation due to
viscous drag would be small (unless a rub occurs). From Eqs. (4 .2.4.8)
and the previ ously determi ned viscous drag power loss of less than
1.5 kW , this force will not exceed :

FK = 87.2 N (19.6 lb)

A detai led exami nati on of thermal gradients in the collector ring
will be required to assure that distorti on of the sealing surface
does not occur. Addi tional areas of concern which should be investi gated
when a more defi ni te design is established are the stability of the
seal , in rel ation to oscillati on of the ring or segments (both parallel
movement and ti lting of the ring ) and in response to acceleration
loadi ng. The possibility of oxide material reachi ng the seal /rotor
interface and causing abrasive wear should also be considered .

Heat transfer to remove the viscous and electrically-induced losses
• from the collector ring will depend on the cooling techniques used

in the rotor and stator. The temperature does i nfl uence the seal gap
and flow rate of the liquid metal , but if the operati ng temperature
is held below about 93°C (200°F), the variati on is expected to be less
than 15%. This effect should be revi ewed agai n when a more-defi ni te
design is sel ected .
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The acceptab i Li ty , from an electromagneti c point of view , of local
conduction paths at each pocket , as opposed to a rotationally symmetric
collector , should be veri fi ed . The pocket width used in this sample
analysis subtends an angle of 0.927° wi th a spacing (pi tch) of 5.15°,
and covers 18% of the ci rcumference. For a multi ple-turn machi ne, the
possible effect of thi s lack of rotational symmetry on the magneti c
forces in the liquid meta l should also be investigated .

The possible “agi ng ” (loss of elasti ci ty) of the stati c seals should
be i nvesti gated if a material such as Buna- ”N” is used for this
applicati on . However , mi nor leakage at these sealing points should not
be cri tical .

A radial applicati on of the collector segments mi ght permi t a smooth
cylindrical rotor and therefore a simpler assembly. An axially -appl i ed
col l ector would probably also be split at least on the hori zontal
centerline , for assembly purposes . The collector ring can be pushed
back to i ncrease the clearance for assembly. Addi tional desi gn effort
is required before an assembly procedure is established .

The ability of the collector to follow movements of the rotor will
establish permissible run-out tolerances , and thi s must be determi ned
through further design and perhaps experi mentation. Flatness of an
axially-appl ied col lector (or ci rculari ty of a radially-appl ied seal )
may be ~ manufacturing probl em due to the small clearance (“.. 1.27 x l0’5 m, F
5 x l0~~in) and large di ameter (

~ 1.83m , 72 in) , unless the col lector
is segmented or made suffi ci ently flexi bl e ;o that it conforms to
the rotor. Fabri cation cost should be investi gated when a more
defi ni te desi gn is established .

Under ideal operati ng conditi ons , no collector wear would be
expected since no mechanical contact occurs , unless contami nants block
the restrictions or oxide particles result in abrasive wear. Seal
replacement or repai r would probably be di fficult and expensive . —

In sumary , the hydrostati cally-posi tioned collector ri ng is very
similar to the hybri d pad design. It has the advantage , however ,
that collector rotation does not tend to drag liquid metal from the
sealed area . Also , more design flexi bility is provided since gas—
pressured positioning pockets may be interspersed along the circumference.
Thi s is particularly important if contact resistance is a signi fi cant
factor, since the number of contact pairs can be reduced from two to
one . (The hybri d pad can probably be extended ci rcumferentially to
provide an intermediate configuration wi th similar advantages. )
Conformi ty of a large-diameter ri ng to the mati ng rotor may be a
problem unless the ri ng is segmented or fl exi ble. The concept appears

-
, to be feasi bl e but its success is dependent upon the maintenance of a

very small clearance wi thout rubbing .
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B3. Flooded Labyrinth

A (semi-) flooded labyrinth will not be effective with the large radial
clearance necessary to prevent rubbin g and the low lea kage velocity for
reasonable recirculation rates, It may be used as a retractabl e or
hydrostatic/hydrodynamically-positioned device , but these are covered
in other sections of this report. Another alternative is the addition
of solid material particles between labyrinth seal strips. If the
particles are sized or shaped such that they cannot escape through the
seal gap, and if the material is selected so that the liquid metal
readily wets the particles , then it may be possibl e to retain the liquid
metal within the conducting seal . This concept then becomes similar to
the Variable -Viscos ity Buffer Material (A5 above), which has more
flexibility in ma terial selection since either the liquid metal or
another fluid may be used . Therefore the Fl ooded-Labyrinth concept should
not be considered further.

B4. Conducting Bearing

A roller or ball bearing may be used to maintain concentricity between
the stator (outer race) and the rotor (inner race), to improve the per-
formance of a lip-type seal. A sealed bearin g might be used , eliminating
the need for a separate sealing device. If the sealed bearing is filled
with liquid metal , then the rolling elements will be lubr i cated by the
liquid metal and an electrical conduction path would be provided between
the rotat4 ng and stationary parts. (Provision s must be made for relative
expansion in the radial and axial directions). A preliminar y survey
shows no bearings available which are intended for operation as high as
180 rpm fnr diameters of about 1.83 m (72 in.). Therefore this concept
should noL be considered further .
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C. LOW-SPEED FLOODING OR LOW-SPEED BRUSH CONTACTS

- 
- 

- 
Cl . Pressure—Contro lled Liquid Volume

If the machine is initiall y flooded with liquid metal , then as the rotor
is brought up to speed , projecting col l ector rings w il l act as viscous
pumps tending to increase the fluid pressure in the collector region.
If the liquid metal supply system is designed to maintain a constant
pressure in the col l ector , and if this pressure corresponds to a semi-
filled collector (the outermost , conducting region of the collector
would be completely filled ) at full speed , then the fluid in the mach ine
gap will flow toward the col l ector as the speed is increased and will
be drained into the recirculatio n system until the proper fluid level is
reached in the collector. As the speed is reduced and the centrifugal
pressure reduced , the fluid wil l be pumped hack into the col l ector and
eventually into the gap, flooding the machine at standstill. In this
manner , an acceptable viscous power loss may be achieved.

The part-speed power loss of this system would have to be evaluated
and the effect of MHD pumping of the liquid metal must be included .
However , since the machine insulation would have to be designed for
flooded operation , and since the objective of this study is to develop
collectors for an unflooded machine , this concept should not be carried
further .

C2. Low-Speed Brush/High-Speed Liquid

The use of sol id brushes at low speec which are retracted at hi gh speed
after injection of liquid metal permits the use of liquid metal only
at the high speed s where brush wear and power loss would be high and
where centrifugal containment of the liquid is effective. However , the
cost of a dual system will be large , periodic replacement of brushes
will be required (and this requires removal of the liquid metal and
decontamination of the machine), the brush material would probably have
to be compatible with the liquid metal , and the brush wear debris must
be contained. Total size uf the dual system may also be a probl em.

Although this concept appears to be technically feasible , it does not
seem to be a practical solution to the col l ector problem and should not
be considered further , -

C3. Gas inj ection

An alternative way to reduce viscou s power loss in a flooded machine
is the injection of cover gas to displace the liquid meta l at the

• rotating or stationary surfaces (or both). Inj ection of gas may be
local or through porous walls , and may be continuous or only at high
speeds. However , as in concept Cl above , the machine insulation must

~ be designed for flooded operation. Also , since the objective of this
study is the development of unflooded machine col l ectors, this concent
should not 1 e evaluated further.
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0. Axial Injection (or Radial Ejection)

Dl . Inertial Containment

Inertial containment would utilize the kinetic energy of the liquid
metal , as it enters the col l ector , to contain or rotate the fluid within
the collector annulus. Probabl y the most effective configuration would
be tangential inlet ports at both sides of the collector , causing
unidirectional rotation of the liquid metal annulus , with tangential
exit ports near the center of the col l ector width. Wind-back type
grooves between the inlet and exit ports may assist in preventing
leakage flow out of the col l ector region. Analysis of the velocity
distribution in such an annulus would be difficult when the viscous
drag at the collector surfaces are considered . At present , it is fel t
that the probability of developing a feasibl e configuration of this
concept is small , and therefore a detailed analysis is not justified .

D2. Venturi Effect
- 

-
. Proper orientation of the liquid metal inlet flow and the shaping of

the annular passage to minimize disturbance and to guide the liquid
directly toward the exit, would reduce the tendency for aerosol for-
mation and leakage from the collector . The liqu id metal inlet could be
either in the rotor or the stator, but rotation of the rotor should be
designed to encourage flow along the normal path rather than oppose it.
However , due to the large annular gap area , the flow rate in the axial
or radial direction would have to be very large to provide sufficiently
high velocity to create a venturi effect for containment . Therefore,
this concept should not be pursued further.
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E. Zero-Pressure (Free Fall )

El. Variabl e-Area Annulus

This technique is similar to the “Deep-Groove Labyrinth” system (A4 )
described above , except that the cross-sectional area of the col l ector
annulus is varied to permit a matching of i nertial head with gravita-
tion head to prevent a pressure rise from the liquid metal inlet at the
top, to the exit at the bottom of the annulus. The area variation could
be obtained either by tapering the radial gap thickness from the top to
a smaller value at the bottom , or by varying the width in a simi l ar
manner. The possibl e advantage of this technique is a lower liquid metal
recirculation flow rate , since the wall friction drag is not required
(and will be assumed equal to zero for the initial computation).
Bernoulli’ s equation , for constant pressure and negligible friction
factor , becomes:

v~/2g + Z1 
= v~/2g + Z2 (5.39)

Examining this expression from inl et to exit gives:

~(v 2) = 2g~Z 2gD = 35.9 m2/s2 (386 ft2/s2)

For exampl e, if v 1 0, then v2 5.99 rn/s (19.7 ft/s), or:

v1 = 1.52 rn/s (5 ft/s); v2 = 7.10 m/s (20.4 ft/s)

= 3.05 rn/s (10 ft/s); v2 = 7.66 m/s (22.0 ft/s)

Since the inlet and exit flow rates must be equal , the annulus cross-
sectional area must vary inversely with the velocity. If the channel
at the exit is 3.18 x lcr3m (0.125 in.) radiall y and 6.35 x l03m (0.25 in.)
wide , since the exit velocity is relatively constant at ~u6.1O rn/s (20 ft/s),
the flow rate through two parallel paths would be:

Q = Av 14 ,750 cc/mm (15.0 in. 3/s)

I 
; The inlet width could be varied depending on the selected vel ocity .

For an inl et velocity of 1.52 rn/s (5 ft/s), the width of a 3.18 x lO~~m
(0.125 in.) radial gap would be:

w = (6.10/1.52) 6.35 x l0”~ = 2.54 x 1f12m (1.00 in.)
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The calculated velocities were not negligible in terms of wall—friction
pressure drop (even for a zero inl et value), and therefore this approach ,
at best , must be a combination with that of concept A4. For simplicity,
then the concept of concept A4 should be preferred , s ince the annu lus  i s
then of uniform cross-section. The variabl e-area concept should there-
fore be dropped from further consideration.

F. Constant-Speed Seal Rotor

Rotation of liquid metal in the col l ector annulus may be achieved by
el ectromagnetic or injection i nertial forces as described above, or
through mechanical or viscous shear forces induced by a separately
rotating ring. In one possibl e form, this ring could be the collector
wel l itself , as a rotating “tJ ”-shaped channel with both a rotor and
stator col l ector ring projecting into the liquid-metal filled well.
The ring (well) could be hydrostatically floated on its outside diameter
to provide the bearing function , and if cover gas were used as the hydra-
static fluid , it might al so be allowed to escape in a tangential direction
to provide a rotational reaction force. In addition to machining com-
pl exity , assembl y and liquid meta l supply and drainage would be difficult.
Therefore, a detailed analysis of this design was not made.
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5.3.3.3 Summary of Results

Of the 25 to 30 concepts that were stud i ed, three have been selected for
continued development. Two of these are hydrostaticall y-positioned (the
seal Al , and the collector ring 82) and have similar advantages. The
ability to maintain a very small clearance ga - , between the large-
diameter ring s and thei r mating rotor surfaces, is the primary area
of concern. The rings will probably be segmented or made flexibl e to ’
improve conformity to the rotor surface.

The third selected concept uses a simp le, inexpensive lip-type oil
seal for the large-motor applications with tip speeds of about 3500 fpm
or less. Experimental evaluation of this concept should be relatively
simple.

Further study of concepts utilizing electromagnetic retention forces
will be pursued in order to achieve a practical configuration . Analysis
shows that adequate forces can be achieved with reasonabl e current and
flux densities, and acceptabl e size and power loss.

A number of concepts arc dependent upon the development of new material s,
and further effort in this area is expected to be productive; in
particular , the characterization and evaluation of presently availabl e
felt- , foam- , and wick-type materials for sealing or impregnation ~.sithliquid metal.
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5.3.4 Hybrid Collectors

The hybrid col l ector is in general a cross between a solid brush and a
liquid meta l annulus current collector. Specifically the hybrid collector
consists of hydrostatically positioned pads which utilize liquid metal for
hydrostatic support as wel l as current transfer. Each hybrid pad is
designed such that the liquid metal is confined to sealed flow paths .

The present objecti ves are: 1) to establish collector geometry for a
typical application , 2) to define probl em areas for future study, and
3) to establish collector feasibility .

Table 5.4 is a list of genera l requirements that are used to eva l uate
operationa l feasibility for the hybrid collector. These general require-
ments apply to any homopolar machine that would use a hybrid current
collector . Table 5.5 is a list of specific requirements for a hybrid
current collector when applied to a chosen appl i cation , which in this
case is an 8000 horsepow€r, 500 rpm motor.

A schematic of the hybrid current collector is shown in Figure 5.8.
The stator, represented by the shaded portion , houses and provides
support for the hybrid pads. By design , movement of the pads is restricted
to reciprocating motions along their axial centerl i nes. Current is trans-
ferred from the rotor to the stator or vice versa through the pads . Liquid
meta l flows into and out of the pad through hol es in the stator. The
confinement buffer gas flows toward the pad from the inside of the machine
(i.e., the inside of the machine is pressurized with buffer gas). Figure

5.9 shows a typical hybrid pad, revealing current transfer and
supporting fluid flow paths. A detailed description and analysis of the
current transfer and fluid flow for the hybrid pad will be covered in a
later section on theory.

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show axially mounted hybrid pads . Location
of the pads on one of the rotati ng ring ’s flat sides, rather than on its
curved circumference (radially mounted pad), was sel ected here because:

1) The machining costs associated with matching flat surfaces
are expected to be less than the costs associated with
matching curved surfaces .

2) The genera l theory for the flat surface type collector is
applicable to the rounded surface. If a distinct advantage

-
- 

_ is found for the radially mounted over the axially mounted
-
‘ col l ector, the analysis would remain valid.
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Tabl e 5.4 - General Requi rements for Reversing Col lectors

1. Horizontally mounted machine.

2. Variable speed with reversi ng capability .

3. Max. current = 300 ,000 A.

4. Max. collector current density = 2.48xl07 A/rn2 -(16000 A/in2).

5. Max. collecto r cross-sect ional space 0.038 m axially by

0.038 in radially (1.5 in x 1.5 in).

6. Max. allowable collector loss = 2% total power.

7. Liquid metal leakage to be near zero.

8. Col l ector must pass 1 50% rated current at zero speed for

10

9. Col lector must be operable cold without pre-heating .

10. Collectors for a machine must be suppl ied from a coniiion liquid

metal source.

11 . Col lector must be capabl e of deceleration from full speed

forward to full speed reverse in several seconds.

12. Col lector shall be designed for sudden stops.

13. Collector shall be designed for sudden load changes .

Table 5.5 - Speci fi c Re~ui rements for Typi cal Applicati on

1. Type machine = motor for a torque converter.

2. Power = 5966 kw (8000 hp).

3. Speed = 8.3 rJs (500 rpm).

4. Collector dia. = 0.864 m (34 in).

5. Current 250,000 A.

6. Collector radial flux = 0.05 1.

7. Collec tor axial flux = 0.1 1.

8. Number of collectors = 8.

9. Number of turns = 2.
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3) For some or all of the radially mounted collec tors, the
MHD force is always in the direction of rotation which
tends to encourage lea kage. The axially mounted collector
can be applied such that the MHD force is either with or
against the direction of rotation.

Typical current collec tors are illus trated schematically in Figure 5.10.
In all cases , the current (I) is the useful load current being transmitted
out of the rotor and the magnetic field (B) is a stray field from the
excitation coil. For the axially mounted collector the MHD force due to

• the interaction of the load current and the magnetic field can be directed
either in the same direction (Figure 5.10 a ) or opposite direction
(Figure 5.10 b ) to the rotor viscous drag force. These forces act on
the liquid meta l which is conta i ned between the hybrid pad and the rotor.

The direction of the R -ID force for the radially mounted col lector can
likewise be in either direction as shown in Figure 5.10 c and 5.10 d
A similar analysis can be made regarding the load current loop ej ection
force direction for both axial and radial pad placements . Because of
construction and assembly complications , the design depicted by Figure
5.10 C is not considered to be practically feasible.

Figure 5.11 is a schematic of the homopolar motor which is being used
as a typica l appl i cation for the hybrid col l ector. The collectors are
distributed in four regions of the motor with the current and flux
directions defined for each region. For convenience, the current
collectors are assumed to be placed on the rings such tha t the MHD force
opposes the viscous drag force. Such force opposition will likely aid
in confining the liquid metal , but this must be proven. With axial pad
placement, as assumed , the load current loop ej ection force is always
directed radially outward . Figure 5.12 depicts the four machine
collector regions, each complete with directions of the load current,
ambient magnetic field, and associated pressure forces acti ng on the
liquid metal. Power loss and confinement pressure relationships based
on the forces displayed in Figure 5.12 are derived in the following
section on theory .
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5.3.4.1 Theory of the Hybrid Collector

5.3.4.1.1 Hydrostatics and Liquid Metal Flow

Consider the hydrostatically positioned pad in Figure 5.13. The liauid
metal flows axially toward the rotor through the center of the pad and
then, when it reaches the rotor , radially outward over the pad face. The
‘iquid metal is then col l ected in the pad’s circumferential annulus , and
drained to a sump. The buffer gas flows radially i nward over an outer
circumferential containment labyrinth and is collected in the circumfer-
ential annulus with the l iquid metal. The buffer gas is then dra i ned to
the sump with the liquid metal.

Assume:

1) Lift due to contai nment labyrinth is negligible , i.e.,
p3 < < p l.

2) P2 -is approximately equal to a tmospheric pressure and can
be assumed equal to zero when all other pressures are
gage pressures .

3) Pad face liquid meta l flow velocity is greater than the
• rotor collector velocity .

4) The hybrid pad cross section is circular.

The lift force due to the pressure profile over the pad face is:6

FL 
= 

P1AL N. ‘(5.40)

where: 2
= pocket pressure, N/rn

AL 
= projected land area . For the case of the circular pad

displayed in Figures 5.13 and 5.14,

AL = 71(02)
2/4, m2.

= pressure factor. The pressure factor is a function
of geometry, and for the circular pad

2 Zn (D~fO~)- -- 2 dimensionless.
v 1 — (D1/02)
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Art outer stem force opposes the lift force. The outer stem force is
given by the following expression.

F = ~~~ ~ (5.41 )

where:
P0 = liquid meta l supply pressure , N/mL .

A0 = pad s tem area . For the circular pad
A0 = 

~ 
/ m

Summation of the axial direc ted forces yields

FE + P0A0 = 

ID 1AL 
•(5.42)

where:
FE 

= remaining extraneous pad forces parallel to the pad
center line , N.

The flow rate of liquid meta l through the hydrostatic pad is a function of
the method of compensation and the pad face geometry . The most common
methods of compensation are orifice, capillary and flow control valve
For the present discussion , the orifice method of compensation is
considered. The effects of other methods of compensation can be found
in ref. 7.

The flow through the orifice is

~~~~~~ 
1/2

= 0.661 4 ( op 
1 ) , m3/s •(5 43)

where: 3p = mass density of liquid metal , kg/rn

= orifice diameter , m.

The flow over the pad land

= l2K ~ 
~~~ rn /s
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where :
- 

. qf = flow factor. The flow factor is a function of
geometry and for the circular pad
qf 

= 2’ dimensionless.1 - (D1/D2)

c = clearance, m .

= absolute viscosity ,

Setting Qj = QL’ equations 5.43 and 5.54 ,solvin o for Pl~ 
and then

substituti ng this expression for P1 in equation 5.42 yields the
following expression for clearance as a function of supply pressure .

63 p~ 4 
AL 

1/6
c 

~~~~ 
q~ (A~ P~ + 2AOPOFE + F~) 

(P0AL - K~A0P0 
- K

P
F
E]. 

m. (5.45)

Solving equations 5.45 and 5.44 for P1, equating them to each other
to elimina te P1, and making Qo = QL = Q, yields the following expression
for flow as a function of supply pressure and clearance.

Q 
2.625 N~Md 1

4 
{[(6•3sxlo

2
PPO) +f ~~~

2
]

1/2

1~~]} 
m3/s/machine (5.46)

where :
= number of pads per collector.

M = number of collectors per machi ne .

Thus, for a given geometry , fluid physical properties~ and extraneous
force, the clearance and flow can be found for various supply pressures.

The buffer gas flow equation is derived from the relationships presented
in reference 8. Since the lift effect due to the buffer gas is small

-
- relative to the liquid metal lift , the clearance is determined by the

liquid metal hydrostatic relat ionship in equation 5.45. For gas
pressure drops across the confinement labyrinth of 6895 to 68,950 N/rn2
(1 to 10 psi), the buffer flow can be approximated by the expression:
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QB 
= 

[

~ P) 1/2 + 3.63

] 
N~McL~ m

3/sec (5.47)

where: 2
t~P = differential gas pressure across labyrinth, N/rn

c = clearance calculated by equation 5.45, m.

L = length of labyrinth tooth perpendicular to the flow
per pad , (71D4)~ m .

5.3.4.1.2 Power Losses

The power losses associated wi th the hybrid col lector are:

= Ohmic

Viscous on pad face

= MHD and viscous core loss

= Eddy current loss

= Pumping power for hydrostati c fluid

= Pumping power for buffer gas

Ohmic Loss

p = i2 R M ~~ watts/machine 
(5.48)

where:
load current per pad , amps.

R = pad resistance includin g contact potential
resistance, ohms .

Viscous Loss on Pad Face

Assume : 1) ~ << 1, where 6 is a dimensio nless ratio of the Lorentz body
force to the viscous drag force .9
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2) Flow regime is turbulent. 9

3) Viscous loss due to buffer gas is negligible.

~ ~i
(”)

3 A
l~~~~ - 8 

L N~ M, watts/machine (5.49)

where :
- friction factor based on pad-to-rotor clearance ,

dimension1~~~.

V = collector rotor tangential velocity , rn/s.

AL 
= pad projected area , m2.

Core Viscous and MHD Loss

The core MHD loss is based on an i nduced current due to the fluid velocity
‘in the presence of a magnetic field.

= (-11/4) £1 N~ [(2fcP V
~

d3H4 ) + (G L8~
V
~4H4)]~ 

watts/machine (5.50)

where:
‘
~c = friction factor based on core diameter.

V
~ 

= fluid velocity through core, rn/s.

d3 
= core diameter , m.

H4 
= core length , m.

aL = electrical conductivity of liquid metal , mhos/m .

Br 
= radial component of col l ector magnetic field , T.

Eddy Current Loss~°

Assume: 1) No load current.

2) No transverse current, i.e., no circulating current within
• the liquid metal.
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czV 2B2W2 .2

~E H N~ A 
12 

a , ~~ -~~~— + 1 , watts/machine (5.51)

where : 2current transfer a rea per pad , m

8a = axial component of collector magnetic field, T.

W = collector width norma l to Ba o m.

c ’ effective clearance, m.

= (c + 0 + h2), m.

= specifi c contact potential for each contact
pair , Vm2/A.

h2 = current transfer pocket depth , in.

Hydrostatic Fluid Pumping Power

Q P
P~, —

p- , watts/machine (5.52)
L

where: rI
L 

liquid metal pump efficiency , %/lOO .

Buffer Gas Pumpi ng Power

yQ R(T+273) k ~
•k
~

5 1
= B 

~B 
( ~~~ 

( ‘t’
~~) — 1 , watts/machine . (5.53)

— where: 3
= mass density of buffer gas at drain , kg/rn

R = gas constant of buffer gas, watt~

I = buffer gas temperature at pad drain , 0C.
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= buffer gas pump adiabatic efficiency, %/100.

k = Specific hea t ratio of cover gas , dimensionless.

r = ratio of buffer gas supply pressure to drain
pressure, absolute pressures .

The tota l col lector loss is found by:

ptot ~~2 
+ + ~~ 

~~~ 
+ + 

~B’ 
watts/machine (5.54)

The relative loss is found by calculating the percent of machine power
attributed to the total collector loss. The percent collector loss is
found by the relationship:

pt tLOSS = (POWER) x 100, % (5.55)

where: POWER = total machine power , wa~ts.

-5.3.4.1.3 Expulsion Pressures

Pressures are developed in the liquid meta l due to the MMD body forces.
These MMD pressures are considered in order to determine if they are
significantly large wi th respect to the hydrostatic control pressures.
Figure 5.112 shows the direction of selected forces which upon
integration yield eddy current ejection pressure , load current ejection
pressure, pinch pressure and the pad face MMD pressure. The MMD pressure
drop in the core is not shown on this figure , but it always works to

— 
retard the liquid metal flow .

Eddy Current Ej ection Pressure

As reported in previous Semi-Annual Technica l Report,

1 o R B ~~
12

1~ L L~ a 
~

4 , N/rn2, (5.56)
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where: -7= permeability of free space (10 , rnks units)

= angular vel ocity , rad/ s
= average collector radius, m

Load Current Ej ection Pressure

= (2n-l)p71J2R~ [(R2/Rl )
2
~2~n (R2/Rl

)_
l]i N/rn2 (5.57)

where :
n = number of series load circuits

3 = collector average current density , A/ rn2

R1 = inner radius of current collector , m

R2 
= outer radius of current collector , m

Pad Pinch Pressure

~~ = p J I~ , N/rn2 (5.58~

Pad Face MMD Pressure

= 3 Br L~
e N/rn2 (5.59)

where: L = length of current transfer area in direction ofc rotor c i rcumference, m.

Core MHD and Viscous Pressure

The core MMD pressure is based on the i nduced current due to the fluid
vel ocity in the presence of a magnetic field.

= 
~ 

V (Br)
2H4 + 2pf

~
V
~ (i), N/rn2 (5.60)
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5.3.4.2 Discussion of the Hybrid Collector

A computer program was devel oped to evaluate different pad configurations .
The program calculates pad performance based on the relationships
presented in the previous section on theory. The fol lowing assumptions
are i nherent in the computer program :

1. The pad lift force at zero liquid metal flow equ .ls the pad drive
force at infinite flow. (That is, the hydrostatic ‘~orce developed bythe pad to move away from the rotor equals the hydrostatic force
developed by the pad to move toward the rotor.)

2. The minimum allowable supply pressure is that value which , when
integrated over the pad stem area, provides a force equal to the
extraneous force. If the rotor moves away from the pad , the minimum
supply (control) pressure corresponds to the minimum pressure
required to force the pad to follow the rotor.

3. The electrical load current is transferred between the rotor and pad
solely through the center pocket portion of the pad , with no transfer
through the pad land portion.

4. The load current is transferred between the pad and stator through
the circumferential area of the pad stem .

5. The hydrostatic flow velocity at any point on the hydrostatic land
must be equal to or greater than the mean collector rotor tangential
velocity .

6. The liquid metal and the buffer gas are constrained by seals such
that no flow is allowed to bypass the pad. For convenience the
bypass seals are assumed to be slidin g 0-rings.

Table 5.6 contains general information required to calculate the
performance characteristics of a hybrid pad design collector and , with
these resul ts , permits assessment of how wel l it meets the restrictions
or requirements outlined in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. The values shown
in Table 5.6, although representative, are not intended to be taken
as optimum values, but are merely to provide a reference frame for
discussion.

Based on a total flow of 0.0314 m3/s (500 gpm), see Tabl e 5.6, the
liquid metal flow per collecto r pad is 5.6 x ~~~ m

3/s (0.89 gpm). This
flow appears to be excessive and should be reduced if possible. For the
given pressure, the flow can be reduced by making the pad orifice and/or
pocket diameter smaller. This, however, will reduce the hydrostatic flow

~ velocity below the collector rotor tangential velocity . The result is
that the pad lift force is impaired . In thi s situation , the fluid film

*
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TABLE 5.6

TYPICAL DESIGN INFORMATION
(A l so see Ta ble 5.5)

General Co l lec tor Data Va lue

1) Number of pads 90 (N)

2) Buffer gas flow per machine .294 m3/sec (624 ft3/min) (Q6)
3) Liquid metal flow per machine .0314 m3/sec (500 gal/mm ) (Q)

4) Buffer gas pump efficiency 50% (rt B)

5) Liquid meta l pump efficiency 30% (riL )

6) Extraneous force 39.14 N (8.8 ib) (FE)

7) Pad spring constant with 2.92x 106 N/rn (16700 lb/in.) (KS)respect to rotor

8) Hydrostatic fluid — Eutectic NaK 78

a) Viscosity 540 Ns /m2 (.783 x 1O~’ lb-sec / in2) (p t)

b) Mass density 858 kg/rn3 (.031 lb/ in3) (p)

c) Electrical conductivity .22 x IO~ mhos/m 
~°L~

d) Specific contact potential .18 x lO _8 
Vm

2/A (C K )

9) Pad material — Copper

a) Electrical conductivity .448 x io8 mhos/m

10) Buffer gas — Nitrogen

11) Liquid meta l supply pressure 345000 N/rn2 gage (50 psig) (P 0) (‘.

— 
12) Liquid metal pocket pressure 172000 N/rn2 gage (25 psig) (P1 )

13) Buffer gas supply pressure 13800 N/rn2 gage (2 psig) (P3)

14) Liquid metal and buffer gas 0.0 N/rn2 (P2)combined drain pressure

15) Collector temperature 94°C (200°F) (T)
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TABLE 5.6 (Con tinued )

General Collecto r Data Value

16) Minimum allowabl e hydrostatic 245000 N/rn2 gage (35.5 psig)
control pressure

17) Flow factor 87.04 (qf) - 

-

.

18) Pressure factor 1.08 (K r)

Collector Geometry (Refer to Fig. 5.14.

Rc = .442 m (17.4 in) 61 = 2.03 x lO~ m (.0008 in)

= .0143 m (.562 in) 62 = 2.03 x lO~ rn (.0008 in)

= .0194 rn (.763 in) H1 = 3.05 x lci3 rn (.12 in)

D2 = .0210 m (.825 in) H2 = .0102 m (.40 in)

03 = .0290 m (1.14 in) H3 = .0297 m (1.17 in)

D4 = .0305 rn (1.20 in) H4 = .0282 ni (1.11 in)

d1 = 2.16 x lcY 3 rn (.085 in) H7 = .0130 m (.51 in)

d2 = 4.06 x l0~~ m @ 12 holes (.16 in) h1 = 3.94 x lO~ m (.155 in)

d3 = 6.10 x l0~ m (.24 in) h2 = 1.52 x lO~ m (.006 in)

d4 = .0140 m (.55 in) C = 2.72 X l0~~ m @ FE = 0
(.00107 in)
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on the pad land cannot cover the full hydrostatic area because it is
drawn away too fast by the rotor.11 -12 In regard to the sample operating
conditions presented here, the pad land hydrostatic liquid flow velocity
is equal to the mean collector rotor velocity .

A method for reducing the flow with only partial impairment of the lift
force is to utilize pad geometries other than the circular cross section.7
Future effort should be directed to find low-fl ow geometric configurations
which impose minima l hydrostatic life impairment.

The extraneous force (FE) listed in Table 5.6 is equal to 39.1 N
(8.8 lb f). This force should be reduced so that a lower minimum allowable
hydrostatic control pressure can be used . The major portion of the
extraneous force is attributed to 0-ring friction . The 0-rings could be
replaced by controlled leakage seals which would offer essentially zero
friction. Future effort in this area would be placed on finding the
optimum bypass seal with respect to leakage and friction.

The pad spring constant , see Table 5.6 is a measure of stiffness
with respect to the rotor. It is numerically equal to the change in
extraneous force (from positive to negative) divided by the corresponding
change in pad-rotor clearance . The spring constant is useful when making
a mechanical response analysis of the rotor-pad-stator system. Future
effort would determine the mechanical response of the pad with respect to
the rotor and derive the current collector design relationships with
respect to resonance.

The power loss associated with the hybrid current collecto r is given in
Table 5.7 as 2.4% of the tota l machine outpu t power. This is 0.4%
greater than the design requirements (see Table 5.4, i tem 6). The
major component of the col l ector loss is the ohmic loss , which is caused
by the solid -liquid — solid interface contact resistances and the pad
pocket liquid metal bulk resistance .

TABLE 5.7
SUMMARY OF CURRENT COLLECTOR COMPONE NT POWER LOSSES

Power Loss
Component kW 

____________

— 1) Ohmic loss, pc2 69.5 49
2) Eddy current loss , 

~E 
22.9 16

3) Core loss, 1’C 0.9 1
4) Viscous loss , 

~ 
6.6 5

5) Liquid metal pump loss , Pp 36.3 25
6) Buffer gas pump loss , 

~B
7) Total collector loss , 

~tot 
141.6 100

8) Percent of total machine 2.4% (LOSS)
power
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One method considered for reducing the ohmic power loss is to reduce the
ci~rrent per pad by adding more pads. However, the present 90 pads
~mnl oyed per col l ector is the maximum that can be accomodated . Another
possible method for reducing the ohmic loss is to increase the pad face
area (i.e., effectively reducing the contact resistance). This event ,
however , also reduces the hydrostatic flow resistance which , in turn ,
results in an undesirable increase in fluid flow. By employing non-
circular cross section pads, where l ower flow vel ocities may be feasible ,
greater current transfer areas may be achieved .

Counter to the original design philosop hy, a reduction in contact resist-
ance may also be obtained by permitting the l oad current to be transferred
between rotor and pad through the pad land area in addition to the pad
pocket. Initially, current transfer was allowed only through the pocket
area in order to avoid excessive eddy current power loss and ejection
pressure. Although the eddy current induced loss will be increased as a
result of the above suggested changes , it will likely be offset by
reduced load current ohmic and liquid meta l pump ing power losses . Future
effort should be placed on determining the optimum current transfer
geometry with respect to losses .

Calculated MMD pressures for the sample pad collector design are sum-
marized in Table 5.8 . The liquid metal-load current ejection pressure
reported here is of a significant magnitude, ~ x 1O

4 N / rn2, when compared
with the higher pocket pressure , 17 x iü~ N/m’ (see Table 5.6, item12). The pressure profile through the liquid meta l due to load current-
self fiel d effects is not known at this time , since pressure calculations
using the derived expression only yield maximum values at one end of the
collector. Future work is suggested to ascertain the disturbing effects
of load current on liquid meta l confinement , if any , through laboratory
experimentation.

The pad face MMD pressure does not appear to be excessively large for the
present hybrid pad collector design. If the pad geometry is changed from
the circular shape , however , elongating the area of current transfer
circumferentially would cause an i ncrease in the pad face MMD pressure.

TABLE 5.8 -

SUMMARY OF CALCULATED CURRENT COLLECTOR MHD PRESSURES

Pressure
Source of Pressure N/rn2 (lb f/ifl2)

1) Eddy current ejection pressure, 
~~ 

2100 (0.30)
2) Load current ioop ejection pressure, 

~~ 
60200 (8.7)

3) Pinch pressure, ~Pp 2580 (0.37)
1) Pad face MMD pressure, L~Pm 9020 (1.3)
5) Core MHD and viscous pressure , 

~~ 
380 (0.06)
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At present no quantitative method has been developed to evaluate the
collector ’s ability to confine liquid meta l to the current transfer zone.
Confinement of liquid meta l is defined as the ability of the hybrid pad
to transport liquid metal in and out of the current collection area in
tt’e presence of a moving rotor surface without liquid meta l lea kage
beyond the outer confinement labyrinth. In general , the following quali-
tative statements may be made concerning confinement:

1. A reduction in the liquid metal supply fl ow will improve confinement
ability .

2. An increase in the buffer gas flow will work to reduce leakage of
liquid meta l at the labyrinth location.

3. Certain MMD pressures may be utilized to aid confinement. In other
ca ses , through design , the MMD expelling pressures can be reduced .

The above actions are intuitive and the degree to which confinement will
be affected can only be determined through experimentation. This , again ,
is an area for future work in the development of a hybrid pad current
collector.

Because of potential mechanica l force couples , the circular geometry
nybrid pad is undesirably susceptible to ti l ting. It appears that force
couple compensation can be achieved by employ ing parallel flow restric-
tions. 7 This technique must be theoretically and experimentally studied
in more detail.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

Liquid Meta l Current Collecto rs were demonstrated in the SEGMAG generator to
be reliable in unidirectional speed homopolar machines . The results of Section
5 indicate that it is feasible to extend the technology to the more complex
requirements of variable and reversi ng speed machinery such as torque converters
and motors .
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VOLUME 11
PART A

SECTION 6
LIQUID METAL SUPPORT SYSTEMS

6.1 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this task during Phase II are : (1) to investigate
the compatibility of candidate machine materials wi th NaK and GaIn , as
well as wi th potential decontamination solutions; (2) to perform
literature , analyti cal , and experimenta l studies for the purpose of
identifying suitable materials and suggesting alternate choices where
necessary; (3) to desi gn , fabricate , and test the liquid meta l loop and
cover gas systems that will be required in the SEGMAG generator; and
(4) to establish the operating parameters and interactive responses of
these systems .

6.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Scienti fic study of those liquid metals which are of greatest concern to
homopolar machines , namely NaK and GaIn , has largely concentrated on
their usefulnes s as hi gh temperature heat transfer media , as in fast
breeder reactor technology . Consequently, much of the chemical and
materials methoo~loqy which has been built up with these liquid metals
involves information which is not directly applicable to the operating
conditions of homopolar machines. Some extrapolation -was , therefore,
required , as well as some technique development , to produce a homopolar
machine capable of sustained long term operation .

6.. SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

6.3.0 General

The compatibility of machine materials , both organic and i norganic , wi th
the liquid metal current collection fluid and cover gas were reviewed in
the literature and analyzed by chemical composition . Consideration was
also gi ven to the reaction products which wo~ld be generated during ma-
ch ine cleanup and decontamination . In the event that total materials corn-
patibility could not be achieved , alternate methods were studied such as
the canning or encapsulation of those component materials which may be
reactive wi th the liquid metal or the decontami nation products . In
addition , the canning or encapsulation had to prevent insulation outgassing

• products from reaching the liquid metal .
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Proposed methods of liquid metal handling and purifi cation , as well as the
required on-line instrumentation to monitor the chemistry of the liquid
metal were reviewed. This included the liquid metal loop system and the
requirements necessary to interface the liquid metal/cover gas system
wi th the machine current collector. In addition , the requirements for
machine cleanup, routine operation , and safety were analyzed .

The liquid metals proposed for use as current collection fluids in advanced
design homopolar mach ines are sodium potassium alloy s (NaK) and gallium—
indium alloy s (GaIn). These methods , depending on their composition , may
be liquids at room temperature (25°C). For this particular application ,
NaK7~ (eutectic) is the prime candidate current collection fluid. Gain
has seen considered , but due to the higher power losses associated with
it and to its strong corrosive action on structural metals , it is only
secondary as a candidate fluid. Because NaK is so reactive , an inert
cover gas is necessary to prevent oxidation of the liquid metal alloy .
High purity nitrogen may be used in this appl icati on although other gases
such as argon or helium may be considered.

Once the current collection fl uid and cover gas were defined , the machine
was studied from a total materials compatibility point of view , since
many components were expected to be in contact with both the liquid metal
alloy and also the cover gas. Materials compatibility problems may result
from many areas. A few of those considered are listed below :

(1) Liquid metals reacting wi th materials ,

(2) Materials outgassing and contaminating the liquid meta l ,

(3) Local machine hot spots ,

(4) Impurities in the cover gas contaminating the liquid metal.

Assurance of continuous on-line operation of a liquid metal current
collection system require d investigation from the standpoint of main-
tenance of liquid metal purity . Of the various methods of preventing
liquid metal contamination , the following were selected as most reasonable
for machine application : (1) Fabricate the machine from the standpoint of
high vacuum technology to prevent serious outgassing of oxygen and moisture
to the liquid metal current collector region ; (2) Utilize a positive
pressure gradient inert cover gas inside the machine housing to prevent
the entrance of atmospheric contaminants (oxygen, moisture); (3) Contin-
uously recirculate the cover gas through a puri fication cycle; (4) Con—
tinuously recirculate liquid metal from the current collector region through

— a puri fication loop. Total system contamination control can be expected
through currently available technologies.

Integral gas purification/machine/ liquid metal loop system variables
were considered with respect to system interacting, startup , opera tion ,

4 
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and shutdown problems , safety , decontamination practices , and instrumen-
tation . As a result of these considerations , no potential problems were
viewed as insurmountable.

A nunber of homopolar machine s are now in operation which utilize both
NaK and GaIn as current collecti on fluids . The cleanup and decontami na-
tion procedures wh i ch are currently being utilized are adequate for most
situations which are now encountered. In general , more problems are
encountered with NaK than with GaIn but the procedures to handle these
problems were reviewed and were found to be fairly well defined . Methods
which are now employed utilize alconol , alcohol/water , and live steam to
safely react and decontaminate NaK systems. In utilizing these procedures
a number of hazards are involved. These include liquid metal exposure
to personnel , the evolution of hydrogen as one of the reacti on products
and the caustic liquids which result from the cleanup procedures . From
visiting a number of homopolar machine sites which employ NaK as the
current collection fluid , the most hazardous problem appears to be that
of hydrogen generation and the possibility of explos i ons which exist
under decontamination conditions .

NaK was selected as the reference liquid metal , wi th GaIn as the alternate
choice .

An extensive materials compatibility program was conducted , and the
selection of materials for use in SEGMAG was based on thei r ability
to wi thstand NaK exposure in a simulate d machine envi ronment.

Investigati on was made of the chemical problems associated wi th wetting
between NaK and copper or copper-based alloys .

Procedures were established for the disassembly and decontamination of
machines using NaK and GaIn. Liquid metal reci rculation and puri fication
loops were designed , -fabri cated, tested , and employed in SEGMAG perfor-
mance tests to maintain Nal( in the current collectors . Cover gas recir-
culation , purifi cation , and pressure maintenance systems were designed and
constructed for SEGMAG performance tests. Full scale prototype current
collectors were developed , tested, and characterized prior to their
employment in SEGMAG . The SEGMAG test bed , instrumentation , coolant
system, and performance readout networks were developed and constructed
for the machine evaluation tests.

During the design stage of the 3000 hp SEGMAG demonstration machine ,
• great emphasis was p laced upon developing the machine support systems since

these were recognized to be necessary to successfu l, long-term machine
operation . An integrated desi gn approach was employed , since many corn-
ponents were to be in contact with the liquid metal alloy (NaK) and also
wi th the protective cover gas , nitrogen . To insure system compatibility
many parameters and subsystem interactions were evaluated , including the

• following:

4 
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1. Effect of liquid metals on machine materials.

2. Contamination of liquid metal by out-gassing of machine
materials.

3. Contamination of liquid metal by impurities in the cover
gas or through atmospheric in-leakage .

4. Interference of NaK aerosols and oxides on current collector
performance.

6.3.1 Machine Materials Selection

NaK is an alloy of sodium and potassium and is prepared by mixing these
two elements in liquid form . Potassium and sodium are miscible in all
portions , and the alloy in concentrations of 40 to 90 wei ght percent
potassium is liquid at room temperature . The phase diagram for this
system is given in Figure 6 . 1.3 Eutectic NaK is usually characterized
by its low density (0.867 g/cm at 20°C), high electrical and thermal
conductivity and low vapor pressure . It also reacts rapidly wi th oxygen
to form Na20 preferentially, and with water or water vapor to form the
hydroxides of sodium and potassium . Thus , NaK systems must be protected
by inert cover gas systems.

NaK may be incompatible with materials due to a number of factors. NaK
is usually compatible wi th transition metals , but may show incompatibility
with organic insulation materials because of its chemical reactivity .’
Additionally, material incompatibility may result from materials out-
gassing and contaminating the liquid metal. Outgassing problems may
ari se from structura l , but more likely from organic insulation , materials.
Outgassing may be due to either (1) adsorbed gases on surfaces and in pores,
or (2) reaction products from the polymerized organic insulati ng materials
or solvents . In addition , local machine hot spots may be generated
during machine operation which may cause thermal decomposi tion of organic
mater ials.
A literature survey has indicated that most work dealing wi th liqu id
metals has involved their employment at elevated temperatures as heat
transfer agents. In applications of this type, the liauid metal does
not contact organic electrical insulation materials. A supplier ’s
brochure2 states that NaK is more reactive than either sodium or
potassium at low temperatures , and that in reactions wi th organ ic materials ,
the potassium derivative is usually formed preferentially. NaK is
particularly reactive with organic halides , and the use of halogen-
containing polymers (PTFE or PVC for instance) for insulation applicati ons
in the hornopolar machine appears to be precl uded .3 NaK reacts readily
at low temperatures with all reactive hydrogens such as those in
car boxyl , hydroxy l , and anii nes . It also cleaves some ether linkages.
Although these considerations might appear to eliminate essentially all
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polymer systems from considerati on except those of stri ctly hydrocarbon
nature, other information t’ which tabulates data for exposure of certain
polymer systems to NaK indicates that the lowered reactivitles of these
groups in large molecules may permi t use of many polymer systems in
contact with NaK. A phenolic laminate , for examp le , ex posed to NaK
at 384°K (250°F) for 336 hours did not appear to be damaged . It is
evident that all polymer systems proposed for NaK exposure appl i cations
must be veri fied experimentally. The literature survey did not reveal
any information regarding contamination of NaK by outgassing products
fro m polymeric systems.

TABLE 6 .1
TYPICAL ELECTRICAL MACHINE INSULATING SYSTEMS

Service Category Candidate Materials

1. Conductor Kapton tape ; glass-supported acrylic
insulation tape

2. Ground wall Epoxy bonded mica tapes

3. Outer binder Epoxy , acrylic or hi ghly modified
tape polyester tapes backed wi th glass

and/or organic fabri cs

4. Banding tape Epoxy or acrylic pretreated glass
tape

5. Collector ring Polypropylene , polyethylene , epoxy
lami nated

6. Sealing Mineral — filled epoxies
compounds and
connection seal s

7. Coatings Arninoformaldehyde epoxies or phenolic
alkyds

• Candidate insula ting materials for each service category were defined by
generic classifi cation rather than by specifi c composition , and are
listed in Table 6.1.

The desi gn concept for the Westinghouse homopolar machine included an
insulation hot spot temperature of about 403°K (130°C). The use of

• Cl ass F (428°K, 155°C) insulation was , therefore , indicated in all service
categories i dentified above except for the collector ring where Class A
(378°K, 105°C) insulation was considered adequate.
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Reaction of low molecular weig ht organic by-products wi th NaK constitutes
a major problem area. Such compounds as water, carbon dioxide , carbon
monoxide , and monomers which would contaminate the liquid metal can be
given off by the insulation , either as a result of continuing cure
duri ng the operation of the machine or as a result of thermal pyrolysis.

Periodic cleaning of the machine is expected to involve exposure of the
insulation to alcohol-water mi xtures , and this necessarily will result
in some absorpti on of both . Exposure of insulation to any sort of humid
environment while the machine is not in operation must also result in
some water absorpti on. Failure to properly outgas the insulation prior
to returning the machine to operati on would result in exposure of the
liquid metal -to both compounds.

Formation of an aerosol suspension of NaK in the confinement area during
operation of the machine is believed to be unavoidable. In consequence,
deposition of discrete droplets or possible fi lms of NaK on insulating
surfaces is expected to occur. Since cleaning of these surfaces is
anticipated not oftener than once every six months , the insulation must
remain substantiall y unaffected by this envi ronment.

Plastics and elastomers are usually considered for gasketing materials
at low temperatures or for total containment of NaK. There is scarce,
if any , room temperature data as to the compatibilit y of plastics and
elastomers in NaK. However , a number of tests were conducted at 394°K-
450°K (250°F to 350°F).t’ These data eliminate some of the low melting
plastics , and some of these can be ruled out due to their chemical compo-
siti on . It is known that room temperature NaK will react wi th Teflon ;
tests have also been made with Viton , a fluorinated material , wi th
unsatisfactory results .

The Liquid Metals Handbook5 discusses the compatibility of plastics wi th
alkali metals based on work performed at NASA . In part it concludes that,
from the standpoint of weight loss of the plastic and contamination of the
metal , the materials that demonstrated the most acceptable behavior were
Kel-F3700 and Buna-N in 394°K (250°F) sodium for 9 days and neoprene and
Buna-N in 450°K (350°F) sodium for 7 days’~

5 Neoprene and Kel-F are halo-
genated , and therefore it is recomended that these not be used with alkali
metals because of the potential of an explosion hazard associated with
their use . Polyethylene has been tested at room temperature in NaK for
3-1/2 years with no visible change .t’

With the definition of candidate homopolar machine materials , experimental
verifi cation of NaK compatibility was initiated. More than 1000 hours of
cumulative NaK exposure time has been attained on more than 120 individual
samples. These include : (1) rotor banding materials , (2) rotor bar
insulation , (3) l aminate composites , (4) potting compounds , (5) silastic
elastomers , (6) coatings and paints , (7) seal materials , (8) cooling

• fluids , (9) braze alloys , and (10) structural metals. The evaluation of
candidate materials proceeded through a defined test plan which was so
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designed as to i ncorporate the material exposure sequence which was to
be followed during actual machine start-up, operation , machine decontamin-
ation , and requalification of components after decontamination and sub-
sequent reassembly. Proposed materials were exposed to co.mercial grade
NaK in test canisters heated isothermally in a constant temperature oil
bath. Figure 6.2 illustrates the glove box facilities which were utili zed
to prepare and handle candidate materials and to charge them into test
canisters with NaK.

All compatibility studies were performed at 140°C for defined time inter-
vals. This temperature was selected because, in all instances , it
represented the most severe condition that any one machine component was
expected to encounter (machine hot spot temperatures were calculated to
be 130°C max). Therefore, it was assumed that materials which survived
this condition in liquid NaK would be prime candidates for the demonstra-
tion machine . In addition , materials were evaluated at NaK exposure
intervals of 100, 500, and 1000 hours by defined physical measurements.
Water was employed as the NaK decontamination fluid. The antechamber
of the sample preparation glove box served as a sample baking chamber,
simulating machine pre-start up conditions of roughing pump vacuum at
100°C for a fixed time interval of 24 hours .

Physical testing for materials eval uation included: weight changes ,
dimensional changes , hardness , electri cal resisti vi ty, flexural properties ,
tensile properties , infrared spectroscopy , and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM).

Figure 6.3 illustrates the -fl ow sequence of selected materials during the
NaK compatibility studies . This program provided quantitative informa-
tion on the compatibilit y of materials wi th eutectic NaK.

6.3.1.1 Rotor Banding Material

An epoxy Novolac/glass fiber tape was selected as the rotor banding
material. Since this material was expected to serve as both insulation
and a NaK barrier to the rotor bar system in the Westinghouse desi gn , it
was i mportant that NaK compatibility be established. Selected material
specimens were exposed to NaK and material compatibility established by
tensile testing and scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination .
Table 6.2 lists the tensile test data for this material .

Since the ultimate strength remained essentially unchanged after more
than 1000 hours of NaK exposure , as compared with air aged specimens ,

~~ 

-- and no material degradation had occurred , as shown by SEM examination ,
this banding material was selected as a prime candidate for use in the
demonstration machine .
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TABLE 6.2
ROTOR BANDING MATERIAL 431-S-2 (EPOXY NOVOLAC

RESIN/GLASS FIBERS ) TENSILE TEST DATA

Ultimate Strength
Spec imen I.D. Specimen No. (ksi)

Archives - as prepared 1 122.9
2 116.9

Air aged (180°C) 3 150.1
250 hours 21 157.8

Air aged (180°C) 5 163.5
998 hours 17 154.3

NaK Exposed (140°C) 7 142.8
99.5 hours 9 139.3

NaK Exposed (140°C) 8 132.2
507.5 hours 10 132.2

NaK Exposed (140°C) 11 150.9
1009.5 hours 12 149.2

6.3.1.2 Electrical and/or Rotor Bar Insulation

Electrical insulation systems were evaluated for NaK compatibility .
Since no reported literature values could be found for NaK com-
patibility of materals of this type, insulation materials were de-
fined from the known reactivity of NaK with organic compounds . Test
specimens were prepared and exposed to liquid and vapor eutectic NaK
at 140°C. Surface and volume resistivity measurements for these
insulation systems have shown that these selected materials qualify as
NaK compatible , see Figure 6.4. Since these specimens were also
decontaminated prior to electrical measurements , they also qualifi ed
as being compatible with the anticipated machine decontami nation
scheme.

6.3.1.3 Silasti c Elastomers

Early in this study Silastic elastomers , 116 RTV and RTV 732, we re selec ted
as probable sealing materials for use in the demonstration machine.

• Compatibility studies have shown that , although these materials are compatible
wi th NaK at room temperature , severe degradation occurs at elevated temper-
atures (140°C). As a result of this study , Silastic elastomers have been

~ found to be incompatible with the NaK environment and are not recomended
for machine applications in which NaK exposure may occur.
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6.3.1.4 Machine Laminates

A number of l aminate composite materials have been evaluated for NaK
compatibility . In addition to noting weight and dimensional changes ,
flexural properties were also determined. From these measurements ,
trends were established for the ultimate stress and elastic modulus
of these materials as a result of NaK exposure . Figures 6.5 and 6.6 note
the changes in maximum stress and elastic modulus respectively of
selected candidate laminate materials as a result of NaK exposure at 140°C.

6.3.1.5 Braze Alloy s

It has been known for some time that nicrobraze alloys are compatible
wi th NaK. On the other hand , soft solders of tin/lead composition are
incompatible even for very short periods of time .1 Silver solders may be
emp loyed , but l i t t le quantitative information is available concerning
the compatibility of these braze alloys with NaK. This study determined
whether or not selected silver braze alloys could be employed in the
segmented magnet (SEGMAG ) demonstration machine. 6 Since all the braze
joints were to be protected from the NaK envi ronment by the rotor banding
material in the Westinghouse design , total braze alloy compatibility was
not essential. However , in the event that NaK did penetrate the protecti ve
barrier of the rotor banding material , the most compatible alloy had to be
selected. Five silve r braze alloy s were evaluated for eutectic NaK
compatibility at 140°C to a maximum exposure time of >500 hours . Table
6.3 sun~ari zes the various alloys studied and the weight changes which were
observed at exposure times of 112 and 592.8 hours .

TABLE 6.3

BRAZ E A LLO YS EV A LU ATED FOR NaK
COMPATIB ILITY AT 140°C

% Weight Change Visual
Sample 1.0. Composition 112 FIrs 593 FIrs Observation

BAg-8 72~ Ag, 28% Cu -1.5 -4.03 OK

BAg-18 60% Ag , 30% Cu , 10% Sn -0.6 -0.44 OK

BT-Li 71.8% Ag, 28% Cu, -0.4 -0.69 OK
0.2% Li

BCuP-5 15~ Ag, 80% Cu, 5% 
p +2.1 -4.25 Severe

Attack

BAu-4 81% Au , 18.5~ Ni -71.0 -- Sample
Dissolve d
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Fig. 6.5: The change in maximum stress of candidate laminate materials
as a result of NaK exposure at 140°C.
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Fig. 6.6: The change in elastic modulus of candidat e laminate materials
~ as a result of NaK exposure at 140°C.
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Note that two (BCuP-~ and BAu-4) of the fi ve braze alloy s completelyfailed in 112 hours . SEM studies performed on these materials have
indicate d that the failure mechanism is by way of the selecti ve leaching
of precious metals (silver or gold) from the alloy matrix. The three
remaining materials have also lost weight due to the removal of silver
from the alloy matrix , but these small losses occur only under the
most severe NaK exposure conditions .

A summ ary of the materials compatibility program is presented in
Table 6.4. This table lists the generic classification of all the
candidate materials wh i ch were evaluated for NaK compatibility at a
temperature of 140°C. This table also lists the quantitative physical
measurements which were carried out for each of the materials specified
and indicates whether or not each material may be employed for use in
the SEGMAG machine . In genera l , as noted in Table 6.4, almost all of
the candidate materials were found to be acceptable for the machine
environment , thus indicating that our initial assumptions concerning
the chemi cal reactivity of NaK with various organic systems were valid.
In addition , Table 6.4 also shows that reported NaK incompatible seal
materials (graphite base) may be employed provided that a protective
supporting matrix , such as a polyimi de,is employed when formulating
seal materials.

6.3.2 Liquid Metal Systems

Successful operation of a homopolar machine employing a liquid metal as
the elec trical current transfer media requires intima te and continuous
contact of the fluid with rotating and stationary members . Ideally,
this fluid would be hermetically sealed in the current collector zone,
thus preventing contaminants from reacting with the liquid metal and the
liquid metal from escaping. However , rotating seals for large diameter
hi gh speed machines , that are also compatible with candidate fluids ,
are not technically feasible at this time.

Other current collection techniques wh i ch employ a batch process without
adequate sealing must overcome severe obstacles for long-term operation .
These include :

• Loss of fluid through aerosol and droplet migration.

• Oxide and reaction product build-up due to contaminants
reacting with the fluid.

• Compositional changes because of selective oxidation .

• Flow instability because of inadequate supply during some
operating conditions.
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TABLE 6. 4 - MATERIALS COMPATIBILITY SUMMARY

‘ . i _~A~E ~~i.M \~- O)c A~,l1 bA SE M.iiz. RIAL1
1.VIE D F1~R Sal. C O MP AT I B ILITI  14O C)

a -
~ 

g 01 - - ~. -~

Mater ia l  T ype

Ben d i ng  rapes 1. V ~ tr~~~on C lasS  A - - - -
2 . ac ry lic t-n c ~~t . - 2 c- )n ’xS; on C lass A - - - -
3 . pe lv es tmc 0,, dO r imcO~ 51 I c bs -r n A . - 2
4. epoxy NovolaC resin On g lass A . -

, 
.

9 - : 3 5 0 g  Pads 1 cr onY Ofl ~ A -

Lam inates 1. g Cloth Ud s - C .  silicone resin A - - -
2 .  ~~~ cloth base , epo xy resin A - ‘ .
3. . ssben5 on p lai. A - . -

Ro tor Bar lns si atlos 1. Clay ton 7 t h ,  1/ 2 5pr~~i, Ciss bonded to Clayton tape , po ly ester A /

2 . K.oyco n film 1/2 lapped , Is is- u bonded Lx Kapton sap ,- e p s e o cs A .
i., r n  rd Zl ,I5

3. Kayr o th in  1/2 lapped , mica bonded to ,~1 a s s  tape , ; . Y i - ~C Q - .5 X
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4 1 11 ,00 0 Cr C - / 12
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8. poly lInIde matrix * 15% Mr/ 2 A .‘
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2 .  peerles s met a l U 0 x
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the most practical method for overcoming these obstacles is through the
use of a recirculating system. Such a system was selected to service the
.‘~stinghouse 3000 Horsepower Prototype Homopolar Generator (SEGMAG).
Figure 6.7 schematically presents a loop design to service each of the
six ~E~MAG current collectors. Eutectic NaK , the SEGMAG current transfer
fluid , is circulated by a centrifugal pump through a high resolution
electromagnetic flowmeter , through a water cooled cold trap, and into the
current collector annulus. Drain channels collect NaK overfl ow from the
current collector and return it to the sump tank and back to the pump
inlet. Gravity drainage of the NaK to the sump tank is assisted by a
recirculating gas system. Ori ginal design plans considered one large NaK
loop with six parallel feed-drain legs for current collection fi- ’id
circulation . Problems were apparent when the I’R losses were considered
for comon NaK current collection lines. Losses of over 40 kW were pre-
dicted . A technique of breaking the NaK flow through insulated connections
and utilizing the NaK l oop demonstrated that electrical isolation of the
current collectors could be mainta i ned . However , veri fication of this novel
NaK recirculation technique for extended , unmanned operation was considered
too time consuming for contract schedules, and the more secure, individual
loop approach was followed.

Each NaK loop was designed to service one current collector and was com-
pletely isolated electrically from other loops and ground. The sump tank
contains approximately two liters of eutectic NaK , which is sufficient to
maintain long-term compositional stability and replace that which may be lost

• by aerosol formation and fling-out. Level probes in the sump tank indicate
whether NaK levels are becoming unacceptably high or low . The sump tank
also provides the first stage of NaK purifi cation whereby insoluble or
precipitating oxides and impuritieis float to the surface of the NaK pool .

In the loop, the NaK flows from the flowmeti up through a cold trap, which
removes soluble impurities and oxides by a precipitation process and
particulates by a fi l tering process , before returning NaK to the current
collector. Figure 6.8 presents one of the SEGMAG NaK loops ; components
can be identified from Figure 6.7. The loops are of type 304 stainless
steel , and consist of all welded , dye-penetrant and helium mass spectro-
grap~i leak checked construction , employing liquid metal bellows seal valves .
Loop capabilities are presented in Table 6.5. As presented in Table 6.5 and
demonstrated in Figure 6.9, the six NaK loops are placed beneath the SEGMAG
unit.

The NaK pump was selected after evaluating EM , gear, bellows , and centri-
fuga l pumps . It is a canned rotor, inductively coupled , centrifugal
pump and was qualified for over 1 ,000 hours in NaK prior to its selection .
The flowmeter is electromagnetic , and was designed by Westinghouse for low

• temperature , low fl owrate NaK service . A calibration curve presented in
Figure 6.10 demonstrates the meter ’s accuracy to +5 cc/mm in the 0—800 cc/mm
range . The NaK system proved to be entirely satisfactory for SEGMAG
operation . Each of the six loops operated for hundreds of hours without
major problems , and a prototype l oop has operated for more than 9,000
hours continuous operation .
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Fig. 6.8: Assemb led NaK loop of a current collector servi ce in
prototype SEGMAG machine .
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Fig. 6~9: 3000 HP seg mented magnet homopolar generator (SEGMAG )
on test bed . The NaK loops are located below the SEGMAG
and the diagnostic dials.  The gas systems are to the
lower ri ght and far right of the test bed.
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Fig. 6.10: Calibration of NaK flowmeter.
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TABLE 6.5
NaK LOOP CAPABI LITIES

1. Temperature: Max. 250°C loop, 150°C pump
Mi 0°C loop and pump

2. Flowrate : 0-800 cc/mm

3. Inventory : Sump tank volume - 2700 cc
NaK charge in system - 2000 cc
Total working NaK - 850 cc

4. Physical size : Each loop 2’ x 2’ x 7” wi de
Six loops fit into 2’ x 2’ x 3½’

end osure

5. Pressure: Max. 50 psig l oop, 15 psig pump
M m .  high vacuum loop , 0 psig pump

6. Material : All 304 s/s or 316 s/s
Val ves - Metal bellow s seal welded
All welded , inspected construction

7. Purity control : Two stages
First stage - sump tank , oxides float
Second stage - cold trap, filter

8. Level control : Sump tank - three electrical con-
tinuity probes

6.3.3 Cover Gas Systems

An automated cover gas handling system was fabricated for the demonstration
SEGMAG machine . The gas system consisted of three subsystems: 1) main
gas reci rculation and puri fication unit; 2) gas pump and supply for tandem
gas circumferential seals; and 3) intercollector gas system. These are
illustrated in the schematic in Figure 6.11.

The main gas recirculation and purification system consists of a comercial
unit which Westinghouse designed and contains tandem (parallel) towers of
Dow resin and molecular sieve materials. Dry nitrogen is thus circulated
through the machine , and through one tower at a time . The tower removes
oxygen and moisture to levels of 1 ppm and below . Refri gerant-cooled heat
exchangers were added to remove condensib le vapors (NaK vapor , organic
compounds) that could leave the machine and affect the active resins. One
tower may be automatically regenerated while the other is on-line. Flow -
meters and control valves balance the flow and circulation of dry nitrogen
through the machine housing. The pressure is maintained at 4 psig and high
and low pressure alarm interlocks are provided. A continuous sample of
gas is drawn and sampled for oxygen and moisture purity , and a trace
recorder is employed to indicate oxygen levels. Art alarm interlock is
provided for the detection of oxygen levels above 10 ppm (V). Cover gas
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can be circulated through the system at 0 to 35 SCFM . Experimental opera-
tion of this unit with the SEGMAG showed it to perform better than
expected , and to maintain machine cover gas puri ties at 1 ppm (V) for oxygen
and even better for moisture during machine temperature excursions reaching
90-115°C. Thus the NaK inside the machine was not subject to oxidation
and oxide formation problems .

A second gas system operated from the main gas system to distribute the
nitrogen . A mechanical , bellows pump is employed to extract gas from
the main gas system recircu lation lines and to raise the pressure to 5-7
psig for insertion into the tandem circumferential shaft seals. Dry
nitrogen is thus supplied to the seals at 1—2 SCFH . Half of the gas is
lost to the environment , half returns to the machine housing for recircu-
lation and purification . A gas pressure controller automatically supplied
cover gas makeup for losses , as well as maintaining system pressure .

A third gas system, also illustrated in Figure 6.11 , called the inter-
collector gas system, is employed. A mechanical , bellows gas pump is
employed to pull cover gas down the NaK drains of each current collector
(gravity drains to a sump tank) and thus assist drainage . This gas is
removed from each l oop at the sump tank (the void space above the NaK
level), drawn through a vapor trap, and then forced by the gas pump through
six fl owmeters , and reinjected into the intercollector gas gaps between
the rotor and stator. Once in the gas gap, the gas divides and flows
into the advacent current collectors , sweep ing aerosol and NaK vapor.
The gas then exits via the NaK drains and repeats the cycle. Contaminants
which enter the gas are removed by reaction wi th the NaK; the reaction
products float on the NaK surface in the sump tank.

Trial operation of the cover gas system , first wi th the glove box (100 CF),
and subsequently with the SEGMAG machine (less than 1 CF), have confirmed
its operation. For the initial startup, a roughing pump vacuum was applied
to the machine while it was heated to 70-80°C. Followi ng removal of the
volatiles , moisture , etc., in this fashion , a dry nitrogen gas purge was
initiated. Mon i toring of the effl uent purge gas for oxygen and moisture
showed both to be below 100 ppm (V), and the main cover gas reci rculation
system was started. This system operated continuously once the machine was
clean of oxygen and moisture . The shaft seal system was activated only
prior to and during rotation . The intercollector gas network was only
active during NaK circulation through the machine . The on-line oxygen
and moisture monitors operated continuously.

A fourth cover gas system , not illustrated in Figure 6.11 , provided an
auxiliary blow-down network for NaK which collected between current col-
lectors . This network provided a good indication of collector performance

- . , (i.e., NaK retention ) during machine transient conditions . NaK lost to the
intercollector gaps was removed from the machine and collected in graduated
catch basins (one for each intercollector zone). Continuous or intermittant
operation of this blowdown network could be selected , and a bellows gas
pump was provided to assist lost NaK removal .
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6 3 4 Support System Sumary

As can be envisioned , all three subsystems were vital to successful
machine performance. All machine materials emp loyed were compatible with
NaK and NaK decontami nation products and processes. The materials , NaK
loops , and cover gas systems all interacted in a viable fashion to ensure
long term operation of the machine. The NaK and cover gas systems were
sufficiently flexible to allow fine tuning the machine operation through
a wide range of performance testing.

6.4 CONCLUS IONS

Long term homopolar machine operation will requi re a desi gn incorporating:
(1) selection of proven NaK compatible materials; (2) a liquid metal
recirculati on and purificatio n system; (3) a cover gas network which can
remove degas as well as inleakage contaminants to provide for clean NaK
environments . The materials selected by this study have exhibited NaK
compatibility , and show trends for continued long term compatibility .
The NaK rec -j rculation and purification l oop (prototype) low has over
9,000 hours continuous operati on wi th vari ous contamination levels of
cover gas . The cover gas puri fi cation system is a modified cotmiercial
unit which has typically operated many months without maintenance.
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VOL UME II
PART A

SECTION 7
SEAL STUDY

7.1 OBJECTIVES

The seal study associated with this program had two primary objecti ves:
1) to review the current state-of-the-art of seal technology and i dentify
those locations in homopolar machines requiring seals; and , 2) design a
test apparatus capable of evaluating the performance of various seal
concepts under operating conditions anticipated in homopolar machine
applications.

There are two subtasks to the seal study :

1) Confinement of liquid metal to the current collection zone. This
work is reported in Sections 4 and 5, “Current Collection Systems” .

2) Devel opment of the seal systems for the primary rotor shafts of
the homopolar machines . This work is reported in this section.

During Phase 1 of this program , our objectives were : 1) to review the
state-of-the-art of seal technology as applicable to homopolar machines ,
2) design a test apparatus capable of evaluating the performance of
various seal concepts under operating conditions anticipated in homopolar
machine applications .

During Phase II our objective was to develop a shaft seal system for
honiopolar generator applications , where the mode of operati on is both
unidirectional and continuous . In particular , the goal was a shaft
seal for the SEGMAG generator.

In Phase III , consideration was given to extending the seal technology
to: 1) torque converter and motor applications where reversible and
variable speeds are encountered ; and , 2) unidirectional high speed (96
rn/s collector speed ) generators .

• 7.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Continuing demands for higher efficiency and higher performance of
modern machinery ; such as, gas turbines , compressors , and other types of
rotary gas-handling equipment , have generated increased attention to the
problems of seal perfo rmance in these applications . Clearance seals , by

-
, their very nature , yield leakages that are unacceptable in many of these

installations. For this reason , considerable effort has been devoted to
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the development of high performance , low leakage , contact-type seals
for use in critical applications. A circumferential seal is one such
design that exhibits the abilit y to not only wi thstand high-velocity
rubbing at their primary sealing surfaces , but also to provide a high
degree of sealing abilit y . In addition , it al lows for considerabl e
relative axial motion between the rotating and stationary members of the
machine . The general configuration of a typical circumferential seal
consists of relatively stationary segmented rings which mate with a
rotat ing member on their bore . The rings are loosely keyed to the
stationary member by rotation locks . Circumferential garter springs are
used to maintain contact under static conditions. Under dynamic conditions ,
incorporation of appropriate seal life configurations results in the
separation of the sealing surfaces from the rotating member by hydrostatic
means . The amount of separation is in the order of 100 to 500 micro-
inches . Seals of this type have provided 4,000 to 5,000 hours of opera-
tion at surface velocities of about 450 ft/sec . Gas leakage rates fall in
the range of 0.1 to 0.3 SCFM.*

The second major category of contact seals is the face-type, or mechanical
seal. Complementing the circumferential seal , the face seal is designed
for applications requiring a high order of sealing effectiveness where
axial motion between shaft and casing is limited . Unlike the circumfer-
ential seal , the face seal can be made to accommodate fluids with practically
no regard to their viscosities. The conventional type of face seal is
composed of a seal ring that is keyed by a rotation lock to a stationary
housing. This seal ring contacts a shoulder that is constra i ned to rotate
wi th the shaft. Primary sealing occurs in the radial plane of relative
motion between the shoulder and a proj ecting dam on the sea l ring . A
secondary seal - in many cases an elastomer ic, 0-ring type seal - is
located between the seal ring and the housing to which it is keyed. To
mai ntain contact between the primary sealing members , an axial driving
force is required to move the seal ring. The use of axial springs to
supply this driving force is most common. Current practice employ s this
type of seal for confining both gases and liquids. For example , high-speed ,
industrial , face-type air seals have demonstrated their ability to provide
several years of operation at surface velocities of nearly 300 ft/sec. The
seals have demonstrated their abilit y to accommodate pressure differentials
ranging from 10 psi to 135 psi without either excessive wear or high
leakage. Dynamic air leakage at 30 psig, for example , is well below 0.3
SCFM.

High-speed industrial oil seals have provided successful operation for
years in oil refinery compressor operation at surface velocities of
180 fps. Oil leakage in the order of 30 to 400 cc/hr (depending on
speed ) are easily accommodated by appropriately designing wind-back seals
and drainage ports .

*Standard Cubic Feet Per Minute
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7.3 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

7.3.0 General

Studies performed during Phase I indicated that a tandem circumferential
sea1 ,’~

2 or bore seal , was the prime candidate for satisfying the
requirements imposed on the primary rotor shaft. The circumferential
seal not only exhibits the ability to withstand high velocity rubbing
at its primary sealing surfaces , but also the ability to provide a
high degree of sealing effectiveness. Its design conserves weight and
space, provides virtually unlimited shaft travel , and is easily
assembled . Figure 7.1 is a schemati c of this seal type .

Wi th regard to material selection for use in these seals, care was
exercised to insure that the self-lubricatin g composite employed retained
its lubricating ability in a no-moisture , inert gas environment.
Standard grades of carbon-graphite seal materials exhibit extremely
poor friction-wear characteristics in dry argon. 3 Face seal screening
tests on candidate seal materials for use in the primary rotor shaft
seals of homopolar machines indicated that two polyimide matrix
composites exhibit satisfactory friction-wear characteristics in the inert ,
no-moisture environment required for these machines . The composites
contain solid lubricants , such as molybdenum disuiphide , Teflon , and graphite ,
as fillers . Both materials were also found to be compati bl e wi th NaK
at a temperature of 108°C. Seal segments sui table for use in tandem cir-
cumferential seals were fabricated from these materials.

A sea l test stand was designed and constructed (Fig. 7.2). Through the
use of a 2:) pulley ratio , the test stand is capable of performing
experiments on various seal configurations over a 7000 rpm speed range
in inert , bone-dry environments . Leakage rates , operating speed , and
seal and bearing temperatures are continuously monitored . The test stand
is capable of evaluating seals for shafts ranging in diameters from
2 to 6 inches .

Tandem circumferential seals were purchased for functional testi ng
purposes as well as for use on the SEGMAG machine . Testing results on
these units indicated that seal leak rates can be held to 0.02 cfm or
less and that the use of carbon-graphite seal materials in these units is
unsatisfactory when they are applied in dry , i nert gas environments .

The test program for functional seal testing consisted of three phases :

1) Candidate seal materials were evaluated with regard to their ability
to operate effectively in an inert , no-moisture environment.

2) Concurrently, these ma terials were evaluated wi th respect to their
compatibility with NaK at room temperature and , where appropriate , at

• elevated temperature.
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3) Finally, the most promising materials were fabricated into actual
seals and tested extensivel y with respect to operating speed , runner
design and material , and load pressure . The results were compared
against those obtained on units employing standard carbon-graphite
materials. Parameters monitored during these tests included seal
wear , leakage, and operating temperature .

7.3.1 Test Stand Construction

Based on the decision to utilize the tandem circumferential seal as
the rotor shaft seal , a seal test stand was designed during the Phase I
effort of this program . Figure 7.3 is a schematic of the device and
provides an overall view of the drive motor , support frame , and the seal
test stand i tself. Figure 7.4 is a more detailed view of the test stand ,
illustrating slave bearing preload techniques and test seal mounti ng
and locking arrangement. The drive motor is a 10 hp , 3 phase , 230 volt
adjustable speed drive with a static dc thyristor drive control. Maximum
operating speed of the motor is 3600 rpm , regulated to wi thin + 1% by
means of a separate tachometer unit. The motor is equipped with jogging
and reversing capabilities as well as dynamic braking. Figure 7.5 is a
photograph of this test rig.

The hardened , tool steel (#21) shaft is 3 inches in diameter at the
test seal site . Precision bearings employed as slave bearings are
grease packed and equipped with riveted phenolic retainers . Maximum
speed rating for these bearin gs is 8400 rpm when grease is used as the
lubricant. A sealed , plexiglas housing is located around the test seal
and provides for not only visual observation of the test seal while in
operation but also a means for monitoring gas leakage past the seal face.
The fl ow rate of gas feeding the seal faces is continuously monitored .
Seal temperature and both spindle bearing temperatures are also con-
tinuously monitored and recorded . A temperature 2xcursion at any of these
locations will automaticall y terminate the test by interrupting power to
the motor .

7.3.2 Material Studies of Candidate Seal Composites

In considering carbon-graphite base materials as potential candidates
for seal applications in NaK , or NaK-containing environments , material
compatibilit ies must be determined. Compatibility studies performed under
the Phase II effort of this program illustrated that many of the con-
ventiona l carbon-graphites employed as seal materials undergo rapid chemical
reactions with NaK at room temperature. Table 7.1 lists and i dentifies
the various seal materials procured for compatibility studies.

As indicated in the compatibility studies , the rapid reaction of
graphite wi th potassium presents a serious problem in respect to considerin g

‘
~~ graphite compos i tes as seal materials for NaK. In addition , the potassium
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Fig. 7.3: Shaft/Containment Seal Test Stand
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Fig. 7.4: Details of Seal Test Device
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TABLE 7.1
SEAL MATERIAL PROCURED FOR FRI CTION-WEAR AND COMPATIBILITY STUDIES

Grade
Numb er Supplier Identif icat ion

EVC U.S. Graphite 99.9% grap hite

Sk—235 Stackpole Carbon Co. Carbon—graphite + MoS 2
Sk—278 Stackpole Carbon Co. Carbon—graphite + MoS 2 (>Sk—235)

Sk—218 Stackpole Carbon Co. Similar to Sk—278 with Phenolic impregnation

CR—218 Stackpole Carbon Co. Resin bonded with fillers of graphite and Teflon

CR—219 Stackpole Carbon Co. Resin bonded with fillers of graphite and Teflon

1257 Stackpole Carbon Co. Straight carbon—grap hite

MF—343 Stackpole Carbon Cq. Bronze matrix + carbon

SP—3 Dupont Polyim ide mat r ix + 15% graphite ÷ 10% Teflon

SP—211 Dupont Poly imide mat rix + 15% M0S 2
WGI Westinghouse Electric 80% tungsten diselenide — 20% gallium—indium

WGI—O Westin ghouse Electric %4G1 + oxide coating

WGI—A Westinghouse Electric 90% WGI — 5% Ag — 5% CaF 2
WSe 2 Cerac , Inc. Tungsten dtselenide

AXZ Poco Graphite Carbon—graphite;  density = 1.5 gins/cc

AXM Poco Graphite Carbon—grap hite;  density = 1.8 gms/cc

AXF Poco Graphite Carbon—grap hite;  density = 1.9 gms/cc

LEM— l Raytheon Pyrographite

LEM— 2 Raytheon Impervious pyroimpregnated graphite

BN— 0 Raytheon Boron ni tr ide + 3 w/o boric oxide
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may act as a “spacer ’ for opening the lattice for reaction with sodium .
Since the reactions take place between the layer planes of graphite , the
less structured carbon-graphite or carbon materials should be less
reactive and may represent potential materials for “carbon ” type base
composite seal materials where direct exposure to NaK is invol ved .
Composite matrices could be comprised of NaK-resistance metals or
polymers , such as iron , beryllium copper , polyimide , polypropylene and
polyethylene . Throughout these matrices would be distributed potentially
NaK compatible solid lubricants such as boron ni tride, carbon , or in-
organic fluorides.

In addition to NaK compatibility studies , it is also necessary to
evaluate the friction-wea r characteristics of candidate seal materials
to determine their ability to retain their sel f-lubricating properties
in a no-moisture , inert environment. It is a well-known fact in the
lubrication field that the solid lubricating characteristics of
graphi te and carbon -graphite composites are lost when moisture is removed
from their environment. The rotor sh.~ft seals of the prototype SEGMAGmachine must opera te effectively in the dry , inert cover gas of the machine ’s
containment vessel . For this reason , the ability of the seal material to
lubricate satisfactorily in such an environment is of major concern .

7.3.3 Face Seal Screening Tests

Preliminary NaK exposure studies on conventiona l and filled carbon-
graphite seal ma terials quickly illustrated their total lack of com-
patibility with the liquid metal. As a result , the number of candidate
seal materiaTh suitable for this applica tion was severely limited .
Table 7.2 lists those materials selected on the basis of (a) their potential
compatibility with NaK , and , (b) their abili ty to retain acceptable self-
lubricating characteristics in an inert, no-moisture environment.

TABLE 7.2
CANDIDAT E SEAL MATERIALS FOR USE IN SEGMAG

PRIMARY ROTOR SHAFT EALS

Material Composition Supplier

• Deirin “AF” Acetal matrix + PTFE fibers Dupont

• WGI Tungsten Diselenide + Gall ium -Ind ium Westinghouse

Meldin P-30 Polyimide matrix + PTFE Dixon
SP-3 Polyimide matrix + Mo52 Dupont

-
, SP-2l1 Polyimide matrix + PTFE + Graphite Dupont
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Prior to fabricating the~e ma terials into actual circumferential seals ,
each composition was evaluated on a face seal test apparatus with
respect to its dynamic friction coefficient , wear rate , and ability to
retain self-lubricating characteristics in an inert , no-moisture environment.
Figure 7.6 is a photograph of the rig used to perform these tests and
Fig. 7.7 is a schematic of the test apparatus. Operation of this unit at
PV (pressure + velocity ) ratios up to 100 ,000 and temperatures up to
450°F is possible.

The candidate seal material is fabricated into a face seal having a 2-7/8”
diameter sealing dam and is dead-weight loaded against a Kennametal WC8O1
tungsten carbide runner mounted in a KOVAR housing. The runner is driven
at a constant speed of 3600 rpm. Through the use of a metal extension
and glass bell cover , a sea l ed test chamber is provided in which the type
of environment (air , nitrogen , heli um , etc.) and its moisture content can
be carefully controlled . Test parameters monitored during each experiment
include the dynamic friction coefficient of the seal material with respect
to the rotating runner , seal face wear , and operating temperature. Tests
on the candidate materials were conducted at ambient temperature and a
surface velocity of 41 fps in a nitrogen gas environment having a dew
point<-45°C. It will be noted that high dynamic friction coefficients
actually caused melting of the Uelrin “AF composite under a unit
loading of 30 psi. Both the WGI and Meldin P-30 self—lubricating
compos i tes demonstrated excellent friction and wear characteristics over
continuous 140 and 200 hour runs , respectivel y. Unfortunately, later
studies with regard to the compatibility of these materials with NaK
eliminated them from further consideration at this time . It will be
noted from data in Table 7.3 that both po lyimid e matrix materials (SP-3
and SP— 2ll) exhibited quite hi gh dynamic friction coefficients when
operated under unit pressures of 15 psig. Upon reducing this loading to
2.6 psig, however , that material containing PTFE and graphite as fillers
(SP—21l) performed well with respect to both friction coefficient and
wear rate . NaK compatibilit y studies complementin g this seal material
development effort (see Volume II , Part A , Section 6) also indicated that
the material was indeed compatible with the liquid metal at temperatures
up to at least 108 °C.

Table 7.4 presents friction-wear data on these composites prior to and
after exposure to NaK vapor and liquid. No significant , deleterious
effect on these parameters was noted after such exposures . Based on theabove experime ntal results , SP-2ll was selecte d as the primary seal
candidate materi al , with SP-3 considered its back-up. At this point in
the program , therefore , fabrication of circumferential seal segments
from these composites was initiated . Figures 7 .8 through 7 .11 are curves
presenting friction-coefficient and operating temperature data versusrunning time for the various materials screened during this task.
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TABLE 7 .3
FACE SEAL TEST RESULTS ON CANDIDATE SEAL MATERIALS

Seal Face Time Wear Friction
Material Load-psi Hours Mils Coefficient

Del r in  “AF” 30 High Friction Caused Melting
WGI 15 140 0.4 0.03
WGI 30 140 0.4 0.02
Meldin 15 200 1.0 0.035
SP—3 15 High Torque-Test Stopped
SP-3 2.6 164 15 0.33
SP-2ll 15 High Torque—Test Stopped
SP-2l 1 2.6 140 1.5 0.09
SP_2l 1* 2.6 102 1.0 0.05

*Runner chrome-plated
All other tests versus tungsten carbide
Conditions : dry N2 atm . — 3600 rpm - 2450 fpm — 41 fps

7~3~4 Functional Testing: Tandem Circumferential Seal

Figure 7.12 is a photograph of a tandem circumferential seal designed
and fabricated by the Metals Product Division , Koppers Company , Inc .
Two of these units were purchased during this reporting period . In
addition , two similar units of heavier construction were purchased from
the Stein Seal Company , Philadelphia , Pennsy lvan ia. Each un it cons i sts
of two circumferential seals made up of three segments each. Pertinent
parameters of each seal are listed below:

- - Koppers Stein

• Bore - inch 3.937 3.437
Outside Dia. - inch 5.697 5.697
Runner Width - inch 1.500 1.530
Gas Feed Pressure - psi 5 5

Seal Width 0.750 1.125
Shaft Dia. - inch 3.000 3.000
Runner Surface Chrome Tungsten

plate carbide
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Fig. 7.12: Pho tograph of tandem circumferent ial seal; bore 3.97”
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Fig. 7.13: Leak rate vs. running time for Tandem Circumferential Seal
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In order to obtain bench mark performance data on standard seal designs ,
the first seals purchased were equipped with standard seal grades of
carbon-graphite ; namely, USG Grade 84 and USG Grade 67 for the Koppers
and the Stein seals , respectively. The results of the first functional
test performed on the Koppers seal design are presented in Figure 7.13
as a curve plotting seal leakage in cfm versus operating time . It will
be noted that initially a leak rate of 0.095 cfm was observed with the
sea i operating at 2100 rpm and a 5 psig feed pressure of dry nitrogen
gas. After approximately 2 hours of operation , this leak rate had
decreased sharply to 0.025 cfm due to seal run-in and runner filming ,
and remained at this level for approximately 28 hours . At this point,
however , abrupt and rapid wear of the seal material occurred , indicating
carbon-graphite dusting , due to lack of moisture in its operating environ-
ment, and seal failure . The test result graphically illustrates the need
to use seal materials that retain their self—lubricatin g ability in a
no-moisture environment.

Three functional tests were performed on tandem circumferential seals
designed by the Stein Seal Company . The first two experiments were
performed on seals equipped with USG-67 carbon-graphite segments in order
to obtain bench mark performance data on standard seal designs. The
third experiment was performed on a seal of identical design but equipped
with segments fabricated from Vespel SP-21l.

The results of the first functional test are presented in Fig. 7.14
as a curve plotting seal leakage in cfm versus operating time . The
experiment was performed at 3600 rpm with a 5 psig nitrogen gas
(< - 45°C dew pt) feed maintained to the seal . As expected with
carbon-graphite in such an environment , severe seal material wear
occurred af ter  approximate ly  25 hours of operation. Performance of the
seal up to that point was excellent , wi th the measured leak rate holding
steadily at 0.005 cfm . As discussed above , a similar result was observed
upon operating the Koppers Company tandem circumferential seal under
identical conditions.

The results of the second test performed are presented in Fig. 7.15.
Seal material was again USG-67 carbon-graphite .

The test was perfo rmed success fully at 3600 rpm wi th five psig ni trogen
gas bei ng fed to the seal , and was permi tted to operate conti nuously
for a peri od of 500 hours . After a 3 hour run-in period , seal leak-rate
stabilized at 0.021 cfm and remained at thi s level for the duration of
the experiment. This rate is equivalent to the consumpti on of one
standard gas cyl i nder per five day period for a set of two tandem
seals. It should be pointed out that the test parameters i ncorporated
in this experiment- includi ng seal material-are identi cal to those
used in test #1 , which failed due to carbon dusting after 25 hours
operation. The only di fference between the two experiments was that the

~ ni trogen gas feed in this endurance run was fi rst passed through a water
bubbler to raise its dew point to 0°C. At thi s level , suffi ci ent moisture
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is added to the ni trogen to sustai n carbon-graphite dry lubri cation.
Wh~1e this technique Cannot be used for SEGMAG , this experiment clearly
d~nonStratesç a) the long-life capabiliti es and sealing effi ci ency of the
tandem , ci rcumferential seal desi gn , and b) the need for a seal material
whose self-lubricati ng characteristics are not dependent on the presence
of moisture or oxygen in its envi ronment.

The fi nal test performed duri ng thi s period util ized a Stei n circumferential
sea l equipped wi th segments facricated from the Ves pel SP-21l polyimide-
matrix composite. The seal was operated at 3600 rpm while bei ng fed dry
ni trogen (dew pt < - 45°C) at a feed pressure of 5 psig. A total , accumu-
lated life of 800 hours was achieved on this seal wi th no segment dusting
or si gni ficant wear. Figure 7.16 presents a curve summarizing the results
of this test in the form of seal leakage versus running ti me. The seal
was in itially permi tted to operate for a period of 100 hours prior to
test shutdown for segment inspection. After a period of 10 hours , the
seal ’s leak rate stabilized at 0.015 cfrn . Post-test inspection of
seal and runner surfaces reveale d highly polished sealing surfaces and
an excel lent film established on the runner surfa ce. Subsequent to
thi s experiment , the seal was again installed in the tester and subjected
to a continuous endurance run of 300 hours at 3600 rpm and the same
5 psi g dry ni trogen feed as in the previous run. At test shutdown , seal
leak-rate was holding steadily at 0.01 cfm . Exami nati on of seal surfaces
revea l ed no significant segment wear and excellent runner filmi ng .

Fi nally, the seal was again reinstalled in the tester and operated
conti nuously unti l a total life of 800 hours was reached . Satisfactory
leak rates rang ing from 0.005 to 0.01 cfm were measured duri ng this
interval. As a part of thi s final experiment , the oxygen conterlt of
the ni trogen leaking past the seal dam was moni tored . A level of 2
ppm oxygen was held throughout , indicati ng no air diffusion past the
sealing dam . Upon tes t termi nation , this seal was removed from the
test stand and stored for use on SEGMAG .

— 
7.4 CONCLUSIONS

The tandem circumferential seal fabricated from Vespel SP-2l l polymid e
matrix composite was chosen for use in SEGMA G prototype machine . This
seal exhibited satisfactory wear and leak rate at design speed of 3600
rpm under 5 psig N2 gas feed wi th a dew point less than -45°C. Tests
were run on this seal for greater than 700 hours . Its performance on the

- . SEGMAG machine was excellent.

4
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VOLUME II
PART B

SECTION 8
SOLID BRUSH CURRENT COLLECTOR TEST RIGS

8.1 OBJECTIVES

T he objectives of this task are to provide two types of solid brush
current collector test ri gs :

( 1) Laborator y Brush Testers .
(2) Mach ine—Environment 3rush Tester (MEB).

The object i ve of the la bora tory test rigs i s to scree n potential brush
and sli pring material combinations for performance over the desired
current and speed range in a controlled envir onment . The parameters of
part i cular impor tance are brush fric tion , current dens i ty, double voltage
drop, and wear rate . The test rigs are required to provide accura te
experimental data on individual sub-size brushes in a controlled
environmen t.

T he objec tive of the MEB is to evaluate sol id b rush current col lection
systems for hi gh current densit y, low losses , and lon g operation life in
an actual machine environment. MEB w ill subject the current collectors
to current densi ties , leaka ge flux and other conditions associated with
a SEGMAG mach ine. In addition , the purpose of the un i t is to p rov ide
for lon g—term testing of current collectors , the i r at tendant s upport
systems , and to develop operationa l data for solid brush machines.

8.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

No brush testers were previously available to satisfy the precise needs
of this program. However , because of Westinghouse ’ s lon g i nvolvement
in the develo pment of electrical sl iding contacts , certa i n fac i li t i es
were availa ble for adaptation to this program. These are the Laboratory
Environment Brush Testers.

The MEB mach ine des ign co~icept was proven by the successful development
of the li quid metal SEGMAG discuss ed previously in Volume II , Par t A ,

• Sections 1-7.

• The use of solid brush systems results in a reliable reversing collecto r
for motor app l ications. This concept removes the complications associated
wi th liqui d meta l current collec tors and s i mpli f i es the overall system .

S
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The resul t of various studies indicates that the min imum current density
for a solid brush homopolar with equal vol ume to a liquid metal col l ector
homopolar is 1 000 A /in 2 (apsi). Since the initial solid brush—gas—vapor
testing indicates solid brush current densities up to 2000 apsi , the
solid brush SEGMAG machine will have a volume tha t is equal to or less
than the equivalent liquid metal SEGMAG .

8.3 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLIS HMENTS

8.3.0 Genera l

Testi ng of brush -slipring combinations with the laboratory environment
brush testers was initiated , and modifications are presently being made
to improve their versatility . Four laborato ry brush testers provided
for various testing conditions , two with low speed (5000 ft/mm ) capability
and two with hig h speed (10,000 ft/mm ) capability . The variable para-
meters associated with these rigs include brush loading pressure , applied
current density , brush -holder temperature and gaseous environment compo-
sition and moisture content. These are discussed in subsequent sections
in more detail. A large number of materials were evaluated and some of
these will be further tested in the MEB , which was assembled and installed
on its test stand . Testing of the MEB will be accomplished under a
related program (ONR/ARPA Contract N00014-76-C-O683).

The development of solid brush SEGMAG machines required extensive
experimental facilities to evaluate two princ ipal areas:

• Brush Material Selection

• Current Collection System Evaluation

The brush material sel ection requires test rigs to evaluate individual
brushes to determine coefficient of friction , doubl e voltage drop, brush
pressure and wear rate in specified environments . These test rigs are
normally of reduced size and provide an initial screening of brush — slipring
material performance .

Evaluation of current collection system performance requires test rigs to
study current sharing in multiple parallel connected brushes in flux
leakage fields anticipated in machine applications. Concepts in brush
restraint , brush shunts and brush cooling must be studied .

The test rigs required for these areas are summarized as follows :

Bl = Brush Tester # 1
B2 = Brush Tester #2
1151 = High Speed Brush Teste r #1

‘I
I’
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HS2 = High Speed Brush Tester #2

MEB = Machine —Environment Brush Tester

Bl and B2 are duplicate testers for initial screening of protoypic
materials in small (sub-size) brush configurations. During this contract
both Bl and B2 were opera t i ona l

MEB will expose the brush and slipring materials and systems to an actual
machi ne environment i ncludin g hig h curren ts , mul ti—brush systems , and
ambient magnetic fiel ds . MEB is a model solid brush SEGMAG system . The
MEB i s completed and i s opera t ional .

8.3.1 Brush Testers Bl and 82 -- For Testing Sub—Size Brushes

Brush Testers Bl and B2 are existing Westi nghouse facilities that were
ada pted to the needs of thi s contract .

Fig ure 8.1 shows an id eal i zed sec ti on of the Bl tes t cham ber in wh i ch
sub-size brushes are tested . The slipring is turned from a silver— copper
alloy bar and , al though the fi gure does not show this detail , its curved
surface is helically grooved with a pitch of 1/4 inch and a width of l/~2inch. The ring is 3.25 inches in diameter and is fitted wi th a tapered
hole and bolted onto the end of an overhung shaft which enters through a
small clearance hole in the steel plate that makes up one wall of the
chamber. The 0.5 hp dc drive motor , not shown , drives the ring at
inf initely controlled speeds to 6000 rev/mm (5000 ft/mm ). Corresponding
measurements of electr ical power i nput to the dr i ve motor and selec ted
brake mechan ical loads appli ed to the sl ip r i ng surface prov i de cal ib ration
data for subsequent brush friction determinations.

T he brushes are fas hi one d to close di mens i onal tolerances out of selecte d
mater ials. The shunts are attached very simply. Gold-plated screws , to
which the shunt wires have been soldered , are screwed f i rmly into holes
which have been tapped in the brush. Such a contact to a brush will pass
high currents indef i ni tely and is equivalent in every way to commercial
shunting devices , excepting the ability to resist vibration. The normal
trailing—type brushho lders were modified slightly to accept a larger
number of shun ts per brush. Each of two brushholders , located 180° apart ,
supports brushes 5/16 i nch th ick x 1/2 i nch w ide. The brushes , one
positive and one negative polarity , are cons trained to slide in a common
track on the ring . Load current is transferred from the positive polarity
brush in to the slipring, and then ou t aga i n through the negative polar i ty
brus h . W i th th i s arran gement current flows i n both di rect ions through the
slipring film , s i nce bot h b rus hes rid e i n a common track . Cutting back
portions of the brush face perm i ts hi gher current dens ity load i ng . Brush

- ‘ mechanica l load is appl i ed by clock type springs , us ing screw-locked
adjustabl e pivot pi ns and calibrated wei ghts .

11 8-3
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Fi g. 8.1: Test chamber of Type Bl brush tester.
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Except on one side , the chamber is made up of a flanged glass vessel
which is cl amped to the steel side plate . The resulting inside ambient
gas volume is about 0.07 cubic foot. The purified gas enters throug h
one copper tube and leaves through a second which is let into the side
of the cylinder which surrounds the rotating shaft on which the ring is
mounted . The gas leaves the chamber at a pressure slightl y above atmos-
pheric and any traces of gases, which may get by the elaborate shaft
seal and try to enter the chamber , are sucked out through the gas—exit
tube along with the very much larger volume of gas which is deliberately
passed through the chamber . Gas flow into and out of the test enclosure
i s at a rate of 2 f t3/h , su bjecting the brushes and ring to about one
gas change every two minu tes.

Prior to entering the test chamber , the gas is saturated with water by
f low i ng through a bubble tower hel d at ei ther 0° or 20°C . In the first
case, the water content will be 2.1 grains per cubic foot (6000 ppm v )
and in the later 7.5 grains (2 3,000 ppmy). The end of the entering gas
tube of the bubbler is closed by a fritted glass filter which breaks the
gas into extremely fine bubbles and this increases the speed with which
i t is wetted to the desired extent. From time to time the dewpoint of
gas samples taken from the chamber is checked to make certain that the
humidity i s at the des i red level . The gas i s f i nally ex hausted to the
la bora tory venti lation sys tem.

F igure 8.2 shows an overall view of the 81 test rig and assoc i ated
apparatus. A water bubbler packed in ice is central ly located on the
bench and a constant current supp ly, infinitely variable to 80A , and
recordin g meters are located on the shelf above the tester. Electrical
equipment for controlling the drive motor and measuring its power i nput
is located on the bench to the rig ht of the tester . Copper cooling-water
feed and dra in lines to and from the faceplate and an air cooling fan
are located near the test chamber.

8.3.2 High Speed Brush Testers HS1 and HS2 --
For Testing Full-size Brushes

Fi gure 8.3 shows the physical arrangement of components comprising the
full-size brush tester used to obtain brush performance data under
controlled gas atmos phere and high current test cond itions.

The slipring is driven by a long slender shaft which extends about six
inches above the drive motor housing . The copper or zirconium—copper
alloy ring is six inches in diameter , and the surface on which brushes
slide is helicall y grooved , as previously described . Ring speeds up to

• 6500 rev/rn-i n (10,000 ft/mm ) may be obtained by varyin g the frequency
of the electrical power supplied to the three phase 0.75 hp drive motor.
The drive motor is calibrated by the prony brake method for brush test

4 friction drag determ inations , as previously described for the sub-size
brush tester (81).
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Fi g. 8.3: Physical Arrangement of Components of Type 1151
and HS2 H i gh Speed Brush Testers.
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Four brushes , two of each polarit y , comprise a test set and they are
held in a radial mode against the slipring . Each flat—top brush is
5/16 inch x 5/8 inch in cross—section with the longer side aligned in
the circumferential direction. The brushes are confined by their holders
to ride in two separate tracks according to polarity .

Load current is transferred from two parallel positive-polarity brushes
into the slipring along a common track , and then out again through two
similarly connected but negative brushes along a common track that
differs from the first. With this arrangement current flows in one
direction through the slipring film , i nward under the positive and outward
under the negative brushes. Current distribution is ascertained from
direct recording of millivolt drops developed across shunts connected
in series with the individual brushes. Brush mechanical load is appl ied
by flat-coiled constant-force springs.

The oil-lubricated guide and thrust bearings of the vert ically mounted
drive motor are l ocated in the l ower housing away from the test chamber.
The air—tig ht motor frame is water cooled . Brush electrical load current
is brought into the chamber throug h copper tubes sealed to the face plate
by insulated bushings. These tubes also serve to transmit water for
forced cooling of the radial type brushholders . Pairs of glass insulated
compensated “T” bushings serve to carry thermocoup le si gnals outside the
tester for measuring brush , brushho lder , ring, and ambient temperatures.
Other insulated l eads extend potential points to meters for measuring
brush-ring contact vol tages .

Test atmosphere gas , conditioned to a specific humidit y l evel , is forced
from a pressurized storage cylinder into the test chamber throug h a copper
tube soldered to the tester face plate . After fl owing in a turbulent
manner around the slipr ing and brushes, the test gas must pass along the
drive shaft for a distance of about four inches , then throug h the motor
housing before exhaust ing to the room exhaust system . Any extraneous
gases or vapors which may d i ffuse to the upper portion of the stand pipe
surrounding the drive shaft are drawn out through the exhaust tube , along
wi th the large volume of test gas del i berately passed throug h the chamber.
A second copper tube is located in the face plate throug h which samples
of test atmosphere may be drawn for humidity and/or composition analysis.

Figure 8.4 shows the two hi gh-speed brush testers (HS1 and HS2), one with
the chamber bel l removed . Immediately behind the testers is the drive
motor electrical supply control panel . Not shown are the motor-generator
sets which produce the variable frequency power for the tester drive motor.
Also not shown is a rectifier which suppl ies smoothly controlled brush
load current up to l 000A .

8.3.3 Machine Environment Brush Tester (MEB)

The Machine-Environment Brush Tester (MEB) consists of a single module
SEGMAG configuration incorporating solid brushes in the current collection
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areas as shown in Fig. 8.5. The primary objective of MEB is to provide
a test vehicle for the evaluation of solid brush current col l ection
systems in a machine environment.

The mechanical design of the MEB considered the same factors as those
for the desi gn of conventional rotating electrical machinery . In
addition to the current collection system , the design of the MEB i ncor-
porated simplicity and maximum fl exibility of its components to minimize
the down time between test sequences.

The follow ing factors were considered:

1) Mechan ical conductor support
2) Rotor to stator alignment
3) Removal of losses
4) Machine environmen t
5) Erosion of cooling system components
6) Electrical insulation
7) Instrumentat ion.

The rotor conductor drum was restrained to withstand both centrifugal
forces due to rotation and torsional forces due to the machine torque
reaction. The torsional forces (8 ,000 in-lb) were restrained by shrinking
the copper conductor drum onto the iron rotor in the MEB . Since the
rotor conductor drum and rotor iron have the same electrical potential ,
no insulation was required .

The support of the stator conductor was somewhat simpler since there were
no rotational forces. The conductor drum was restrained by an inter-
ference fit between it and the ferromagnetic stator iron. This concept
provides adequate support to meet the 3/unit torque design criterion.
Each stator conductor was insulated from the iron as well as from each
other.

The alignment of the rotor in the stator is accomplished by four (4)
positioning blocks , two (2) at each end of the test stand . These blocks
provide vertical and horizontal adjustment capability . To measure the
alignment , four (4) viewing ports are provi ded at each end of the machine
at 3, 6, 9 and 12 o ’clock positio ns . Measurements can be made of the
rotor to stator gap at these locations and the proper adjustment can be
made wi th the blocks . This arrangement provides maximum positioning
fl exibility for the systems including the possibility of testing brush
operation wi th the rotor deliberately mi sal i gned .

This test capabilit y is very important since the run out of the slipri ng
surface can adversel y affect brush performance. Such run outs result in
radial acceleration of the brush kriewn as “brush bounce ” . This condition
must be accommodated in the brush actuation gear to ensure proper contact
pressure on the sliprin g for optimum life with minimum losses .

II 8-Il
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Rotor alignment is a function of the stator alignment . prov i-~ed by therotor support structure , and dynamic defl ection during operation. The
MEB incorporates rolling element bearings which are adequate for the
design loads and speed . Since the tota l flux of the machine must be
carried by the ferroma gne ti c i ron i n the roto r, there i s a su bstantial
structural member in the active l ength and flux return path , thus
result ing in a hi gh critical speed for the machine . Because of high
ro tor stiffness , the dynam i c def lec ti on of the otor i s small .

Wa ter cooling was adopted for the MEB to provide cooling in the brush
bearing area, machine leads and the rotor conduc tor drum .

The major losses requiring removal from the MEB include :

• Armature joule heating

• Brush friction

• Brush joule heating

• Friction and windage losses

The cooling system was designed to remove 80% of the machine losses
through the rotor and 20% t h rough the stator. The losses genera ted in
the brush account for the majori ty of the total machine losses , and
must be removed through a sliding surface.

In the rotor the coolant is passed immediate l y below the rotor conductor
drum in small channels (.38 W x .03 0) which provide pa rallel cooling
paths for the two collector areas. In this way the slipring temperature
can be regulated to g ive optima l brush performance .

To control the environmen t wi thin the MEB , shaft seals were used . The
shaft seals were mounted inboard to the bearings to prevent contamination
from the bearing lubricants. Since the environment will be adjusted for
low brush frict i on , it is anticipated that the conventional rubbing face
seals will perform adequatel y.

The design provides for measurement of the important parameters . Temperature
measurements of the rotor conductor , ferromagnetic iron, as wel l as the
sl ip ring surface w i ll be accom plis hed by thermocou p les placed i nside the
rotor and brough t out throug h sli prings. Brush temperature and potential
drops from brush to brush will be measured by instruments imbedded in
spec ified brushes. The machine torque will be measured by a torque meter
installed between the MEB and the prime mover. Associated instrumentation
of the stator , gas sys tem , an d the cooling water system was also provided .

The MEB i s comp l eted and was instal l ed on the same test bed which supported
the liquid metal SEGMAG . More detail on this stand and photograph are
conta i ned in Volume II , Part A , Section 2 of this report.
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VOLUME II

PART B
SECTION 9

CURRENT COLLECTOR CO NTACT MATERIAL /PERFO RMANCE

9.1 0BJECT~VLS

The objective of this task is to develop slid ing contact system materials
for use i n advanced electromechanical machines , including the brushes ,
collector r i ngs , enviro nment gas , and va por addit ives . Important requ i re-
ments of the contact system of advanced machines are hig h curr ent
density , low power loss , and long life .

9.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Earl y experimental studies at Westi nghouse showed that a marked increase
in lifet ime could be achieved when carbon and metal-grap hi te solid
brushes were operated in irlert gas atmosp heres ra ther t han i n air .1 The
original work along these lines was undertaken prior to World War II and
has cont i nued to date .2 Unt il recently, conv entional current densities
have been employed . Commercial verificat ion is provided by the use of
convent ional brus hes i n synchro nous con densers , where b rush li fetimes
of more than 100,000 h/in (>10 y/in) have been achieved .

No attem pt was ma de unt i l recen tly to ext end the current densi ty
capa bi li ty beyond the co nven ti onal level , (60 A /in 2), si nce no requirement
for such brushes ex i ste d. However , w ith in the last year thi s situation
has chan ged . Brush teEts v~ re conduc ted i n 1974 , with the objective of
achieving current densities of 300 to 500 A/in— and a long life . These
tes ts , which were run at a relatively low speed of 2500 ft/mm typical
of motor applications , were extremel y successful .

The low volta ge drop and friction facto r and long brush li fe observed
dur i ng these tests were unex pec ted an d led to a dec i s i on to conduct tests
at even higher current dens ’ ties , to permit the possibil ity of utiliza-
tion in SEGMAG mach i nes to be assesse d . These tes ts were con ducted at
up to the current collecto r test stand limit of 2000 A /in~ (i.e., more
than 30 times tre conventional brush current density), aqain with
excellent results.

These encourag ing results forced a reassessment of the role of solid
brushes for homopolar dc machines , since even independent analyses 3 have
shown tha t solid brushes become attractive for these machines at current
dens’~ties >1000 A /in~ .P
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9.3 SUMMARY OF ACCOFIPL ISHMENTS

9.3.0 General

Test procedures were established and existing test rigs were modified
for evaluat ing contact system ma terials. Screening tests were initiat ed
with an objective of looking sequentially at candidate brush , rin g,
additive , and gas mater i als .

A num ber of brush materials were evaluated for high (to 500 A/in 2) and
ultrahigh (to 2500 A/in 2) current density app licat ion. Scaled—down
electro gra ph itic brushes performed with long li fe an d reasonabl y low
energy losses i n the hi gh current dens i ty range . Metal gra phi te brushes
showed best overall feasibility for the ultra hig h current density
application. In general , brush perforiT~ance appeared to be affecte d by
the base gra phite material , percentage metal content , and applied
mechan i cal load.

Add i t io~ il testing is required to evaluate the effect of greater numbers
of brushes , lar ger load curren ts , higher ring spee d s , and the p resence
of ambient magnet i c f i el d s such as w ill be impose d by ac tual electro-
mechanical machines . A test rig (MEB) is being readied for such investi-
gations. In addition to the test features mentioned , provision for
forced coolin g of the contact sys tem i s also i nclude d i n the MEB des ig n .
This additional testing will be performed in a related program (ONR/ARPA
Contract N00014—76—C-O683) .

9.3 .1 Testing Procedure

Original test work completed in this area was exp loratory in nature . In
the ma i n , screen i ng type tests were conduc ted wit h selected ava i lable
brush stock materials , to evaluate their feasibility for high (2000 A/in 2)
and med i um—hig h (500 A/in 2) current density applicatio ns. Copper and
silver-grap h ite materials are consider , J prime candidates for the hi gh
current density and elec trogra phite and metal gra phite mater i als for
med i um-h igh density usage.

Pr ior to each run the sli p ring sur face was cleaned by abraiding with 240
grit alund um cloth . This techniqu e permits repeated generation of
fresh meta l surfaces with roughness values in the range 15-18 micro -inches.
Tota l indicate d run-out of the sliprings is less than 0.0005 in.

Prior to starting each run the brush faces were run -in to achieve good
conformit y wi th the slipring surface curvature . Linear brush wear was

* determined from pre- and post-test brush length measurements made with a
special microm eter-jig fixture.

Nomi nall y, each test run was 24 h in duration , unless terminate d earl i er
due to unu sual circumstances such as accelerated brush wear. Where life
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was very long , a few 70-h tests were run in order to obtain a more
accurate determination of brush wear rate. Although the brush mechanical
load force was an independent variable , a minimum value was required to
achieve arcless current transfer. The threshold value varied for each
material , but depended mainly and directly upon the electrical load
level . Experiments were started after thoroughly purging air from the
chamber enclosure wi th the conditioned test gas.

The brush-ring interface temperature is recognized as an important test
condition . Low temperature is necessary to achievement of the high
current density brush performance goals. Limited control of the interface
temperature was achieved by gas convection cooling in both laboratory
testers, wi th additiona l conduction cooling provided by circulating
chilled water through the brushho lders in the full-size brush tester.
The MEB tester, described previously, is being fabricated and will
incorporate forced water cooling of the sliprings as wel l as the brush-
holders . Other test capabilities of this tester include ambient magnetic
field , large numbers (50) of parallel-connected brushes , and load currents
and ring speeds to 20,000 A and 14,000 ft/mm , respectively.

Regarding results of work reported on here, the following brush-ring test
conditions or factors are considered independent variables : mechanical
load , electrical load , ring speed , environment gas , brush size , brush
shape, and brush physical support. These variables were set prior to each
run.

Measurements of the dependent response variables permit either direct
or indirect determination of contact voltage drop, friction coefficient,
brush face power loss density , brush life , and current distribution.
Average results of the above determinations provide the data for
comparison of brush materials.

Brush face power loss , W8, is composed of mechanical and electrical
components . In the absence of magnetic fields , terms of the following
expression represent the mechanical and electrical power loss density
components , respectively.

WB = 0.0226 ~ipv + JV SCD , W/in2 (9.1)

where : = brush-ring friction coefficient

p = brush apparent mechanical load , l bf/in2

v = slipring speed , ft/mm

J = brush current density , A/in 2

VSCD = single brush contact drop , V
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Brush life , L, may be defined as the distance traversed along the slipring
per unit of time divided by the volume of brush worn away during the same
time period .

= tw~~~ 
, ft/in3 (9.2)

where: v = slipring speed, ft/mm

t = brush thickness , in.

w = brush width , in.

AQ. = change in brush l ength , in/h

Modified versions of equations (9.1) and (9.2) were used in Volume I,
Section 3 of this report to expedite comparisons of candidate brush materials.

9.3.2 High Current Density (500-2500 A/in2) Brush Material Test Results

Initial exploratory high current density brush material test resul ts are
presented here. Two silver graphite materials (SG212), SG216), and three
copper graphite materials (W933, CMO, CM1S) are included . All material s
were tested in an inert gas atmosphere.

Experiments wi th Bl Brush Tester

Performance comparisons of silver graphite material grades SG212 and SG216
(1), operating at 2000 A/in 2 brush current density , may be made from the
data in Table 9.1. Brushes of grade SG216 (1) were fabricated from a
small 1~t of material and they allegedly contain a higher percent silverthan grade SG212.

Although both positive and negative polarity brushes are invol ved here, an
average brush-ring interface voltage drop is given . Additionally, these
reported values exclude the brush body and flexible shunt lead voltage
drops. Nonconventional shunts are being designed wherein the goal is to
achieve a combined brush body and shunt voltage drop less than 0.02 volt.

Based on the test results , data in Table 9.1 reveal that grade SG216(l)
brushes perform wi th lower contact voltage than SG212. This result
(lower contact resistance) is consistent wi th higher silver content in the
former material. Grade SG216 (1) brushes , however, function wi th higher
friction coefficients than grade SG212. This , too, is consistent wi th the
material compositions . Higher graphite content in the latter material
will provide a greater potential for formation and maintenance of lubri-
cating films at the brush—ring interface , resulting in lower friction.
The importance of mechanical pressure to both silver-graphite grades is
evident by the reductions in contact drop in the 15-20 lbf/in2 range.

I L  9—4
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Table 9.1

Silver-Graphite Material Brush Test Results
(2000 A/in 2)

Ring Speed 2500 ft/mm

Single Brush-
Mech. Brush Friction Holder

Brush Pressure Drop, Coef., Density, Temp.,
Material lb f/ ~~ V 

________ 
W/in2 DC

SG216(1) 15 .25 .15 627 101

SG216(1) 20 .055 .16 291 68

SG212 15 .38 .11 853 109

SG212 20 .33 .10 773 111

SG212 25 .38 .12 930 113

F Despite ensuing higher mechanical friction losses when the pressure is
increased to 20 lbf/in 2, th~ net power loss (mechanical plus electrical)
is reduced . Wi th 25 lb f/inL pressure, however , the contact drop and
friction coefficient of grade SG212 increased . Thus , an optimum load pressure
is required to achieve minimum power loss conditions. Considering all runs ,
a direct correlation tends to exist between the power loss density and
total brushho lder temperature. Brush life of grade SG216(l) is quite good . In
contrast, brush life of grade SG212 brushes is relatively poor. Thus ,
differences in metal content and/or processing of silver graphite brush
materials are important in achieving low power loss and l ong life.

A more complete characterization of SG216 (1) grade brushes throughout
a wide current density range is presented in Tabl e 9.2.

Experiments with HS1 High-Speed Brush Tester

Performance comparisons of silver graphite grade SG216 (2) and copper
graphite grades W933, CMO , and SM1S may be made from recorded data in
Tabl e 9.3. Grade SG216 (2) ma terial was reported by the supplier to
contain the same percent silver as grade SG216 (1), but it was processed
somehwat differently. Metal content of the copper-graphit e materials is
claimed to higher than that of the silver-graphite material .

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 illustrate the contrasts in contact vol tage and
friction coefficient between the material grades. Copper grap hite grade
W933 performs with very low contact vol tage , but with hig her friction
drag . Much hig her mechanical l oad pressure is required of silver graphite

11 9-5
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Tabl e 9.2
Performance Characteristics of SG216(l) Material Brushes

Ring Speed 2500 ft/mm

Test Duration to 60 h

Brush Single Power Brush-
Face Current Mech. Brush Friction Loss Holder
Reduced Density , Pressure, Drop, Coef., Density, Temp.,
to A/in2 1bç/in~ V 

________ 
W/in’ OC

Full 500 5 .12 .21 119 72

Full 500 7.5 .03 .24 117 73

Full 500 7.5 .02 .24 112 71

Full 500 10 ‘~0 .23 130 71

Full 500 10 ~0 .28 158 81

Ful l 500 12 0 .26 176 81

Full 500 15 0 .22 186 87

Half 1000 5 .33 .15 372 103

Half 1000 10 .14 .21 259 77

Half 1000 15 .01 5 .22 201 67

Third 1500 15 .055 .17 227 67

Fourth 2000 15 .25 .15 627 100

Fourth 2000 20 .055 .16 291 68

grade SG216 (2) brushes to achieve equally low contact voltage , but with
significantly lower friction coefficients. Copper-graphite grades CMO

• and CM1S brushes appear to function wi th hi gher contact vol tages and
friction coefficients, than silver-graphite grade SG216 (2).

Brush life was relatively low for the copper graphite grades listed in
Table 9.3. This is not too surprising, since they possess very high
metal content and, thus, lack lubricating capability .

11 9-8
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Tabl e 9.3

Performance Characteristics of Selected Metal-Graphite Material Brushes

Ring Speed 5000 ft/mm

Si ngle Power
Curren t Mech . Brush Friction Loss Brush

Brush Density , Pressure, Drop, Coef., Dens i~y, Temp.,
Grade A/in lb f/ in 2 V 

________ 
W/in 

______

SG216(2) 500 11.0 .07 .16 233 57

500 15.2 .06 .18 338 69

500 22.7 .03 .17 451 77

1000 15.2 .16 .14 400 89

1000 22.7 .09 .15 470 83

1500 15.2 .21 .10 486 105

1500 22.7 .14 .10 467 97

2000 15.2 .19 .09 524 109

2000 18.5 .15 .09 478 107

2000 22.7 .12 .09 471 104

2000 22.7 .13 .09 491 102

2500 22.7 .14 .09 581 114

W933 500 11.0 .035 .22 290 68

500 15.2 .025 .32 561 105

1000 11.0 .065 .20 313 70

1000 15.2 .045 .31 576 108

1500 15.2 .065 .29 594 112

2000 15.2 .060 .28 600 120

CM1S 500 7.6 .10 .21 227 67

~~~~~ 

“ 500 11.0 .11 .15 241 70

CMO 500 11.0 .13 .24 360 83
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9.3.3 Medium-High Current Density (to 500 A/in2) Brush
Material Test Resul ts

Results of exploratory brush material tests i nvolving medium-high current
densities are presented here. Three silver graphite materials (SG212 ,
SG216 (1), SG216 (2)), one copper graphite material (CM3B), and two
electrographitic materials (W417 , W457) are included .

Experiments with Bi Brush Tester

Performance comparisons of silver graphite grades SG212, 5G216 (1), and
SG216 (2), copper graphite grade CM3B , and electrographitic grades W4l7
and W457 may be made from the data in Tabl e 9.4. Certain data from
Table 9.2 are represented here for convenience. Although the metal
content of all silver and copper-graphite materials is comparable , the
SG216 grades possess somewhat higher amounts. The electrographite
materials, of course, contain no additions of metal in their structure .

Perhaps the most notable information in Table 9.4 is the extraordinary
long life associated with the electrographitic brush grades , especially
grade W417. This characteristi c is attributed to maximum availability
of graphite at the sliding contact interface.

It seems very likely that the overall performance of electrographitic
brushes will be improved with an increase in load pressure. Here, a
reduction in brush life is an acceptable compromise in light of an
anticipated decrease in the total power loss.

Based on these preliminary tests, electrographitic materials appear to be
prime candidates for use as brushes in medium -high current density applica-
tions . This must be veri fied in machine environment tests, involving
large numbers of brushes, typical l oad currents , and ambient magnetic
fields.

9.3.4 Brush Power Loss and Wear Characteristics

Based on test results , power loss (mechanical and electrical components)
and wear characteristic values were calculated for 26 metal—graphi te
brush materials. These valu es are plotted for each material as a function
of its metal content in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4. Average curves are drawn
through the points to show trends in performance as a function of brush
metal content.

The next generation of experimental brush mate rials are currently being
fabricated for use in related program (ONR/ARPA Contract N00014-76—C-0683).
The objective, of cour se, is to develop brushes with improved performance
capability for high current density application.

II 9-10
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Table 9.4

Performance Characteristics of Brush Materials (500 A/in2)
(Med i um—High Current Density Appl i cations)

—____________ 
Ring Speed 2500 ft/mm

Single Power Brush-
Mech . Brush Friction Loss Holder

Brush Pressure Drop, Coef., Density , Temp.,
Material l bf/in’ V 

________ 
W/in’ °C

W4 1 7 10 .14 .15 155 111

W4 1 7 10 .24 .11 182 115

W457 10 .41 .05 233 185

SG2 16(l) 5 .12 .21 119 72

SG2 16( 1) 7.5 .025 .24 115 72

SG2 16( l) 10 ‘~0 .26 144 76

SG2 16(l) 12 0 .26 176 81

SG216(i) 15 0 .22 186 87

SG216(2) 10 .085 .21 161 80

SG216(2) 10 .085 .20 156 80

SG212 10 .06 .16 120 76

SG212 12 .015 .19 137 80

SG212 15 0 .18 153 82

CM3B 10 .32 .08 205 111

r
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9.3.5 Ring Materials

Copper , nickel , and steel metals were selected for initial evaluation as
candidate collecto r ring materials for advanced current col lection
systems . The si gnificant screening evaluation test results obta i ned for
these ring materials are reported and compared in this report. Other
metals , including super copper a lloys , brasses , and special steels , were
selected, machined , and are availabl e for testing .

Physical properties of ring material s such as strength , hardness , and
conductivity appear to be important factors which affect contact performance.
For given operating conditions , these likely control the extent and
adhesion of the complex surface films formed through brush sliding action
and , consequently, the actual or true contact area . The integrated area ,
combined with the ring metal ’ s conductivity and specific shear strength ,
then determines the contact el ectrical resistance and friction coefficient ,
respectively.

Contact energy loss characteristics for three ring materials screened
during the reporting period are shown in the followi ng table. The three
materials were subjected to relativel y modest test conditions , and the
mati ng brush contact material is copper-graphite .

Tabl e 9.5
Loss Characteristics of Sliding Contact

Materia l Combinations Copper—Graphite Brush ,
• 500 A/ in 2 , 12 lbf/ in 2 , 51 ft/ s , inert gas ambient

Ring Ener2y Loss , J/ in2-ft
Material Electrical Mechanical Total

Steel 7.3 2.3 9.6

Nickel 3.7 1.6 5.3

Copper 0.8 3.3 4.1

The lowest total energy loss was obta i ned with copper rings . This is
attributed to very low electrical energy loss , even thoug h the mechanical
loss is highest of the three ring materials tested. Thus , low contact
resistance and relatively hig h friction coefficient are characteristic
of the copper ring/copper-graphite brush contact combination.

Total energy loss increased when the copper ring was repl aced with
nickel , then steel . This is attributed to high electrical energy losses
associated with the latter materials , especially with steel . The
mechanical component losses for nickel and steel rings are significantly

II 9-14
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l ower than that of copper. Thus , relatively high contact resistances
and low friction coefficients are characteristic of the nickel and steel
ring/copper-graphite brush contact combinat ions.

Long brush life was obtained for each of the three ring materials
evaluated. The longest and shortest brush life was found for copper and
steel rings , respectively.

9.3 .6 Additive Materials

In a related program (ONR/ARPA Contract N000l4-76-C-0683), additive vapor
source materials were selected for further evaluation and will be reported
as part of that contract.

9.4 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the data shown above , the following conclusions are made:

• The performance characteristics of copper and silver-graphite
brushes of comparable metal content are similar. Thus , economies
in brushes can be realized by employing copper rather than silver.

• Total contact energy loss (mechanical plus electrical ) is minimal
when the metal content of graphite brushes is near 75 w/o.

• Total contact energy loss is dominated by the electrical component
when the metal content of brushes is less than about 70 w/o , but
by the mechanical component at larger percentages.

• Brush wear is very low for smal l additi ons of metal , increasing
at a modest rate up to about 75 w/o. At higher metal percentages
brush wear increases sharply.

• Based on the screening test data , it appears that conniercially
available graphite brushes containing 65 to 75 w/o copper are
reasonable candidates for more extensive testing and evaluation
on larger , more sophisticated test machines .

• Copper graphite brushes riding on a copper ring provide a
better contact combination than like brushes on steel or nickel
rings. This is based on both loss and wear rate considerations .
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VOLUME II
PART B

SECTION 10

CURRENT COLLECTOR MECHANICAL LOAD SYSTEMS

10.0 OBJECTIVES

The objecti ve of the mechan ical l oad system program is to develop a
system capable of controllin g the brush loads to acceptable val ues .

• The acceptable values are specifi ed by the Current Collection Contact
Material/Performance program that was discussed in Volume II , Part B,

• Section 9. The contact material performance program will determine what
is required of the brush system for efficient current transfer and the
mechanical l oad system will determine how to achieve these requirements .

10.1 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

The basic function of a current collection system is to transfer
electrical powe r between stationary and rotating contact members
efficiently , reliably, and with long life . Much experience in the
application of solid brush current collectors for this purpose has been
accumulated over the years at Westinghouse and elsewhere , for brush
systems operating at conventional current densities (93 KA/m2 , 60 A/in 2)
in ambient air environments . This work has been used as a foundation
wi th the present effort utilized to extend the technology to the high
current densities (3.1 x 106 A/rn2, 2000 A/in 2).

10.2 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

10.2.0 General

High current density brush holders we re designed and built for the
(HS1 and HS2) High Speed Test rigs. These brush holders were the
result of efforts to obtain an immediate test vehicle. The design con-
figuration consisted of a water cooled holder surrounding a rectangular
shaped solid brush, constant force springs and conventional (pigtail) elec-
trical shunts to provide a low resistance current path .

Brush holders were designed and built for the Machi ne Environment Brush
Tester (MEB). The design philosophy was similar to that used for the
High Speed Testers.

$~ In the area of cooling however the design configurations differ . Both

~ machines exhibit water cooled brush holders , but only the MEB has a water
cooled rotor.

The ability of fiber brush shunts to transfer high density current through
the solid brush and into the stator conductor was proved.

II 10-1
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10.2.1 Brush Holding System

The first task was to design a brush holding system suitabl e for
testing high current density brushes . These brush hol ders were designed
for the full-size brush test rigs (HS1 and HS2) described in Volume II ,
Part B, Section 8 of this report. The basic design philosophy was to
utilize existing technology as much as possible in an effot~t to obtainan iriinediate test vehicle.

The high power density in the brush holders requ i red water cooling . The
cooling water was piped in and out of the brush holders via nominal
3/8 inch copper tubing that also carried the electrical current to and
from the brush holders . Before building the test stand a section of
copper tubing was subjected to typical testing conditions. The test
apparatus consisted of a 3 foot section of nominal 3/8 inch copper
tubing with copper blocks attached to each end. One end of the tubing
was attached through the use of a nominal 3/8 inch brass “Swagelok”

• fitting and the other end was attached with soft solder . The conclusions
of the test were as follows :

1) The tubing , tube fitting and solder joint passed current and
• cooling water acceptably.

2) The nominal desing current (400 amps) could be doubled without
failure of the circuit in case a current sharing problem would exist

• - in the full size brush test rig.

Figure 10.1 is a photograph of the brush holder arrangement used in the
HS1 High-Speed Brush Tester. The copper tubing shown at the right
transports cooling water as well as current between the brush holder and
ground. The main body of the brush holder is machined from two pieces
of copper stock. The two pieces are bolted together at the vertical
joint that borders the left side of the brush. The test brushes are
nomi nally 5/16 x 5/8 inch cross-section and 1.56 long. The brush is
fitted into a rectangular hole (1.0 inch l ong ) that passes through
the brush holder and meets the rotor in radial fashion. A nom i nal 0.06
inch gap exists between the holder and the rotor. The side clearance
between the brush and holder averages 0.0025 inch for all four sides.
Current is transported between the brush and holder through three
flexible shunts made from bra ided copper cable. Located directly above
the brush is the spirng holder assembly. The spring loading mechanism
consists of a constant force spring attached to an “L” shaped holder .
The mechanical l oad imposed on the brush by the constant force spring
can be changed through the use of different springs and/or multiple
springs rolled together in an assembly.

The brush ho l ders were utilized in brush screening tests for several
months and have presented no apparent problems . Thermocouples were
imbedded throughout the holder for a thermal analysis which is discussed
in Volume II , Part B, Secti on 11 of this report.

I 
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Since the brush holders for the HS1 brush test rig worked favorably, a
similar system was designed for the Machine Environment Brush Tester
(MEB) descri bed i n Volume II , Part B, Section 8 of this report. The
basic design philosophy was to design the brush holdin g system utilizing
parts from the HS1 brush test rig. Figure 10.2 shows an isometric view

• of the brush holder arrangement for the Machine Environment Brush Tester
(MEB). The view shows the machine brush holder area with the brush
housing cover removed .

The brush holder consists of three copper rings sandwiched together
wi th bolts that tie the holder assembly to the stator conductor drum .
The brush holder has been divided into three rings for ease of machining
the brush holes accurately. Good electrical contact is maintained
between the brush holder and the stator drum when disassembled and
reassembled due to silver plating of the contact faces. Also the flan9e
bolt loading for this electrical contact is on the order of 1000 lb/in 1.

The electrical shunts from the brushes are connected to the holder
ring that makes contact wi th the stator conductor drum . The shunts are
of equal length and cross-section in order to provide uniform electrical
resistance. The shunts are instrumented at typical locations in an
effort to investigate current sharing between brushes operating in
parallel.

The brushes are fit into rectangular holes in a manner identical to
that of the HS1 Brush Tester. The brushes ~re held in place with

• constant force springs. The spring holder assembly consists of a metal
cross with springs riveted on two opposing sides as shown in Fig. 10.2.
Spare sets of spring holder assemblies utilizing various spring combina-
tions are available for changing brush mechanical l oading.

The brush holder is cooled by two circumferential water carrying copper
tubes soldered into the brush holder assembly as shown in Fig. 10.2.

10.2.2 Electrical Shunts

The purpose of the electrical shunt is to transfer current from the solid
brush to the stator conductor with low loss, and with free radial
motion.

Conventional pig tail shunts were analyzed and were found to impose
excessive mechanical load on the brush when designed for low electrical
loss. The size of these conventional shunts becomes excessive for high
current density brushes .

Another disadvantage of the pig tail shunt is the substantial electrical
resistance (12R) loss in the solid brush. These losses are inherent in
this configuration since pig tail shunts cannot be fastened near the brush
slip ring interface . Ideally current should be transferred from immediately

II 10-4
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behind the rotor-brush interface directly into the stator conductor.

• However, since the pig tail is permanently attached to the solid brush
and since there is a specifi c brush length allowance for wear, the
current must pass through the wear l ength prior to entering the pig
tail shunt.

Investigati on of alternate concepts resulted in the attractive multi -
• contact shunt concept, which has the following attractive features:

1) Low electrical resistance at a low total contact force.

2) The solid brush sliding on the multi-contact providing close contact
with the brush-slip ring interface.

The resistance of a single point contact is given by Holm’ as:

R5 (F:)
tm (10.1)

where: R5 = single contact resistance ,
a = constant,

• F
~ 

= total force applied to the single contact,
m = constant.

The resistance of a number of identical contacts arranged in parallel is:

• • R = a (10.2)M

• where: RM = mul ti-contact resistance,
a = constant,
f = force per multi-contact point,
m = constant,

FM = n f  (10.3)

where: FM = total force applied to the multi -contact,
n = number of contacts.

RM = 
n~~

m) (FM)
m
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Setting: R5 = RM

Yields: FS/FM = n~~
_m

~’
m) (10.4)

Equation (10.4) reveals that for a given electrical resistance the total
force required for a mul ti -contact is less than the total force required
for a single contact when m< l . For m = 0.33 which corresponds to non-
oxidized , lightly loaded , copper on copper contacts :1

FM = 
(n)2~

°3 
(10.5)

For n = 10 contacts the total multi-contact force required is approximately
100 times less than a single contact force (at equal electrical resistance).

The presence of alien films on the contacts reduces the advantages of
multi -contacts over single contacts . These films are usually oxides
and tend to cause not only higher resistance but also a higher constant,
m. For oxidized , lightly l oaded and copper—on-copper contacts ,
m = .65,’

FM = 
(n~~

54 (10.6)

For n = 10 contacts the total multi—contact force required is approx-
imately four times less than a single contact force (at equal electrical
resistance). The advantage of multi-contacts , although still present ,
has been reduced 25 times due to the oxidized surfaces .

Several metal fiber shunts were made in order to investigate manufa c-
turing techniques and to obtain test data for multi-contacts . The
metal fi ber shunts were made of brass tufts drawn into a brass base
with a brass tie wi re . The electrical connecti on between the fiber
tuft and the base was found to be inadequate . The use of soft solder
provided an acceptable electrical junction . Figure 10.3 is a photograph

• of a typical metal fiber shunt with the tufts angled into the base.
Thi s particular shunt was also silver plated .

• Figure 10.4 is a photograph of the experimental set up for static
• testing of the metal fiber shunt. The fiber shunt is attached to a

large metal heat sink. The mating part of the shunt is a long metal
bar suspended from the ceiling. The long length of the suspension cable
results in practically perpendicular motion of the bar to the fiber

~~ shunt base. The suspended bar completes the electrical circuit with
the fiber shunt. The load to the multi-contact was applied through a can-
tilevered beam and strain gauge assembly. Mechanical loadi ng is provided
by adjusting a screw threaded through the end of the cantilever.

S 11 10—7
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The static tests were initiated in order to establish the empirical
constants in the resistance-force relationshi p.

Followi ng the static tests ,the design of the metal fiber shunts will
• be reviewed and updated. The redesigned fiber shunt will be utilized

in a related program (ONR/ARPA Contract N000l4-76-C-0683 in one of
the solid brush test rigs. The test data from the dynamic rigs should
yield information valuable in the design of full-size SEGMAG machines .

10.2.3 Actuation System

The actuation system is that part of the brush holder system which
mechanically loads or l ifts the brushes. The brush is loaded ; that is
pressed against the rotor sl ip ring, through the use of constant force

• springs. The mechanism wh ich lifts the solid brush is a cable attached
to the solid brush and spring assembly. The cable is pneumatically
actuated by a cy linder located outside the brush area . A full-size
model of tr1~s solid brush holder actuation system was constructed for
use in evaluat ing potent ial brush nolder problems .

10.3 CONCLUSIONS

Solid brush holders for medium high current density applications are
within existing technology . To accommodate high current density
however , the number of pig tail shunts necessary to maintain minimum
electrical loss in the holder becomes unwieldy . Excessive spri ng mech-
anical loads are exerted on the solid brush by these shunts . Fiber
shunts are the logical alternative to pig tail shunts because they
offer the follow ing comparative advantages:

1) Less mechanical force is exert~ i on a solid brush by a multi pl e
contact fiber bustle shunt than by a single contact pig tail
shunt, given that both exhibit the same total electri cal resistance .

2) The current path through the solid brush is shortened by metal
fi ber shunts since these can be situated closer to the sol id brush-
slip ring interface than pig tail shunts , thus reducing I2R losses
generated in the solid brush matrix.

Possibilities also exist to apply multiple fi ber techniques in con-
structi on of fiber brushes . Geometric and dynamic operational char-
acteristics of such brushes require further investigation.

10.4 REFERENCES

1Holm , Ragnar; Electric Contacts - Theory and Application; Springer-
Verlag ; 1967 ; Germany .
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VOLUME I I
PART B

SECTION 11
CURRENT COLLECTOR INTERFACE COOLING SYSTEMS

11.1 OBJECTIVES

The obj ectives of the Interface Cooling System program is to determine
the heat transfer characteristics of the high current density brush-
holders . These heat transfer characteristics will be correlated wi th
the solid brush obj ectives in order to determi ne high current density
brush holder heat transfe r design requirements and procedures .

11.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Westinghouse has accumulated much experience over the years in the
application of solid brush current collectors . This experience has
been wi th conventional current densities (93 KA/m2 , 60 A/ in2) where
transferring the heat from the brush holder was not considered a problem
area. The high current densities (3.1 x 106 A/rn2 , 2000 A/ in 2) increase

• the power density in the brush holder area to a point where heat transfer
has become an area of concern. The intent of the on-going work is to
utilize the Westinghouse experience to support the evaluation of the
heat transfer in the brush holder area for high current density brushes .

11.3 SUMMARY OF ACCOMPLISHMENTS

11.3.0 General

The brush holder heat transfer characteristics of the HS1 Brush Tester
and the Machine-Environment Brush Tester (MEB) were analyzed. It was
found that the thermal resistance between the brush and the holder was the
major thermal barrier of the system . This thermal resistance is com-
plicated and can vary significantly depending on brush position in the
holder , clearance , brush loading , geometry, surface finish , material
properties and atmospheric properties of the brush holder environment.
The brush holders and brushes were instrumented in an effort to determine
the thermal resistance . The experimental data was then correlated wi th
theory in an effort to understand the heat transfer mechanism between
the brush and holder.

The HS1 Brush Tester was instrumented with thermocou ples so that one could
14 determine :

• The heat transfer from the brush in each direction.

II 11-1
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• The heat generated in the brush.
• The therma l resistance between the brush and the holder.

This brush holder is described in detail in Volume II, Part B, Section
10 0f this report , and shown in Figure 11.1.

The heat generated in the brush is due to the mechanical friction at the
brush slip ring interface and the electrical joule heating from the
brush, the shunts and the brush-sli p ring interface. Heat is transferred
primarily from the brush via the shunts , the rotor and the brush-to-
brush holder contact. An energy balance yields the heat transferred
from the brush to the brush holder , which , with the temperature difference
between the brush and brush holder , yields the needed thermal resistance.

The thermal data from the HS1 test was evaluated . The results indicate
the present HS1 brush holder meets the program thermal objectives . The
brush holder is capabl e of extracting 30% of the heat generated as a
result of brush losses. The remaining hea t is extracted through the
rotor cooling sys tem.

The losses used for the calculati on were based on the present brush
testing status. This basic brush holder thermal information will be
utilized as a guideline for the evaluation of future brush holder
concepts in a related program (ONR /ARPA Contract N00014-76-C-0683).

Similar thermal instrumentation is designed into the Machine Environment
Brush Tester (MEB), which is descri bed in detail in Volume II , Part B,
Section 10 and shown in Fig. 10-2. The major differences with respect to
heat transfer between the MEB and the HSI brush testers are as follows :

• The brush holders in the Machine Environment Tester (MEB) support 48
brushes in two rows (24 in each row). The HS1 tester has one brush
for each holder . The multiple brush holder must contend wi th thermal
graidents through the holder yielding variations in temperature
between different brushes whereas the single brush hol der does not.

• The heat transfer from the brush to the rotor in the HS1 Brush
Tester is approximately 1/3 that for the MEB Tester. An increase
in heat removed through the rotor reduces the importance of the thermal
resistance between the brush and the holder.

The Machine Environment Brush Tester (MEB) is designed to determine the
effects of the thermal gradients and the rotor heat transfer. This
fully instrumented test rig will provide valuable info rmation for the
heat transfer analysis.
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VOLUME II
PART B
SECTION 12

CURRENT COLLECTOR GASEOUS ENVIRONMENT /CONTROL

1 2.1 OBJECTIVES

The objective of this effort is to provide a control l ed gaseous
env i ronment in the machine current col l ector area . Internal pressure ,
gas purity and mo isture content must be controlled.

12.2 PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Work at the Westinghouse Research Laboratories , among others , has
indicated the necessity of providing a controlled gaseous environment
in the current collector area to prolong brush life .

12.3 SUMMARY OF !\CCOMPLISHMENTS

12 .3.0 General

A gas recircula ting system was designed and constructed for the purpose
of controlling the internal ambient atmosphere of a Machine Environment
Brush Test (MEB) being used in the development of advanced solid current
collect ion brushes. Capabilities of the gas system include : operation
wi th a variety of non-oxidizing gases over a wide range of fl ow rates
and preset moisture concentrations ; removal of particulate debris from
brush wear and vapor product contaminants from test facility outgassing;
and maintenance of a predetermi ned positive pressure l evel . Descriptions
of the gas system and of the general operating procedures for its use are
presented below .

• 12.3.1 Gaseous Environment Control System

The MEB environment gas control and purifi cation system was designed
• i and assembled . It is a compact (17” x 22” x 69”), lightwe ight , and

readil y portable unit. Once moved into position , only three standard
tube connecti ons are requi red prior to placing it into operation .

The front panel of the gas control system is shown in Fig. 12.1. Here ,
most control valves, pressure gauges , flowmeters , and the humidity

~~ indicator are readily available to the operator. Many of the internal
components , such as filters , traps , probes , and the water bubbler may
be seen in Fig. .2.2, which i s a rear view of the control system. The

I •
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design utilizes a closed rec irculation loop wherein potential , but
undesired , reaction and outgassing products from the MEB test rig
are removed from the gas stream, while maintaining the desired
internal pressure, dew point , and gas flow rate.

A schematic flow diagram representative of the gas flow system is
shown in Fig. 12.3. Starting at the gas inlet port , gas fl ows through a dust
trap (2) wi th a transparent cover , where large dust particles are
removed and can be observed . Then gas flows through a 60 micron-size
filter (4) for removing smaller particles . The trap and the fi lter
serve primari ly to remove particulate brush-ring wear debris from the gas
stream. Pressure gauges (3) and (5) are provided on either side of
the filter . A significant change in pressure across the fi lter is an
indication of impending plugging , and filter replacement should be
made at the earl iest  convenience .

The next element of the flow ioop is an electronic moisture probe
(6), where moisutre content of the machine exit gas is monitored .
Here , a Panametrics Electronic Hygrometer (Model 1000) is used
to obtain the gas humidity in parts per million by volume . A check
on the calibration of the instrument may be made by drawing a sample
of gas from the gas sample valve (1) through a simple dew point
cup.

Excessive amounts of most organic vapors cause brush performance to be
adversely affected. This is manifested by high , unstable contact
voltage. To ward against suc h effects, outgassing products from the
material ’s insulation , seals , etc., must be removed from the gas stream
to maintain predetermined optimum gas water vapor content . Followi ng
the first moisture probe (6), the gas is passed through an adsorbing
bed (7) to remove vaporous outgassing impurities .

During initial machine—brush studies ,* when i t  is planned to use carbon
dioxide and water vapor for the gas atmosphere and vapor additive , the
adsorbing col umn will be packed with activated coconut shell carbon .
Such activated carbon has a low capacity for adsorbing carbon dioxide and
water but a high capacity for adsorbing most acids , solvents , expected

• decomposition products , and ozone . During subsequent brush-gas tests ,
• where deliberate additions of vapors other than water will be desired ,

di fferent adsorbing beds may be required . Such bed systems may include
molecular sieve , s i l i c a  gel , or other selective adsorber media.

The present system does not effectively remove oxygen . Consequently ,
careful initial purging of the machine-gas system will be required if more

F than trace oxygen concentrati ons are considered a probl em.

*To be performed under a related program (ONR /ARPA Contract
~~ N00014-76-C- 0683).
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Following the adsorber, the gas is drawn through a welded metal bellows
pump (8). This pump is manufactured by the Metal Bellows Corp. and
has a pumping capacity of 80 cubic feet per hour. The system gas fl ow

• rate is controllable in the range of 0-1.4 cubic feet per minute by valve
adjustments at the pump bypass and flowmeter (10) locations .

After passing through the rotameter-type flowmeter , the gas stream is
split and may be partially or totally directed through a water bubbl er
(11), which is generally surrounded by either an ice-water mixture or• air at room temperature . These conditions are selected because they can
be easi ly held constant over long periods of time . By mixing wet and
dry gas streams , i ntermediate and l ower concentrations of moisture are
achievabl e, whi ch otherwise would require more costly auxiliary means
for maintaining intermediate bubbl er temperatures , such as the i ncorpora-
tion of a trap hel d at temperatures below 0°C.

A trap (12) is provided immediately fol lowing the water bubbler , which
prevents aerosols from entering the main gas-vapor stream . Combining
the acti on of this trap with the appl icati on of heat (13) to the fl ow
lines assures against possible water condensation and accumulation of
fluid. To avoid condensation during operation , the water bubbler tem-
perature must be at the lowest temperature in the system. Since the
highest moisture concentration anticipated for the test program requires
the bubbler to be held no hi gher than room temperature , no serious con-

• densation problem is anticipated .

A 15 micron fi l ter (14) follows the aerosol trap, having the purpose
of removing solid material or dust that might be carried in the gas
stream from the charcoal adsorbing col umn . The gas finally flows through
a second Panametrics moisture monitor (16) before returning to the
test machine (outlet port). The system gas pressure is controllable to
15 psi gauge (15) by regulation at the gas source location (9), where
gas is continuously added to make up for any leakage from the system.

12.3.2 General Operating Procedure

After the initial tube connections have been made , operation of the system
can begin wi th evaluating the MEB test facility and the gas system to remove
the air , then backf illing with the selected non-oxidizing gas. Circulation
of the gas can then be initiated and a gas sample removed and analyzed .
Another evacuation and purge may be required to reduce the impurities
to an acceptable level .

The gas system will be operated continuously during machine brush
testing , controlling internal machine pressure , moisture content, and
gas purity .

A short description of shakedown tests run to characterize the gas control
~ system is contained in Volume II , Part A , Section 6 of this report.
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12.4 CONCLUSIONS

1) A gas control system, capable of supplying non-oxidizing gases
such as C02, He, and N2 at a preselected moisture concentration
level , has been successfully designed and constructed . This system
is ready for use in the development of advanced , high current density -

solid brushes .

2) For initial testing of solid brushes in humidifi ed carbon dioxi de
envi ronments, the gas control system described in this report is
adequate, providing that trace amounts of oxygen are not
objectionable.

3) Subsequent brush testing in gas environments having hydrocarbon vapor
additives will require that the activated charcoal adsorbing medium
be replaced wi th a more suitable material , such as molecular sieve,
silica gel , or other selective adsorbers, which passes the specifi c
hydrocarbon .
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